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ABSTRACT

This study investiqated the perceptions of kindergarten

teachers and parents of kindergarten chi Idren in

Newfoundland and Labrador concerning kindergarten

programminq. The parent and teacher .amples were selected

using a random sampling procedure with one third of eilch

sample chosen from each of the three main denominational

systems operating schools in the province: Integrated,

Roman catholic, and Pentecostal.

In general, both parents' and teachers' perceptions of

kindergarten programminq were consistent with recent

research on quality proqramming for young childcen.

However. findin9S SU9gest that kindergarten education may be

experiencinq an overcrowded curriculum because both teachers

and parents want to include everything in kindergarten.

Additional findings indicate strong agreement in both groups

wi th various types of parental invol vement. In comparing

parents' and teachers' responses, major findings suggest

that parents differ from teachers in believing that it is

important that children (a) spend a part of each day in

school sitting quietly, listening to the teacher and

following directions and (b) complete paper and pencil tasks

in the subject areu. Also, parents, more so than teachers,

were in agreement with parents becoming involved in making

important decisions concerning thei r chi ldren' s kindergarten
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education. An additional difference related to estimates of

the importance of Health Education, with parents ratinq it

significantly hig-her than teachers did. Further comparisons

of parents' and teachers' responses showed that there were

areas of kindergarten education where both groups were

simi lar in their perceptions.

Several factors were found to be related to parents'

and teachers' responses. Teachers' responses were most

strongly related to their teaching qualifications and the

denominational affiliation of the school district where the

teacher worked, while parents' responses were most strongly

related to their educational levels and the denominational

affiliation of the school their child attended.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the prohl em

Kindergarten education in the United states and Canada

has developed in response to a variety of social, political,

and economic pressures. In recent years, kindergarten

education and its proper function in early childhood

education have come under the close scrutiny of educators,

child psychologists, parents, and the general public.

Traditionally, kindergarten was seen as bridging the gap

between home and school; therefore, the primary focus was

one of social development. Presently, however, there has

been a trend toward shifting the focus from social to

academic development. This has been in response to a number

of factors, including interpretations of research in child

development such as those of Bruner (1960) and Bloom (1962).

In addition, there has been ever-increasing social pressure

to push children to succ ... ed in some tangible, measurable way

at the youngest agoe possible. Added to this is the fact

that we live in a very technological aqe with children being

expected to acquire skills quite different from those of the

past.

The parent and the teacher, as arms of the insti tutions

of the home and the school respectively, share the



responsibility ot educating the child. Basically, both

groups want the same thing for children, that is, to ~llow

them to reach their full potential in ~ll areas of

development. However, the possibility u:ists that parents

may differ- fr-om teacher-s in how they per-ceive the function

of the school, 9iven the fact that the home and the school

are in many ways quite separ-ate and distinct. Katz (1980),

recognized that the home and the school engage in many of

the same behaviors in interactinq with young childr-en. she

noted that the two are discontinuous on certain dimensions

of those interactions. Hess, Price, Dickson and ConrC"y

(1981), not ed dissimi I ari ti es in perceptions between mothers

and teachers, particularly regardinq qoals, expectations and

behavior for young children. Differences are likely to

arise because mothers and teachers differ in their training'

and experience in dealinq with young children. The types

and intensities of interactions with children also are

different for the two. In addition, the settinq in which

they interact with children is different.

In the first four to Hve years, parents build a

perception of their child's potential and needs. They may

be familiar enouqh with school to have some ideas about what

to expect their chi ld to be doing during' the kindergarten

year. Hagsino and Baksh (1980) reco9nized that parents

possess certain perceptions regarding' education and warned

that parents



may possess certain "taken-for-qranted knowiedge".
certain unquestioned assumptions about what teachers
would typicaUy be doing. If the school appears to
them not to share their views of what the typical qoats
of education are they are likely to withhold their
support for and may even question or oppose what the
school is attempting to do. (p. 15)

This study attempted to determine the similarities and

the differences in the perceptions of parents and teachers

on selected aspects of kindergarten programming in the

province of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Nsed for thS dudy

For several reasons, there is a need to examine

parents' and teachers' perceptions of the kindergarten

program in the province of Newfoundland snd Labrador.

In 1985, the Depart.ment of Educat.ion in the province

authorized a new kindergarten curriculum 9uide. As a result

of the implementation of this guide, chanqes occurred wit.hin

the province's kindergartens. The guide sU9gests a child-

centered, activit.y-based approach t.o kindergarten educa.t.ion

t.hrough the use of learning centers, an increased emphasis

on play and activity, and a 'whole langua.ge' approach t.o

literacy development.

Cabler (1974) cautioned that when an organization

establishes a new program, "the success of the program, to a

great extent, is dependent upon a qeneral consensus of

opinions reqardinq its qoal5 and objectives by those who are



implementing and participating in the program" (p. 1). How

parents and teachers perceive kindergarten education in

light: of the implementation of the new program needs to be

studied. Newhook (1985), in a master's thesis on parent-

teacher communication. when interviewing a sample of parents

in St. John's, Newfoundland, found that parents had only a

vague idea of the content of their child's kindergarten

program. Goodall's (1983) study had similar findings.

The involvement of parents in the development and

education of their children has received a great deal of

attention in recent years. More and more educators and

researchers are becoming aware of the role parents play in

facilitating the development of intelligence, achievement

and competence in their children (Beecher, 1986). In the

Kindergarten Curriculum Guide, the Department of rducation,

Newfoundland and Labrador (1985) recommended that, through a

planned program of involvement, parents are to become an

integral part of their child's school life. As well,

teachers must explain the curriculum to the parents, enlist

their cooperation, give them pt'actical sU9Qestions on how to

help their child leat'n, and use them as a valuable resource

in obtaining infot'mation about the child.

One of the benefits of a planned pt'ogram of parental

involvement is that the pat'ent develops "an understanding of

what goes on in a Kindergarten class and why" (Department of

Education, Newfoundland and L.abrador, 1985, p. 6). There is



a pressing need to study whether existing approaches to

parental involvement. in kindergarten classes in Newfoundland

and Labrador are enabl ing parents to have an understanding

of the kindergarten program.

Parents can be connected to parental involvement

programs in many different ways. Teachers can encourage

parent pa.rticipation in educational programs through

workshops, parent-teacher conferences, and other meetings in

order to help them learn about the kindergarten program.

Parents can also participate by becoming teacher-helpers

throuqh working in the classroom, helping supervise

children, teaching a lesson, or preparing materials.

Furthermore. teachers can encourage participation of parents

in making decisions about their child's education. Beecher

(1986) maintains that in successful parental involvement

programs parents' views, feelings and understandings are

sought before asking them to become involved in any

activities. Seefeldt (198Sa) tells educators that it is

time for an evaluation of parental involvement programs.

Before parents are asked to become involved, efforts must be

made to ensure that "this involvement responds with

sensitivity to the needs of the parents, offers them real

support, and involves them in true collaboration of

decision-making" (seefeldt, 1985a, p. 102).

One way to help ensure the success of a parental

invo1 vement pr09ram is to 9ain some insiqhts into the
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participants' opinions regarding thl!! different ways of

becoming involved. This study attempted to evaluate

parents' and teachers' level of a9reement with some of the

ways that parents can become connected with the established

kindergarten proicam.

The educational system in Newfoundland and Labrador is

somewhat unique among Canadian provinces in that the rig'hts

and privileges of various churches in operating schools were

recognized as a result of Confederation in 1949. Therefore,

at the present time in the province, 56.2\ of the student

population attend schools operated under the auspices of the

Integrated Education Council (Presbyterian. Salvation Army,

Anglican. Moravian. and United Church), 38.5\ in schools

under- the Roman Catholic Education Council, 5.1\ under the

auspices of the Pentecostal Education Council, and less than

one percentage (0.2\) are in school" operated by the Seventh

Day Adventist (Department of Education, Newfoundland and

Labrador, 1989). Given the denominational SJStem of

education in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. the

researcher believes that parents' and teachers' perceptions

of kindergarten education may vary according to the

denominational affiliation of the school the children

attend. The experience of the researcher. in teaching

kindergarten for twelve yearfJ in an area that has schools

operated by two denominational systems, is that parents and

teachers often have explicit reasons for supporting their



s('hool system. Those reasons seem to be most often related

to some aspect of the school program. In s\'pport of the

denominational system of education, it is often stated that

the one~denominational schools with their stress on

religion. unlike the multi-denominational schoots, offer an

alternate education based on principles and values that are

necessary for good Christian living. Because of this,

parent.:; and teachers are often led to believe that education

at a school operated by one educational system can be better

for their child than the education provided by another

system.

Two survays of publ ic opinions towards the province's

denominational systam have been undertaken: one by H. 101.

Graesser, a political Science Department professor. and an

earlier one by P.J. Narren, a Faculty of Education

professor, both at Memorial University of Newfoundland.

Craesser (1986) and Nanen (1983) found that 45\ and 47\ of

the respondents, respectivelY, favoured the existing system.

Those favouring the denol'llinational system must have some

reasons for doing so. The present study which focuses on a

specific area of the educational system may provide some

insights into the influence of denomination on perceptions

of specific aspects of the system.

FinallY, no studies in Newfoundland and Labrador have

yet compared parents I and teachers' perceptions of

kindergarten, although seveal studies have looked at the



public's attitudes toward education in general (Stockley,

1969; Grace, 1973: Waye. 1974; Hoss, 1975; and Warren,

1983).

The significance of the present study of parents' and

teachers' pet'ceptions of kindergarten t'ests upon the

following premise: insights into diffe!rences (a) between

the perceptions of parents and teachers and (b) between any

research on appropriate kindergarten programming and the

perceptions of parents and teachers can be used to improve

kindergarten education.

Scgpe and limitations

In order to investigate teachers' and parents'

perceptions of kindergarten programming in Newfoundland and

Labrador, samples of both kindergarten teachers and parents

of kindergarten children were required. The teacher sample

was obtained from the total population of kindergarten

teachers in Newfoundland and Labrador employed by the

Integrated, Roman Catholic. and Pentecostal school

districts. The small number of kindergarten teachers

employed by the Seventh Day ,.,d .... entist. school district and

kindergarten teachers worklng in pri .... ate schools did not

warrant inclusion in this study. Teachers and parents from

French Immersion kindergarten classes, which make up

approximately 3.6\ of the total number of kindeq~arten



classes, were also ell:cluded from the study because the

researcher bel ieves that the perceptions of this group may

be different from those of regular kindenOlarten parents and

teachers. Therefore their perceptions of kindergarten

education may not be representative of the general

population of kindergarten teachers and parents. The parent

sample was selected from the total list of parents of

children in the classes taught by the teachers in the

teacher sample.

Neither the teacher nor the parent sample are

proportional to the total population of kinderqarten

teachers and parents of kindergarten children in the

province with respect to denolflinational affiliation.

Therefore, generalizations with respect to the population of

teachers and parents will be made for variables influenced

by denonrination usinq calculation:! based on proportional

weiqhting of the data.

't'hrough the use of a questionnaire, a sample of parents

with children in kindergarten were asked to express their

opinions, attitude5 and beliefs toward selected aspects of

their child's program. Throuqh the use of a second

questionnaire, a sample of kindergarten teachers were asked

to express their opinions, attitudes and beliefs toward

selected aspects of the kindergarten program. The

questionnaires fo-::used on the fo11owin9 areas of the

kindergarten program: the purpose of kindergarten. subject
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areas. chi Idren with special needs. t"eporting, teacher

characteristics. improvements to kindergarten. home Iearning

activities. parental involvement, and kindergarten

practices describing activities that the children would be

involved in on a daily basis. These areas were selected for

study because it was felt that parents were knowledgeable

enough about them to express an opinion. Questions

concerning teaching methodologies and classroom scheduling

were considered inappropriate for this study because they

were areas in which parents generally would not have the

necessary background to be able to express an informed

opinion. It was decided not to seek opinions regarding the

school facility or about equipment and mate['ials in the

schools because of the g['eat variability of resources

available to schools in our province. To facilitate

comparisons between the responses of the parents and

teache['s, the teacher questionnaire was similar to the

parent questionnaire.

Mature and purpose of the study

This study attempted to examine the perceptions which

teachers and i'arcnts have with respect to kindergarten

education by focusing on the following questions:

1. What are the perceptions of teachers

regarding aspects of the kindergarten
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program?

2. What are the perceptions of parents regarding:

aspects of the kinderqarten program?

3. What diffel:ences exist among parents regarding

their pel:"ceptions of aspects of kindergarten

proqralMling as related to the denominational

affiliation of the school their child attends; the

population of the school thtdr child attends;

mother's educational level; father's educational

level; their age; the extent of their child's

preschool experience; their previous experience

with children in kinder9arten; and the extent of

their involvement in their child's kindergarten

education?

4. What differences exist among kindergarten teachers

reqarding their perceptions of aspects of

kindergarten program:ning as related to the

denominational affiliation of the school; their

qualifications; extent of upgrading; teaching

experience at the kindergarten level and at other

levels: instances of spec:ialited traininq; and

school population?

5. To what extent do the perceptions of teachers

differ from the perceptions of parents?

6. To what extent are the perceptions of teachers

similar to the perceptions of parents?



CHAPTER II

REVIEW' OF THE LITERATURE

The .eview of the literature is divided into the

following sections: (a) kindergarten education--a

historical view, (b) kindergarten education--a contemporary

view, (cl quality kindergarten program--North American

context, (d) quality kindergarten program--Newfoundland and

Labrador context, and (e) parents' and teachers' perceptions

of kinderg'arten programming. The histodcal presentation of

kindecgarten education follows a progression from the past

to the present. The review of the literature pertaining to

quality programminq focuses on some of the most important

issues in early childhood education today, including:

definitions of qUlility programming'; children and learnioq;

the purpose of kindergarten education; approaches to

kindergarten proqrammmin9; the physical environment; the

role of kinderqarten teachers; children with special needs;

and the role of parents. First, this review gives a

national and international perspective concerning quality

programming, and then follows with a review of what

educators in Newfoundland and Labrador consider quality

programming for kindergarten children in the province. The

review of the literature pertaining to parents' and

teachers' perceptions of kindergarten education foc:uses

first on general issues pertaining to kindergarten education
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such as approaches to programming. and then proceeds to

research on perceptions regarding specific aspects of

kindergarten proqfarnming such as the importance of play in

kindergarten.

Kindergarten educ:aHonnA historical view

Kindergarten education was first introduced in the

United States about 135 years ago. Since then it has

undergone a number of changes paralleling changes in the

economic, political and social milieu of the time.

Kindergarten education has also been influenced by advances

in child development reseat"ch which provided changing

information on the nature of children and their learning

capabilities. Varying curriculum models have arisen

reflecting extremes in philosophies and resulting in a

myriad of methodologies and program content.

Kindergarten was first conceived by Friedrick Froebel

(1782-1852) as a more humane approach to the education of

young children (Spodek, 198::!). Froebel devised his first

kindergarten in 1837 on the premise that play was the most

natural and educational actlnty of young children. He

believed that education was a process of development

resulting from self-activlty. Many of the educational

principles and practices eVldent in kindergarten today

reflections of Froebel's beliefs. The kindergarten movement
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began in the United States in 1856 at Watertown, Wisconsin.

Kindergartens then grew rapidly in both the Uni ted states

and Canada, supported by a variety of agencies. The first

public-supported kindergarten in the United states opened in

St. Louis, Missouri, in 1873 and in Toronto, Canada, in 1878

(Spodek, Sarac:ho and Davis, 1987).

By the beginning: of the 20th century, kindergarten

education and education in general were beginning to receive

more public attention and undergo a change (Spodek et al.,

1987). There appear to have been several reasons for this.

First, the growth of a progressive movement in education led

by John Dewey (1859-1952), whose belief that the child's

education should reflect his/her life, the home, and the

community, was initiatinq chang€:s in programs for young

children. Second, the child study movement led by G,

Stanley Hall resulted in a more scientific approach to the

whole educational process, Third, the work of leading

educators in the field had direct impact upon kindergarten

education, For example, Maria Montessori's work was

especially significant; for she led educators to acknowledge

and respect the uniqueness of each child and acknowledge the

importance of sensory training through the manipulation of

materials (Montessori, 1964).

By the 1920' s the reforms in kindergarten that had

begun at the turn of the century were essentially completed

(Spodek et aI" 1987). Later the work of behavioral
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psychologists such as John Watson. A.H. Thorndike, and B.P'.

skinner began to greatly influence the educational process

by presenting the traditional or behaviorist approach to

education. Here the "development of the child's mind, moral

values and emotions is seen as a result of sPiIlcdfically

acquired aSliociations under the control of environment (via

reinforcements)" (Wad:nforth. 1984. p. 216).

According to Elkind (1986). until the 1960's early

childhood programs, for the most part, were well adapted to

the developmental needs of the children they served.

Kindergartens in publ ic schools enjoyed a special status and

were generally free of the social pressures that influenced

other levels of education. During the 19605, kindergarten

and early childhood education in general again began to

receive public attention and criticism.

r;indtrqubn edllsat.ion--A cont.emporary view

Since the early 19605, kindergarten education has

undergone drastic changes. Two major forces appear to be

shaping the nature of present-day kindergarten programming

in North America, One force has been a massive shift in

orientation from developmental to academic. The other major

influence has been the work of Jean Piaget. a Swiss

psycholo9ist, whose theory of child development hilS been

widely applied to early childhood programs (Spodek. 1995).
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Leading educators and researchel:s attest to a shift in

orientation to progralMling (Spodek, 1982; Webster, 1984;

Bartolini, 1985: Elkind, 1986). Spodek (1982) warned, "the

concern for young children's development and for the

creation of programs reflecting their needs and interests

seems to be lessening. In its place can be found a concern

for achievement of specific learning- goals" (p, 179).

Bartolini (1985). defined the two orientations as

follows: developmentally-oriented curriculum that is

oriented to the principles of child development and

academicallY oriented curriculum that is oriented toward the

achievement of specific learning goals, or emphasizinq a

downward extension of primary education.

Many reasons account for this shift in focus, They

inc 1ude: the 1aunching of Sputnik in 1957 (El kind. 1986).

which quickly and abruptly alerted America to the deficient

education of its youth; and the research of 1eading

educators and psychologists, such as Bloom (1962) and Bruner

(1960), who believed that children at a young ag'e were

capable of learning' more than was previously thouqht, Both

of these reasons provided the impetus for the massive

curriculum movement of the 1960's, as well as the impetus

for the "curriculum shove down", which resulted in

kindergarten programs including much of what previously had

been taught in first grade (Elkind, 1981; Uphoff and

Gilmore, 1986). The boost in initial I.Q, gains attained by
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preschoolers in Head Start programs also attested to the

fact that young chilciren could learn much prior to Grade 1.

As a result, there arose a greater emphasis on acaciemics in

kinderQarten (Spodek, 1982).

Another factor contributing to this changed emphasis in

kindergarten was ever-increasing societal pressure to have

children mature earlier and achieve more (Elkind, 1981).

Some parents believe that our technological age, especially

television. has prepared children to handle an academic

program better than children in the past could have done

(Elkind, 1986), even though the way in which children grow

and learn has not changed (Seefeldt, 1985b; Elkind, 1986).

Furthermore. because many young children have attended

preschool, mal'll parents today do not see the kindergarten

role as primarily one of socialization. As a result,

parents are demanding a more academic kindergarten

curriculum (Davis, 1980). Finally, kindergarten attendance

has become the rul e rather than the exception. In the

United states, as of 1986-1987, all states offered

kindergarten (Robinson 1987). In Canada, as of 1990, all

provinces except Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick

require kindergarten. with kindergarten education being the

norm and the expected starting point of schooling, program

developers are more likely to become involved in producing

materials in order to build educational continuity into

school programs.
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It is @vident that these factors are present and

influencing the status of kinderg-arten offerinqs. It is

also evident that formal academic pro9rams are on the rise

in kindenilarten. For example, a recent Illinois Stale Board

of Education Survey of public and non-public elementary

school principals revealed that 90\ of all kindergartens in

that state took an academic rather than. developmental

approach to kinderqarten (Thomas' Peterson, 1987). In

spite of this emphasis on academics in kindergarten, there

exists a qrowinljl body of research which points to the

possible harmful effects of introducinq children to academic

learning too early (Ames, 1980; Ballanger, 1983; Elkind,

1986; Katz, 1987b). Elkind (1986) wuned that in

introducing formal academic programs too early "the

potential psychological risks of early intervention far

outweigh any potential educational gain" (p. 634).

Parallel to this increasl!d emphasis on an academic

focus in kindergarten prograllIlIlng. is attention to the work

of Jean Piaget. His explanation of how children learn has

implications for the education of younw children. Since

only a few of Piaget's wntinqs have dealt directly with

matters relating to education. much of thl! how and what of

education has to be derived from an understanding of the

factors involved in intellectual development (Almy, 1976).

The basic features of PUc;Jet's theory of intellectual

development that have direct bearing upon how young children
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should be educated include the notions that children must

construct and reconstruct their own knowledge as they act

upon their environment, and that children learn when they

sense disequilibrium, or a contradiction, between what they

observe and what they already know (Piaget, 1962). of equal

importance to education is Piaget's belief that intellectual

development follows a consistent pattern progressing through

staqes beginning early in life and continuing to adulthood

(Piaget, 1963).

The implications of Piaget's theory of intellectual

development are far-reaching and are being applied to many

early childhood programs today, including the kindergarten

program outlined in Kindergarten cllt"!:"iculum Guide produced

by the Department of Education for the province of

Newfoundland and Labrador.

Piaget's work has not gone unchallenged, however,

There exists some evidence that Piaget's interpretations of

some of the resul ts of his studies may not have been

accurate; therefore the implications for educating young

children derived from these interpretations are also

questionable (Donaldson, 1978),

Both the increasing emphasis on academic learning and

the implications of Piagetian theory are pr:esently exerting

influences on curriculum development for: young children, In

ensudng quality kindergarten progr:amminq, consider:ation has

to be gi ven to what is known about how chi I dren I earn and
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what. knowledge they will need in order- to meet the demands

of today's society.

Quality kindergarten proqrams--NQrtb American perspective

Over the last two decades, quality programming for

young children has received much attention. Much of this

attention has been and still is controversial as educators.

proqrammers, researchers. and parents continue to debate

issues such as the length of the kindergarten day, the major

function of kindergarten, and approaches to programming.

Because of the controversial nature of this first year of

schooling. attempts have been made in recent years by

various early childhood associations. interest groups, and

educational departments to formulate a set of cd tecia for

quality kindergarten proqrams. This has been attempted by

defining quality prograrrming and addressing various aspects

of programming such as the nature of children and learning,

the purposes of the program, the physical environment, the

teacher, children with special needs, and parental

involvement.

pefinition of quality prQgrams

In 1986, the National Association for the Education of

Young Children (hereafter referred to as NAEYC), in its
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position paper on developmentally appropriate practices in

programs for four- and five-year aIds. defined a quality

program as "one which meets the needs and promotes the

physical. social, emotional and cognitive development of the

children and adults--the parents, slaff, administrators--who

are involved in the program" (p. 20). The association also

noted that the program has to be designed for the age qroup

served and must be implemented with attention to the needs

and differences in individual children; the program must be

developmentally appropriate.

Moyer, Edgertson, and Isenberg (1987), in a position

statement of the Association for Childhood International,

entitled "child-Centered Kindergarten", outlined in detail a

developmentally appropriate program for kindergarten.

First, the prooram should provide for the education of the

whole child. Second, attempts should be made to organi'Z.e

instruction around the chi ld I So developmental needs,

interests, and learning styles. Third, the process of

learning rather than the product should be emphasized. and

recognition should be given to the fact that each child

follows a unique pattern of development. Finally, it must

be recognized that children learn best through first-hand

experiences and that play is very important.
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Children jlnd learning

In England, the Plowden Report (1967). ChOde!!" and

their primary Schools A BeRoht 9f the 'cote,! Adyisory

CQuncil for F:dusatioD, recog'nized that knowledge of the

manner in which children develop is of prime importance in

establishin9 an effective proqram for )'OU09 children. Not

only a:::e kindergarten children uniquely different from older

children or adults in their characteristics, but Elkind

(1986) reminded educators that "given the well established

fact that younq children learn differently the conclusion

that eduoators must draw is a straiqhtforward one: the

education of young children must be in keepinq with their

unique modes of learning" (p. 631). It is known that

children cannot be passive recipients of knowledge; they

learn best by doing (Dewey, 1902; Montes~ori, 1914; Kamii.

1985; Elkind, 1986; Katz, 1986), Also, it is known that

1earning in all domains of development--physical, social,

emotional and cognitive--is integrated. They "continuously

work together to affect behavior and development. They do

not function independently but are integrated" (Spodek et

ai" 1987, p. 90). The conclusions that can be drawn frOm

this are (a) kindergarten proqrams must encourage activity

(Felton & Peterson, 1976; Hoyer et 1.1.,1987), and (b) all

areas of development must be emphasized,
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Purpose 9f programs

In determining: whal constitutes quality kindergarten

programming:. it is impot'lant to delineate the purpo:ses of

the program. In the past. the main purpose of kindel"lll/l!rten

1014'S one of socialization. Today, however. because many

children att.end preschool or daycare centers, kindenilarten

is not their first g:roup experience away hom home. with

this decreased need for the socialization function of

kinderqarlen, what is now seen as its main function?

Hill (1987) stated that kindergarten has three distinct

but overlapping: functions: (a) to administer to the nature

and needs of four- to six-year-alds. (b) to look forward to

the nature And needs of children as they develop through to

sixth grade, and (el to look back to the home. narrowing: the

gap between what occurs at home and what occurs at school.

Within this framework. the 90als for kindergarten can be met

by providing uperiences that will meet the children's needs

and stimulate learning in the context of daily living.

The Department of Education. Quebec (1983), in a

document entitled The Curricula for Pruchqol E:ducatiqn.

stated that the major objective of kinder9uten is to "allow

the preschool child to pursue his own path. to encoura/Je his

abilities, to develop relationships with others, and to

interact with his environment" (p. 10). Also, the objective

for kindergarten educiltion can be met "in the context of
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daily activities involving' motor skills, art, languaqe,

awareness of mathematics. science, and a spiritual

awakening" (p. 13).

Such a statement raises questions regarding learning in

the academic areas in kindergarten. Hill (1987) proposed

that the goals of kindergarten education can be met in any

number of ways, one of which is the academic areas, Day and

Drake (1986) stated that academics have a place in a quality

program, but children must learn academics in the context of

daily experiences. Moyer et al. (1987) claimed that a well

defined kindergarten program will capitalize on the interest

some childrl'!D may show in academic learninC]. In the

document, early childhoQd - a time for learning a time for

iQ,y, The Department of Education, Manitoba (1979), in

clarifying the role of emerging academic needs in the

kindergarten classroom, emphasized that

it is not the kindergarten teacher's
r:esponsibility to teach reading, writing, and
mathematical skills per se, but an environment
should be created in which pre-reading, pre
writing, and pre-mathematics skills will emerge
for the child who is developmentally ready to
acquire them ... for those children who begin to
read and work with numbers, additional planning is
required in order to offer activities to them.
(pp. 33-34)

Instruction in the 3R' s, as wri ting, reading and

mathematics have traditionally been known, has shifted from

a concentration on specific skill development along narrowly

defined subject areas to a focus on the whole child with
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attention to each child's needs, interests, and

developmental levels. Pre-reading instruction is carried

out in a whole language environment in which instruction

takes advantage of a chi 1d's emergent 1i teney abi 1i ties

through activities that encourage a natural desire to read

and write.

The importance of academic learning is recognized by

others in the education field as well, including the

Department of Education, Saskatchewan, (1978); Ministry of

Education, Bl:"itish Columbia (1985); Department of

Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, (1985); NAEYC, (1986);

Cheever and Ryder, (1986); Moyer et al., (1987).

What constitutes an appropriate environment in which

learning in all areas will emerge including learning in the

content areas? The NAE'iC (1986) recommended that "teachers

prepare the environment for children to learn through active

exploration and interaction with adults, other children, and

materials" (p. 23). Evans (1982) defined a prepared

environment as one in which the teacher arranges the

activities, experiences and materials in such a way as to

reflect the needs and interests of the child, while

encouraging active involvement and promoting discovery and

integration of learning.
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Apprgaches to programming

A successfully prepared environment may be implemented

by the teacher through a variety of techniques, one of which

is the integration of curriculum cbjectives across subject

This technique is seen by many, including' the

Department of Education, Saskatchewan, (1978); Department of

Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, (1985); Ministry of

Education, British Columbia (1985); Blakely, Schroeder and

Fox, (1985); NAEYC, (1986); and Moyer at a1., (1987). as an

effective teaching strateqy. Another successful technique

includes the use of varying instructional strategies when

working with young children (Katz, 1986). Hoyer et al .•

(1987). suggested small group, 1arge group, indi vidual

instl:uction, role-enactment activities, and activity centers

as possible instl:uctional strategies.

The activity center or learning center, accot'ding to

Myers and Maul:er (1987), is consistent with what leading

early chi\dhood professionals have defined as a

developmentally appt'opl:iate pl:actice for young children.

Day (1983) descdbed the learning center approach as one

which provides an intentional strategy fOl: the active

involvement of children. This allows for eltperience-based

learning and individualization based upon the children's

developmental abilities, intel:ests and learning styles.

val:iety of learning centers may be prepared, including
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dramatic play, blocks, science, math, games, punJes, and

others.

In such a center, learning is facilitated through the

child's active involvement and child-initiated discovery_

Schweinhart (1988) defined child-initiated activity as the

selection and carrying out of an activity within the

framework provided by the teacher. Dunn (1987), in a

position paper clarifying the nature and purposes of

kindergarten for the state of Oregon. acknowledged that

it is important for chi Idren to choose their own
activities because they (1) are more likely to be
intrinsically motivated in the activities, (2)
will most often choose activities that are
stimulating and which give them needed opportunity
to practice, and (3) can feel in control of their
own learning. (p. 99)

of all the questions asked by critics about early

education the one most often addressed has to do with play

(hlmy, Monighan, Scales & Van Hoorn, 1986). Yet the value

of play has been well doc'lmented. It has been shown to be

related to cognitive development (Piaget, 1962; Pepler &

Ross, 1981; Wolfgang, HacKender and Wolfgang, 1981); social

development (Parten, 1932; Smilansky, 1968); language

development (Piaget, 1962; Smilansky, 1968; Pelligrini.

1980; Sherrod, Siewart & Cavellaro, 1981; Bruner, 1983;

Gentile & Hoot, 1983); and physical development (Gallahue,

1976). Rudolph and Cohen (1984) amplified the point that

play is important for the total development of the child by
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stating that "play is a totall y integrating' experience and

one that teiilchers of young children must take seriously. It

is not accidental thAt children love to play. play is in

their own best interest" (p. 97).

Quality play eJ:periences occur when teacherlt engage in

systematic observations of children at play in order to

provide and support developmentally appropriate activities

for children in the classroom (Phyfe-Perkins, 1980). Play

experiences ace enhanced greatly when teachers provide

experiences that allow children to en9aqe in explorin9,

testing, initiating'. constructing, discussing, planning.

prahl em-sol ving. resol ving disputes. dramatizing, erea Hog,

generating ideas and experimenting (Ministry of Education,

British Columbia, 1985).

In sum, as Hoyer et al. (1987) stated, "when viewed as

a learning process, play becomes a vehicle for intellectual

growth and continues to be the most vital avenue of learning

for kindergartens" (p. 238).

Phnisal environment

According to Day and Drake (1986), consideration must

also be given to the actual phYsical setting in order to

provide a quality proqram. The Department of Education,

Newfoundland and Labrador (1985), in Kinderqart'n CurriSjulum

~, stated that "classroom orqanization is the tool to
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achieving goals and implementing plans" (p. 57). In its

curriculum quide, children First, the Department of

Education, saskatchewan (1985) described the physical

environment as one that allows "space for a variety of

learning and activity centers, for large and small group

work. for quiet carpeted areas and for tiled areas that

allow for play with water, sand, paint and other messy

materials" (p. 18). Ramsey and Bayless (1980) noted that a

well-designed and equipped room is paramount to helpinq

chi Idren 1earn and manage thems elves.

Role of teachers

According to Day aDd Drake (1986), other areas of

concern in developing quality programs for young children

are the teacher and the interactions between the teacher and

child. Moyer et al. (1987) stated that "next to parenls,

teachers frequently tend to be the most significant adul ts

in young children's lives. Quality kindergarten programs

must be staffed by caring teachers who have faith in every

child's potential to achieve and to succeed" (p. 40).

The teacher's job in a kindergal:"ten classroom is

complex, imbued with extensive responsibility (Wahlstrom,

Donohue, Cl andinin and O· HanI ey, 1980), and becoming ever

mot"e compI ex (81 akey, Scht"oeder and Fox, 1985), The
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kindergarten teacher's job demands that the teacher have a

knowledge of child development {Day (, Drake, 1986) and

genuinely believe that what he/she does in the classroom

makes a difference (Phyfe-Pet"kins, 1981).

Wahlstrom et al. (1980), in a re!learch report funded by

the Ministry of Education in ontario, canada, concluded that

the most valuable qualities for a teacher of younq children

included heioq perceptive of individual differences; being

knowledgeable about child development; being sensitive to

children's feelings; being able to communicate with and

understand children; and being committed to the child's well

being.

Adequate and appropriate teacher training is essential

if teachers are to be effective in the classroom (Cheever &

Ryder, 1986). The NIIE'iC (1986), in a position paper on

developmentally appropriate practices in programs for four

and five- year olds, recommended that in order to work with

four-and five-year-olds teachers must receive college-level

preparation in Child Development or Early Childhood

Education and have supervised experience with this age

group.

ChildreD with sPedal needs

11 quality kindergarten program must be sensitive to the

needs of all children, including those with exceptional
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needs. For example, in recent years, the issue of the

education of exceptional children has dramatically changed.

Karagianis & Nesbitt (1980) stated that this has been due,

in part, to the rulings of the courts in various countries

concerning the education of handicapped children. An

increasing need to provide an appropriate education for

handicapped childt"en was recognized in all rulings. For

many children, an appropriate education could be provided,

not by segregating handicapped chi Idren into separate

classes, but by integrating them into non-handicapped ones.

The integration of exceptional children at the

kindergarten level is reconunended by many in the education

field. In the document, early childhoQd - a time for

learning a time for joy, the Deputment of Education,

Manitoba (1979) stated, "since eady intervention for the

purposes of prevention and amelioration is advisable for

children with special needs, these children should be placed

in the regular kindergarten and primary programs whenever

possible" (p. 154).

Integration, or mainstreaming as it is often called,

has been shown to be beneficial to both handicapped and non

handicapped children (Guralnick, 1982; New 8runswick

Teachers' Association, 1988). However, the success of the

integrated class depends on the teacher (Johnson, 1962).

The teacher has to be skilled and sensitive, able to

facilitate positive peer relations and motivate learning,
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and able to value and respond to the individuality of each

child (Dunlop, 1977). The results of both Corbett's (1984)

and the New Brunswick Teachers' Association (1988) studies

on teachers' perceptions of integration indicated that

teachers were experiencing some difficulties because of

integration, especially with increased workloads and stress

levels.

Role of parents

Quality programs for kindergarten children must

acknowledge the role that parents play in educating their

chi 1deen. Spodek et al. (1987) at reased the importance of

viewing parents and teachers as partners when st3.ting,

while the child is the first priority in early
childhood education, parents are the second
priority. Parents and teachers are partners in
helping children to learn. Parents are their
children's first teachers, and they continue to
have the primary responsibility for their
children's development even after the beginning of
school, While teachers have an important role in
guiding a child, an early education program that
does not respect the importance of the parent
cannot be successful, (p. 140)

Involving parents in school activities is a long-

standing tradition based on both theory and research

(Epstein, 1984). The need to involve parents grew as a

resul t of experimental preschools which sprang up in the

United States in the 19605. After failing to maintain

initial I.Q. gains of children in programs such as Head
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start. program developers began to realize that they had

overlooked two important influencing variables in their

program--parents and family situations. This realit.ation

led to the implementation of a family involvement component

in some existing programs (Honiz. 1982). Research has shown

educators that when parents are involved in their children's

education, coonitive development and achievement increased

(Coleman. 1966; Jencks. 1972; Herman & Yeh, 1980; Hewison,

1981; Walberg. 1984). Epstein (1984) found that parental

involvement increased knowledge about the school and their

children's educational program. Beecher (1986) noted far

reaching henefits of parental involvement for the parent as

well as the chi ld.

Parental invol vement can take many forms. In the past,

it has revolved around the welfare of the schools (Seefeldt,

1985a). The first four of Jackson and stretch's (1976)

categories of parental involvement are traditional in

nature. They include involving parents (a) as recipients

and supporters, (b) as educa tors and I earners, (c) as

instructional or non-instructional volunteers, or (d) as

decision makers. Seefeldt (1985a) maintained that involving

parents as decision makers is the only one that allows for

true collaboration between the parents and the school.

In sum, the components of a quality kindergarten

program have to be dedved from a variety of sources,

inol uding chi 1d psychology, educa ti onal research and
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societal expectations. Curdculum developers and educators

of young children must attempt to integrate the knowledge

gained from all sources in order to provide a program that

is appropriate for the children whom it is meant to serve.

The Department of Education, Newfoundland and t..abrador in

1985. attempted such a task when it prepared a document

entitled Kind@raarteD Curriculum gUide. This, the first of

its kind in the province, was a comprehensive document

detailing all aspects of kindergarten education.

Kindergarten education--NewfpUDdlIlDd and I,abrador

Perspective

Around the 1920's, kindergartens were four.d to be in

existence in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador

(Department of Education, Statistical supplements and Annual

Reports of the Department of Education, 1927, 1928, 1944

75). However. school boards were not required to offer

kindergarten until 1974. as a result of an amendment to the

1968 Schools Act.

In 1981. the Newfoundland and Labrador Department of

Education established the Provincial Kinderqarten conunittee

to examine existing policies and programs and to recommend

changes. The cOlMlittee. through a comprehensive examination

of existing kindergarten programs in the various school

boards in the province, throuqh examination of kindergarten
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programs in other provinces, and tht"ough ioval ve1f\l&nt of the

Eurly Childhood Association and the Parent-Teacher Committee

of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association, was able to make

the following statement concerning ldndergarten education:

Kindergartens of today are beioq beckoned in two
directions. To some it seems appropriate to
hasten 10U09 children's entry inlo formal academic
learning by borrowing from the grades and turning
kinder9arten into II watered down version of
Grade 1. To others, among whom can be counted the
members of the Provincial Kindergarten Committee, it
seems that kindergartens can and ought to be
strengthened in the direction of supporting more
effective total learning growth for five year
aIds, not focusing on speci fie academic ski 115,
but supplying the ground for them .• , (Provincial
Kindergarten Committee, 1981, p. 3)

The committee's major recommendation was that the

Division of Instruction at the Department of Education

develop a kindergarten curricul urn guide to be presented in

regional inservice sessions no later than the school year

1981-1982. As well, the Department of Education, in 1983,

provided to all kindergarten teachers a resource book

entitled Early Experiences (Eden, 1983), This provided the

teacher with a guide for meeting the developmental needs of

four- to six-year-olds both from a theoretical as well as

from a practical viewpoint.

In 1985, the Department of Education produced the

Kindergarten Curriculum Quide which comprehensively dealt

with most aspects of kindergarten progranuning for the

province. It delineated the "whY", "what" and "how" of

kindergarten for the provlnce' s educators. In the Foreword,
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it is stated that "a good kindergarten program helps each

child become the person only she can be .... It takes

advantage of the developmental characteristics of five year

olds .... allows for differences in maturation and

readiness. . considers the needs and interests of parents"

(Department of Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1985,

p. i).

Kinderg'arten education in the province was given a

diversity of objectives that must be realized. Objectives

specific to kindergarten education are outlined by the

Department of Education, Newfoundland and Labrador (1985) in

the Kindergarten Curriculum guide and include the following:

1) To nurture the child's sense of personal worth.
2) To foster moral and spiritual development.
3) To promote language development as a means of

expression and communication.
4) To foster social responsibility.
5) To foster independence.
6) To develop the capacity to think.
7) To encourage creativity, discovery, and imagination

through spontaneous and directed play.
a) To broaden concepts of mathematics and of the

social and scientific world.
9) To produce opportunities for large and fine motor

control.
10) To promote healthful and safe ways of living.
11) To provide satisfying aesthetic experiences.

(Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Education,
19a5, pp. 2-3)

The Provincial Kindergarten Committee (1981) noted that

these objectives can be thought of in terms of content and

method. Regarding content, the committee acknowledged that

there is a body of knowledge to be taught in kindergarten;

but the learning experiences the child will have will differ
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from those of older children. The "what" of kindergarten is

conlained in chapter IV of the Department of Education,

Newfoundland and [,abndor (1985) Kindergarten Curriculum

~, which states that children must be exposed to

learning in Language Arts, Science, Mathematics, Social

Studies, Physical Education, Health, Family Life. Religious

Education, and Music.

Just as there is a "what" of kinderqarten curriculum,

there is also a "how". The quide states. "together with the

children, the teacher translates the curriculum into a

pattern for daily living in the kinder9arten classroom"

(Department of Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1985,

p. 19). There are many ways to teach, but according to the

guide, a "methodology of integration" is an effective

teaching technique. Integration is achieved when related

I earnings in the subject areas are brought together by some

instructional method. Thematic work, learning centers,

individualized lessons, field trips (inside and outside the

school), and seizing opportune teachable moments are all

ways of integrating I earning experiences.

Good parent-teacher relationships are encouraged in the

guide. Open lines of communication between parents and

teachers are not achieved accidentally; parental involvement

has to be a planned part of the total school program in

order to be beneficial for all involved. Approaches to

parental invol vement incl ude preregistration programs to
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acquaint parents with the kindergarten pcogram and to

suggest ways in which parents can help children prepare for

school. It is also stated that attempts have to be made

throughout the child's kindergarten year to keep parents in

touch with the school and the kindergarten program.

The Provincial Kindergarten Committee (1981)

recommended that "efforts must be made also to incr-ease and

strengthen linkages between the home and school by involving

parents as advisors and volunteers" and that, "if we are to

have better kindergartens in this province, we must enhance

and support the role of parents in childhood education"

(p. 29).

Reporting to parents about their child's progress in

kindergarten is an integral part of the program of keeping

open lines af communication between the school and home.

Accor:ding to the Depar:tment of Education, Newfoundland and

Labudar: (1985) in Kindergarten Curriculum Guide, ther:e are

a number of ways that teacher:s can use to share with parents

information about their child. Parent-teacher conferences,

during which teachers can relate the child's progress and

can plan future school and home experiences for the child,

are essential. Written reports and report cards are two

more methods of reporting that may be used in conjunction

with parent-teacher conferences.

Children with special needs also have a place in the

province I s kindergartens. The Government of Newfoundland
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and Labrador (1986) issued the document Special Educatign

policy Manual in which it proposed that, with special help,

most handicapped children should begin formal education in

reg-ular classroom settings. Accordinq to the Department of

Educ>'J.tion, Newfoundland and Labrador (1985) in Kind!;rg3den

Curriculum Quide, teachers must be prepared to individualize

thei r instruct.ion in order to meet the needs of exceptional

children.

Kindergarten programming in Newfoundl and and Labrador.

in many respects, is consistent with what educators.

researchers and various organizations consider appropriate

practice for kindergarten children. The guide recommended

the "Cogni ti ve Discovery Model" for kindergarten programming

in the province. This model, based on the child development

theory of Jean Piaget and the instructional philosophies of

Haria Montessori and John Dewey, requires a chi ld-centered,

acti vi ty-based program.

Puent - teacher percepti ons of prograrrming

Research has shown that parents and teachers often have

different perceptions of certain areas of programming.

Sometimes parents want certain things from kindergarten that

the actual program does not deliver. Their concerns att:

often revealed through the questions they ask. Abbey (1987)

stated some questions that parents ask and then answered
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them in light of toda)"s knowledge. Several questions

relate directly to kindergarten education, namely: why is

there less paper wot:"k being done? Why is there less

homework being assigned? Why are children writing stories

without correct spelling. grammar or punctuation? why is

reading not introduced in kindergarten? How elln parents

hel~ children with reading? Why isn't phonics being tauQht

as much as before? What can parents do to help their

children in school?

As a result of aln intensive study of the existinCiJ

kindergarten programs and practices in Horrison Valley,

california, Katz (1987a) and her team discovered that

parents were expressing concerns about a number of things,

two of which were kindergarten sc=eening procedures and

childrens' stress levels. As well, they wanted t~achers to

be more responsive to the needs of their children and work

with them in needed areas. Parents were also concerned

about district matters and policies. The researchers also

found that parents, teachers, principals and school board

members all seemed to be concerned about the same issues;

all their concerns reflected underlying confusion and doubts

about the extent to which kindergarten curric:ul urn should

include academics. Simmons and Brewer (1985) believed that,

often "motivated by genuine concern, parents sometimes ask

questions that reveal misconceptions about the 90als of a

kindergarten program which cause them to focus only on
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reciting numerals" (p. 177). In addition, Rudolph and Cohen

(1984) believed t.hat many kinderqart.en parents were st.ron91y

int.erested in particular aspects of kindergarten life such

as discipli.ne, readinq and play.

overall, parents ,He concerned about their child's

first year of schooling. They want to know what is 90ing

on, and often a lack of knowledge leads to misconceptions

which can be damaging t.o the success of the kindergarten

program.

Several studies have asked parent.s and teachers to

assess preferences toward approaches to programming for

young children. Leeper, Dale, Skipper and Witherspoon

(1974) warned that a lack of understanding between parents

and teachers regarding appropriate approaches can interfere

with the development. of positive relationships between the

home and school. Van-Cleaf (1979) attempted to assess

parents' and t.eachers' preference for a behavioral or a

cognitively oriented curriculum. Using a questionnaire,

with 16 goals selected from descriptors of early childhood

programs and ref~ ect.ing four cate;oories including social,

personal, intellectual and physical. Van-Cleat found that

most of his sample of 33 teachers and principals and 233

parents favored a cognitively-oriented curriculum. However,

significant differences were found between parents and

teachers in the desired methods for teaching intellectual
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directed methods. Perhaps this indicates that parents

attach 9t"eater importance to their child's intellectual and

social development and would rather see teaching in those

areas undel:" the direct contt"ol of the teacher.

According to Hitz and Wright (1988), a recent study not

inel uding parents, conducted by the Oregon Department of

Education found that principals, kindergarten teachers, and

grade one teachers aqreed there had been an increased trend

toward formal education even thouqh they generally favored a

mot"e developmental approach. from this study and Katz's

(1987a) Morrison Valley study, it appears that educators are

forced into adoptinq practices that they feel are not suited

for the optimal learninq of younq children. As discussed

earlier, there may be a number of reasons for this trend;

but according to Katz (1981a), the parents, teachers and

school board officials in her study were all blaming each

other for the academic rigors present in kindergarten, and

they all felt this was too stressful for the child.

However, parents certainly seem to favor an academic

orientation to kindergarten, as evident in webster's (1984)

survey, After receiving 101 responses from all areas of the

state of South Dakota, the researcher concluded that parents

believed preschool programs should be hi;hly academic and

should teach children the soelal skills necessary for easier

adjustment in kinder;arten. Webster (1984) also maintained
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that the findings were not restricted to her study but

represented a growing trend toward starting childcen in

academic learning earl y.

If parents of preschool children want a mOl:e academic

program for their children, then these same parents loIi II

certainly want this academic learning to continue into

kindergarten and possibly become more intense. This is

often the case as noted in the 1 i terature by authors such as

Spodek (1982) and Elkind (1986).

Parents' desire for an academically oriented

kindergarten was also found by Hebster and Wood (1986) in a

survey which asked parents what they wanted kindergarten to

provide for their children. In South Dakota, over 2,200

parents of kindergarten children responded to a lS-item

questionnaire about the necessity of various kindergarten

teaching practices. From the data the researchers concluded

that parents wanted a cut"riculum with academic acitivities

as well as developmental activities. Phonics, alphabet,

counting and number recognition were the items that parents

considered very necessary for inclusion in the kindergarten

progt'"am. other items deemed highly necessary included

language development through rhymes, games, and finger

plays; learning to sit still and doing seatwork; beginning

handwriting; daily physical activities and exercises; daily

reading of books and stories; learning health, safety and

nutrition; and working with manipulative materials such as
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and blocks of time for free play were considered unnecessary

by 30\ or more of the responding parents. Whether or not

the kindergarten programs of South Dakota are meeting the

expectations of the parents was not investigated in this

study. The results indicate, however, the likelihood of

discrepancies in certain areas, especially regarding the

priority of academics in the curriculum and the lack of

priority given to free play in the program.

Not only is there disagreement about the approach to

kindergarten proqranuning, there is also disagreement about

particular goals of kindergarten. Goulet (1975) recognized

that the history of kindergarten is characterized by a lack

of agreement in emphasizing particular goals. He designed a

study to investigate parents' and kindergarten and grade one

teachers' perceptions of the importance of eight domains of

deve I opment, incl uding academic, emotional, language, "other

intellectual", physical, self-concept, sensory perceptual,

and social development. Also, the groups were asked to rank

the importance of a list of items within each domain.

Goulet found that there was considerable agreement on

ranking the importance of the eight domains even though no

group selected the same domain as most important. Parents

selected the social domain, kindergarten teachers the "other

intellectual" domain, and grade one teachers the self~

concept domain as most important. Futhermore, Goulet found
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domain. The most important finding of this study was that

the 1east agreement between parents and both teacher gcoups

waiS in t.he areas of language and academic goals. The groups

disagreed on what language or academic goals to emphasize.

al though they agreed about. the importance of each domain;

that is. no 9COUP gave those domain!! priori ty rankings.

Overall. this study showed that parents and teachers agree

about the major 90als of kindergarten, but they disaqree

about more specific aspects of programming. The findin9s of

this mid-seventies study showed that academics did not hold

an important place in the kindergarten pr09ram, in contrast

to the literature of the later seventies and the eighties

where academics dominaled the curriculum as is evident in

the Webster (198~) survey.

The importance of various kindergarten goals was also

studied by Cablllr (1974) in a statewide survey of Kentucky

kindergarten programs. This study investigated what goals

were desirable as perceived by 100 teachers. 100 principals,

and 600 parents of kindergarten children. The results

indicated that the respondents had significantly different

perceptions of what the task of kindergarten should be.

Parents usuall:/ placed higher priority on intellectual

development than did educators, who were more inclined

toward task items in the personal dimension. Cabler also

found religious affiliation to be a significant factor on
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two of the task items: physical tasks and citizenship. In

addition, occupational background, level of education and

race wece related to differences in perceptions among

parents.

Further research has shown that teachers and parents

have different opinions regarding play and learning to read.

"In a society that values literacy, perhaps nothing is more

important to parents and teachers than having children read"

(Stewart, 1985, p. 356). Parents are bombarded on all sides

as to the importance of beginning reading early--through the

media, from other parents, from toy manufacturers and from

books advising how t.o get their children reading early. Many

parents, who do not understand what. the reading process

involves, \<Ii 1 1 become very disappointed when their child

does not start formal reading instruction in kindergarten.

Benedict (1975) devised a study to compare parents' and

teachers' expectancy and appraisal of childrens' reading

performance in kindergarten. He \<larned that "as schools

increase reading instruction in kindergarten, some parental

expectations for their children's reading development may be

different from the expectations held by the children's

kindergarten teachers" (p. 7). He further cautioned that it

parents' and teachers' expectations are different regarding

reading readiness, there is greater possibility of reading

problems in later years. After interviewinQ a sample of 93

mothers and fathers and two of their children's kindergarten
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teache~s. he concluded that there were differences in the

expectations of fathers. mothers and teachers regarding

reading development and school success. He also found that

mothers held higher expectations than did fathers or

teachers.

often parents, who are not aWil.re of whal activities

facilitate reading readiness, believe their children are not

learning to read when in fact they are. Suchorsky (1983)

attempted to determine if parents knew whilt developmental

activities should be employed during their child's early

years to facilitate reading readiness. The researcher found

that approximately one-half of the 123 parents in the study

erroneously thouqht coloring and countin9 contributed to

reading development and that one quarter of the parents did

not recognize that visual stimulation, categorizing and

rhyming contributed to reading development. This study is

significant in that it shows that parents may not he aware

of what 1S actually involved in learning to read. This

means that many parents wi II not understand the importance

of certain activities in the k1ndet'garten classroom which

help children learn to rud.

Considering the contentIous nature of playas an

educational activity, it lS no wonder that parents and

teachers may differ regard:ng 1t5 function in kindergarten

even though the importance I)f play in childhood has been

well documented (Issacs, 19]0; ?iaget, 1962; Vygotsky, 1962;
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Smilansky, 1968; sutton-smith, 1979; Pelliqrini, 1980).

Parents or teachers, or both, are not always convinced of

the value of play in the kindergarten program. Sometimes.

even when convinced of the importance of play, teachers may

be somewhat reluctant to acknowledqe it. Hess, et al.

(l981) found that teachers were more permissive than parents

toward children's play and more often emphasized learning

through play.

Rothleen and Brett (1984), after surveying 60 teachers.

73 parents, and 103 children from private and public

preschools in Dade County, Florida, found that parents

defined play in terms of fun and amusement; but teachers

were more likely to define playas an opportunity for

cognitive and social adjustment. Hany parents and teachers

thought play was unimportant and should be limited. This

study revealed that the importance of play is not always

realized by parents and teachers. Although the study

involved preschool parents and teachers, there is no reason

to believe that these parents and teachers would be more

approving of play in kindergarten.

Bloch and Wichaidit (1985) conducted a cross-cultural

study to determine if, in the country of Thailand, the

attitudes of parents and teachers toward play were similar

to those of American parents and teachers. In summarizing

the results of American studies toward play, they stated,
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Western studies of beth parents and teachers have
shown that differences in adult experience,
education, specific training and child-rearing
roles affect their behavior Ifith children, their
attitudes about the appropriateness of activities
such as play, and their expressed goals for young
chi! dren. (p. 198)

They found that in Thailand. as in America, teachers

were more favorable to play than parents, and the more

education the parents had the more favorable they were

toward play, Because of its importance in the learning of

young children and of its central role in kindergarten, play

has to be perceived by parents and teachers as a worthwhi 1e

activity or children will lose their most natural and

appropriate mode of learning.

Another area where parents and teachers may differ is

in home-school conununication. Cattermole and Robinson

(1985), in conducting a study involving 215 parents from 3&

schools in Abbotsford, British Columbia, found that, for

information about their children's school, parents relied on

their children, their children's teachers, and report cards

or school newsletters. However, parents did not think those

were effective and per:ferred to be communicated with by

phone or in person, and through parent-teacher conferences.

cassidy (1971), through the use of a questionnaire

involving 352 teachers and parents also found that the

parents, a1 though agreeing wi th teachers on the means of

reporting progress in reading, tended to view the whole

reporting process as much more crucial than teachers. If
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this is the case, more parental input is necessary in

determining what they perceive as important. in the reporting

process.

Parents and teachers also may differ with regard to

their perceptions of parental involvement in their child's

program. Jack50n and Stretch (1976) used a !lample of 24

t.eachers, 36 administrators and 87 parents involved with

kindergarten in the Edmonton Public schools to determine

through one questionnaire the actual forms of parental

involvement. and through a second questionnaire the

preferred forms of parental involvement. They found that

all three groups indicated they would prefer more parental

loval vement except for parents who did not. prefer more

loval vernent. in the area that asked them to be recipients and

supporters, or in the area that asked them to be educators

and 1earners (teaching thei r chi 1dren at home). For all

types of involvement where parents and teachers differed

significantly parents perceived less actual and perf erred

involvement than the educators. This study indicates that

educators share conanon perceptions on parental involvement,

but these do not coincide with those of pat"ents.

Finally, parents and teachers may differ in their

perceptions with regard to mainstreaming, that is, assigning

handicapped children to a regular classroom. Parents of

both handicapped and normal children have concerns about

their children and the progtam. Naumann and Harris (l977)
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investigated this issue in a study to determine the

attitudes of: parents of preschool and kindergarten

handicapped and non-handicapped children; teachers; and

administrators. They found that administrators were more

favorable toward mainstreaming than teachers or parents,

with parents being the least favorable. Parents were

concerned about the adjustment of both their handicapped and

their non-handicapped children in the class. Parents of

non-handicapped children generally agreed that mainstream

participation should be restricted to handicapped children

of normal intelligence.

Blacher and Turnbull (l982) compared the perspectives

of teachers and parents of handicapped children, regarding

some issues in preschool mainstreaming. From the data

gathered from both a parent questionnaire and a teacher

questionnaire, the researchers concluded that generally

parents and teachers favored preschool mainstreaming, unlike

the general findings of Naumann and Harris (1977) in which

educators were more in favor of mainstreaming. However,

Blacher and Turnbull found that parents and teachers

differed ccmcerning some items on the questionnaire,

including the value of preschool maninstreaming, social

interactions, and parental involvement. Even though this

study did not involve parents of nonhandicapped children,

the researchers in citinq earlier studies by McAfee and

Vergason (1979), noted that
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it may also be important to document the
perspectives of parents of nonhandicapped children
regarding mainstreaming. since there are reports
in the literature indicating a 9rowi09 concern on
the part of these parents that mainstreaminq is
contributing to unequal educational conditions for
their children. (po 197)

To conclude, mainstreaming handicapped children in the

regular class can be benefical to all children; however,

educators and parents have to be convinced of its value. If

parents perceive mainstreaminq as interfering with the

educa tion of ei thee thei r handi capped or nonhandicapped

children, they cannot be expected to be in agreement with

the process. This also holds true for teacher~. All groups

involved need to be informed and helped in their adjustment

to a mainstreamed setting,

Kindet"garten education in North America is 135 years

old. During this time many educators, theorists and child

psychologists have contributed much to the field of child

development and learning. This has resulted in ever-

changing views of children and their Learning. As well,

parents and educators are anXlOUS about education. "Report

after report warns that hlstory wi 11 not be kind to idlers"

(Hymes, 1987, p. 47). One response to such warnings is to

hurry children to succeed. ThlS sense of urgency is also

felt in kindergarten. Some people are confused about its
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function and purpose. On the one hand there is the need to

teach young children basic skills to give them a good head

start for all they will need to learn. On the other hand

research points to the possible harmful effects of formal

academic learning when introduced too early.

In recent years, in an attempt to alleviate some of

this confusion and to clarify the nature and purpose of

kindergarten, a number of national and international

orqanizatlons and vadous government education departments

have begun to develop guidelines for kindergarten education.

Most of these groups agree that kindergarten education today

has to include academic learning, but it has to be taught in

accordance with the unique characteristics and modes of

learning of four- and five-year-olds. children need to be

actively involved in learning: in order to benefit from it;

they cannot be passive recipients of knowledge. Therefore,

reading:, writing:, mathematics, social studies, science, art,

music, and other content areas must be presented in such a

way as to maximize the child's active involvement and to

make the learning meaningful to the child. Self-directed or

teacher-directed play is the major ingredient in making

learning: meaningful for the child. The teacher arranges the

environment in such a way as to interest the child in

participating. and encourages maximum learning from the

experience. A quality kindergarten program incorporates all

that is known about child development and learning:. It
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their unique modes of learning. It does not attempt to fill

children with knowledge, but leads children to discover and

learn.

Parents and teachers agree as to the overall goals of

education, but opposing opinions may arise with regard to

specific aspects of programmin", in any grade. Kindergarten

education is not free from dissension. The areas of eeading

instruction and other academic learnings, and the issue of

play ace among some of the most controversial. Parents

often have preconceived notions of what a kindergarten

program should do for their children and if these notions

differ feom those of the teachers, misunderstandings are

likely to arise. To alleviate this problem, teachers must

make every effort to involve parents. They must be made

aware of the kindergarten program, its goals, its practices

and educational policies affecting it. It is only then that

parente will offer their support and become partners in the

education of their child.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

pes ian of the study

The desigll of this study was a survey. This study of

l-clrents' and teachers' perceptions of kinderqarten education

was conducted during the 1989-1990 school year in the

province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Because of the large

geographical area invol ved, it was decided that a mai 1 ed

questionnaire would be the most feasible method of obtaining

information. Also, a questionnaire would provide a broad

ranlle of information on many aspects of kindergarten

prograrrming.

A parent questionnaire was designed to determine their

perceptions of their children's kindergarten. A teacher

questionnaire was also designed to determine kindergarten

teachers' perceptions of the kindergarten program. Questions

on both questionnaires covered a variety of aspects ot

kinderg:ll.rtei\ proqra1Tll\ing.

The teacher sample included one hundred and fourteen

teachers - forty from each of the two largest denominational

systems operating schools in the province of Newfoundland
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and Labrador: the Integrated, and the Roman Catholic:; and

the remainder from the Pentecostal system. To make the

sample of Pentecostal teachers large enough to allow for

comparisons, it was necessary to include all kindergarten

teachers in Pentecostal schools. The larg-e number of

kindergarten teachers in the remaining two systems allowed

fot' the selection of a ::lample using a random sampling

procedure. Kindergarten classes in French Immersion schools

were excluded from the sample because it was felt that the

perceptions of parents and teachers in those schools may

differ significantly from those of the majority of parents

and teachers.

The parent sampl e incI uded two hundred and forty

parents of kindergarten children who had children being

taught by the teachers in the teacher sample.

The sampling method

The teacher sample was comprised of 114 kindergarten

teachers. Eighty kindergarten teachers were randomly

selected, forty from the Integrated school system and forty

from the Roman catholic school system. The total population

of 34 kindergarten teachers from Pentecostal schools

completed the sample. Using the 1988-1989 directory of

schools for Newfoundland and Labrador, two lists of schools

were compiled; one was a listing of all the Integrated
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schools with kindergarten classes, and the other was a

listing of all the Roman Catholic schools with kindergarten

classes. Schools in each list were assigned it number

according to their position in that list; for example, the

first Integrated school having kindergarten classes was

qiven the number one. the second school number two. and 50

on for each of the lists. In a table of random numbers. a

starting point was arbitrarily selected, and all numbers

that followed were selected until a list of forty numbers

was obtained. The schools in both lists that corresponded

to the numbers chosen from the table of random numbers

became the sample of schools with kindergarten classes. In

the event that there was more than one kindergarten class in

the school, only one teacher was asked to participate in the

study, specifically, the teacher whose name appeared last in

an alphabetical listing of kindergarten teachers in that

school.

The parent sample of two hundred and forty was randoml y

selected from the total population of parents who had

children in the kindergarten classes tau9ht by teachers in

the teacher sample, The names of parents with children in

kindergarten were obtained f rom the teachers in the teacher

sample. Parents' names were Ilsted, as they were received

by the researcher, in three separate lists (one for each of

the denominational systems) and then assigned a number

according to their position in each list. For example, the
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fir:lt name of a parent with a child attl!!ndinq an Integrated

school was assiqned the number one, the second name was

assigned the number two, and 50 on for each of the tht"ee

lists. In a table of random numbers. a startln9 point was

arbitrarily selected and all numbers that followed were

selected until a list of eighty numbers was obtained. The

parents whose names in each of the lists corresponded to the

selected numbers became the parent sample.

Instruments and materials

After an extensive review of the literature pertaining

to quality progral'Nninq for young children, the researcher

designed a parent and a teacher questionnaire. Information

on questionnaire desiqD was considered in designing the

questionnaires (Bradburn and Sudman, 1979). Ideas for

questions came from several other sources, includinq the

National Association for the Education of Young Children on

developmentally appropriate practice in early childhood

proqrams, (1986); Department of Education, Newfoundland and

Labrador, (1985), Kindergarten Currjculum Guide; and Warren,

(1976). The questionnaires were divided into the followinq

sections: (a) perceptio~s of kindergarten education in

general, (b) perceptions of daily kinderqarten activities,

(c) perceptions of parental involvement, and (d) background

information on the respondents.



The questionnai["es we["e examined by an ea["ly childhood

specialist at Memorial Unive["sity of Newfoundland; and in

the light of criticism changes were made. The revised

questionnaires were then used in the pilot study (see

l.ppendhes 1. and 8).

The followin9 procedure was followed in conducting the

study:

1. P. pilot of the questionnaire was undertaken in

Septembe[", 1989. Twenty teachers, ten from each of two

school districts, were selected to participate in the pilot

study. The Green Bay Integrated School District and the

Exploits Valley Roman Catholic school District were

arbitrarily selected by the researcher. It was decided not

to include teachers from the Pentecostal l.ssemblies of

Newfoundland and Labrado[" in the pilot study because they

would all be needed fo[" the main study. It was decided also

to use, in the pilot study, parents of children who were in

kindergarten in the 1988-1989 school year because parents of

children enrolled in the 1989-1990 school year would not

have had enough experience wi th the kindergarten program to

allow them to respond adequately to some of the questions.

Kinder9arten teachers for the 1989-1990 school year were

used in the pilot. The ten teachers from each district were
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selected randomly from schools that were not selected to be

in the !lampl e for the main study. Twenty parents, one

parent from each of the classes of the teachel:"s in the pilot

study, comprised the parent pilot sample.

2. Letters were sent to the superintendents of the

school districts which employed teachers who were selected

to be in the pilot teacher sample, requesting permission to

have their kindergarten teachers participate in the pilot

study (see Appendix C). If they requested, they were sent a

copy of both the pilot teacher and the pilot parent

ques tionnai res.

3. After receiving the superintendent's permission,

letters were sent to the principals of the schools with

teachers selected to be in the pilot study, asking for their

cooperation. They were asked to forward the pilot teacher

questionnaire with accompanying cover letter and the pilot

parent questionnaire with accompanying' cover letter to the

kindergarten teacher (see Appendix c).

The kindergarten teacher was asked to give the pilot

parent questionnaire to the child in the Grade 1 class whose

name appeared last in the Grade 1 school register. The

child was asked to take an accompanying cover letter and the

questionnaire home for their parents to complete (see

Appendi xC) .

Parents and teachers were asked to relate any problems

encountered whi I e comp Ietin; the pi 1ot questionl'\ai res, on a
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comment sheet (see Appendix D). The cOTMlents of the parents

and teachers were used to improve the questionnaires, where

necessary. Responses to each question were analy:r:ed to

assess the need for further changes. For example. a need

for some rearranging of the questions was evidenced when

parents and leachers answered a particular question similar

to the two previous questions althou;h it required a

different means of responding (see Appendixes E and F).

4. In the fall of 1989, a summary of the research plan

WIIS submitted to Memorial University of Newfoundland's

Faculty of Education Ethics Committee on Research Involving

Human Subjects, and approval WillS received from the committee

in the winter of 1990.

5. For the main study, letters were 1!Ient to the

superintendents of the school districts which employed

teachers who were selected to be in the main study teacher

sample, requesting permission to have their kindergarten

teachers participate in the study (see Appendix G). Upon

request they were sent a copy of both the main study teacher

and the main study parent questionnaires_

6. After receivinq the superintendent's permission,

letters were sent to the principals of the schools with

teachers selected to be in the main study sample, askinq for

their cooperation. They were asked to forward th'!: enclosed

main study teacher questionnaire with accompanying cover

letter to the kinderqarten teacher (see Appendix G).
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7. In the cover 1et ter, the kindergarten teacher was

requested to list the names, addresses and telephone numbers

of the parents of children in kindergarten. The teachers

also received with the letter and the questionnaire, take

home notes (see Appendix H) to be given to the children

explaining to their parents that they might be selected

within the next couple of weeks to participate in the study.

Teachers were asked to return t.he completed questionnaire,

and the list of parent names, addresses, and telephone

numbers (see Appendix I) to the reseal:cher.

8. After receiving the parent names from the teachers,

the researcher compiled lists for each of the denominational

groups, randomly selected the main study parent sample, and

mai led the main study parent questionnaire and cover letter

to selected parents.

9, Three weeks following the mailing of the main study

teacher questionnaire, the researcher telephoned the

teachers who had not yet responded, asking them whether they

would complete the questionnaire and whether they required

another mailed to them. When necessary a second follow-up

by telephone was made three weeks following the first.

10. Three weeks after the mail ing of the main study

parent ques' ~onnaire, the researcher telephoned the parents

who had not yet responded, askinq them whether they would

complete the questionnaire and whether they required another

mai 1ed to them.
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Sampl e cbaracteri aU SA

The study was conducted throughout the winter of 1990.

Information was 9~thered from a parent questionnaire and a

teacher questionnaire. The theoretical teacher sample

consisted of 114 kindergarten teachers, and the theoretical

parent sample consisted of 240 parents of children attendin9

kindergarten classes of the teachers in the teacher sample.

Each sample rept:esented 17 Integrated school districts, 11

Roman Catholic school districts and one Pentecostal school

district. An initial follow-up procedure "las utilized for

approximately 10\ of the teachers and 20\ of the parents.

second follow-up was necessary for 25\ of the teachers. but

a second follow-up proved unnecessary tor the parents.

r-eturn rate of 84 (73.7\) for the teacher questionnaire and

184 (76.7\) for the parent questionnaire was obtained, and

these return rates were sufficient fot" an evaluation of

parents' and tellchers' perceptions of kindergarten

programming.

Teacher sampt e cbar.ctl,d s ti cs

The questionnaire was returned by 84 teachers, but not

all teachers responded to every item on the questionnaire.

In this study, 88.7\ of the 77 teachers responding had

education degrees, in contrast to sharpe's (1977) study in
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which only 36\ of the kindergarten teachers had education

degrees. Sixty percent of the teachers in the present study

had education degrees with a focus on the primary level,

25.-4\ on the elementary level, and 3.B\ on the high school

level.

Onl}" 22,1\ of the 77 respondents indicated any

special!.zed training. Instances of specialized training

inc1ud~d the Harlow, England, internship in early childhood,

the Kindergarten Institute offered by Memorial University

during the summer of 1988. Master's Degree in early

childhood, and experience in working at preschools or day-

care centers.

Teaching experience is summari~ed in Table 1. More

than hal f of the teachers had I ess than 5 years experience

teaching at the kindergarten 1evel. All had some experience

teaching at othl!r qrade levels.

Subgrouping by denomination of the school system in

which teachers worked revea I ed that of the 83 respondents,

35\ taught in Integrated schools, 33,7\ in Roman catholic

schools, and 31.3\ in Pentecos~al schools.

Teachers in small sch<?,)!s (fewer than 100 children) and

lOledium-sized schools (lOO-.:'~? students) each represented

42.7\ of the 82 respondel"lts, whIle teachers in large schools

(300 or more students) rept"esented 14.6%.

Half of the teachers OI"'tf! OI;lling to involve parents

recipients of information· OIorkshops, meetings, parent-
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teacher conferences) and as non-instructional volunteers

(preparing materials, supervising) more than 30\ of the

time. However, 73.91. of the teachers would not involve

parents as instructional volunteers (teiiJchinq. working with

the children) any more than 30\ of the time.

Table 1

Teaching p;xpsgitoce

Teaching
Experience

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

16+ years

Kinden}atten Level
(N = 83)

•
57.8

13.3

16.9

12.0

Other Levels
(N = 83)

•
41.5

22.8

18.0

14.7

Pargnt urople characteristics

The questionnai res were returned by 184 parents. but

not all parents responded to each item. As expected, most

of ':.he 177 parents, responding to this item, had fewer tban

3 children who had ever attended kinderQ'arten including

their presently en["oll ..d child, with 41.8\ having had one,
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32.8\ having had two, 18.6\ having had three and 6 S\ with

four or more.

About one-third of the 117 parents who responded had

chi tdren attend preschool for 1-4 months in the year pt"ior

to beginning kindergarten; 7.9\ had children attend for 5-8

months; 10.2\ had children attend for 9-12 months; and 49.2\

had children with no preschool experience.

The information on aqe of parents revealed that 70.9\

of the sample were in the 26-35 age group. Parents younger

than 25 and older than 35 showed a fairly equal distribution

of 13.1\ and 15,4\ respectively.

The information concerning the denomination of the

school system revealed that, of the 183 parents who

responded, 34.4\ had children attending Roman catholic

schools, 33.9\ in Integrated schools, and 31.7\ in

Pentecostal schools.

Of the 177 parents who responded, parents of chi ldren

attending small schools (less than 100 students) represented

18.6\ ; medium-sized schools (100-299 students) represented

47.5\; and large schools (more than 299 students), 33.9\.

The educational levels of the parents are shown in

Tabl e 2. For both the mother and the father, ov .... c hal f had

received less than or only a high school education. The

extent of education appeared to be fairly equal for both

parents.
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Table 2

Pannt Education Leyels

Parent
Education
[,evel

No Hiqh Schoo I

Some Hiqh School

Finished Hiqh School

Vocational/Trades

other Trainin; (nurse, police,
etc. )

Some University

Graduated university

other

Mother
(Ii =180)

\

38.3

29.4

18.9

'.1

,.,
0.'
1.7

Father
(N =112)

\

,..
43.0

18.6

26.2

3.5

3.5

3.'
1.1

Of 115 respondents, 57.1\ had been involved in 1'ype 1

activities (activities that would have parents involved in

attendinq meetinqs, parent-teacher conferences, concerts and

fund-raising activities) for less than five hours, 24\ for

six to ten hours, and 18.3\ for eleven or more hours in the

six months sinCe their child began kinderqarten. The

majority of parents (73.6\) had spent no time involved in

Type II activities (activities that would have parents
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involved by working loIith the children in the classroom,

helping the teacher, observing classroom activities, and

attendlng meetinqs to plan programs).

To summarize the characteristics of the teacher and

parent samples, it was found that the majority of teachers

were highly qualified with nearly a third having primary

education degrees. Over half had less th""n five years

experience teac:hing kindergarten. Almost three-quarters of

the parents were in the 26-35 age group. Only about a

quarter of the fathers or mothers had received higher than a

high school education. Over 90\ of the parents had fewer

than three children attend kinderqarten, including their

child presently enrolled. Only half of the children

presently in kindergarten had any preschool experience with

only 10\ attendinr.. preschool for 9-12 months. APproximately

a third of both the parent and teacher samples represented

each of the school systems: the Integrated, the Roman

Catholic, and the Pentecostal. In the teacher sample, large

schools were under-represented and small and medium-sized

schools were equally represented, while in the parent sample

small schools were under-represented in comparison to large

and medium-sized schools. Parents were most likely to be

involved in kinde.garten by attending meetings, parent

teacher conferences, concerts and fund-raising activities.

Nearly three-qua.ters of the parents were never involved in

working with the children in the classroom, helping the
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teacher, observing classroom iictivities. and attending

meetings to plan rrograms. This compares somewhat with the

teacher sample concerning involvement; for teachers would

not ioval VI! parents .oy more than 30\ of the time in

activities, teaching, or worklnq with children.

Analysis of the <\w

The data obtained from the questionnaires were analyzed

in the following manner:

1. A descriptive analysis of the characteristics of

the teacher sample was made regarding their qualifications.

instance of speciali:r;ed training. extent of upgrading.

teaching experience, the denomination of the school system

worked in, the student population of the school worked in.

a.nd the perceived extent of parental involvement in the

kindergarten program, As well, a similar analY.3is was made

of the characteristics of the parent sample from their past

and present experience with chlldren in kindergarten, the

length of time their chi ld attended a preschool arrangement,

a'ile, educational level, th'" denomination of the school

system their child attencid the student population of the

school their child attend~·-i. a.nd the extent of their

involvement in their chiL<:I's kl.ndergarten program,

2. An item by item ar.aiysls of the parent and the

teacher questionnaires was -:onducted to obtain frequencies
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and percentagoes of responses.

A discussion of each question on the teacher

questionnaire wa~ pl:"epared including: (a) the function of

kindergarten, the importance of various subject areas. the

education of handicapped children, the reporting process,

ways to improve kindergarten education, desirable teacher

characteristics, the value of vadous learninq activities;

(b) the importance of daily kindergarten practices; and (e)

parental involvement. Tables accompany the discussions

where necessary.

A di.scussion of each question on the parent

questionnaire was prepared, including: (a) function of

kindergarten, importance of subject areas, education of

handicapped chi Idren, reporting process, ways to improve

kindergarten education, delSirable teachn· characteristics,

value of home learning activities, knowledge of kindergarten

education; (b) importance of daily kindergarten practices;

and (c) parental involvement. Tables accompany discussion

where necessary.

5. Differences between the perceptions of the teacher

sample and the parent sample were analyzed using thr chi

square test of independence. To evaluate differences

between the qroups, a significance level was set at .05.

Where significant differences werl'! found between parel,ts and

teachers, an appropriate correlational statistic wa$

computed to determine the magnitude ,:'If the relationship
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between group membership and the item-response. Findin"'5

"'ere presented using tables and written d(lscription~.

example, the chi-square statistic was computed to compare

the responses of parents and teachers on the item concerning

the most important function of kinderg:arten. The computed

chi-square "''loS compared to a table of chi-square values to

evaluate the probability that there was no statistically

significant difference between the parents and the teachers

with regard to what they perceived to be the function of

kindert;l'arten.

6. Chi-square tests of independence wel;e conducted to

evaluate any differences between parents' perceptions of

selected aspects of the kindergarten pro9ram when the parent

sample was subgrouped according to their educational level.

their age, the denominational affiliation of the school

their child attends. their child's preschool experience. the

student population of the school, their past experience with

children in kindergarten, and their level of involvement in

the kindergarten classroom. To evaluate differences bfOtween

the subgroups of parents. a siqnificance level was set at

.05. Where significant differences were found between the

parent subgroups, an appropriate correlational statistic was

computed to determine the magnitude of the rel<:tionship

between subgroup membership and item-response. Findings

were presented using tables and written descriptions. For

example, the chi-square statistic was computed to <:ompare
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parents' responses, subgrouped by religious denomination, on

the item concerning the function of kindergarten. The

computed chi-square was compared to a table of chi-square

values to evaluate the probability that there were no

sl';lnificant differences between the parents. subgrouped by

religious denomination, in OIhat they perceived to be the

fU;lction of kindergarten.

7. Chi -square tests of independence were conducted to

evaLuate any differences between teachers' perceptions of

selected aspects of the kindergarten program when the

':eacher group was subgrouped according to their teaching

experience, their teaching qualifications, denominational

affiliation of the school they work in, instances of

specialized training, extent of uPlilrading, and student

population of the school. In order to evaluate differences

between the subgroups of teachers, a significance level was

set at .05. Where significant differences were found

between the teacher subqroups, an appropriate correlational

statistic was computed to determine the magnitude of the

relationship between subgroup membership and item-response.

Findings wer'! presented using tables and descriptions. For

example, the chi-square statistic was computed to compare

teachers' responses, when sllbgrouped by religious

denomination, on the item concerning the most important

function of kindergarten. The computed chi-square was

compared to a table of chi-square values to evaluate the
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probability that there were no significant differences

belween the teachers, subgrouped by religious denomination.

in ....hat they perceived to be the function of kindergarten.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The study was conducted using mailed questionnaires to

114 kindergacten teachers and 240 parents of children who

were enrolled in kinderl~arten during the 1989-1990 school

year in Newfoundland and Labrador. Seventy-three percent of

the teachers and 76\ of the parents completed and returned

questionnaires. Findings are presented below usinQ the

research questions as a format for discussion. All items in

the questionnaires are presented.

Teachers' perceptions of kindergarten programing

Question 1. What are the perceptions of teachers regarding

aspects of kinderqarten programming?

The questionnai re at tempted to determine the

teachers' perceptions of: (a) the function of kindergarten,

the importance of various subject areas, the education of

handicapped children, the reporting process, ways to improve

kindergarten education, des 1 rabl e teacher characteristics

and the value of various learnLnq activities; (b) the

importance of daily kindergarten practices; and (c) parental

involvement.



Functiop of kipdtrgarten

Of the 77 teachers responding to this item on the

questionnaire. 70.1\. believed that the most important

function of kindergarten was for children to develop

positive feelin'ils about themselves and learnin9. while 22 1\

believed that the main function was for children to develop

the social skills of sharing. helping and cooperating.

These findings are consistent with those of II 1980 survey

(Walhstrom et. al.) of 39 ontario teachers' associations

which fnund that the first goal of kindergarten educati.on

should be to develop in children a good image of themselves

as persons and learners. and the second goal should be for

children to learn social skills. In the present study.

developing basic skills in the 3 R'S (math, reading and

writing) and developing the ability to think were chosen by

only 5.2\ and 2.6\. respectively.

Rating !lubiSet areu

As shown in Table 3. teachers placed the 'ilreatest

emphasis on Pre 'reading/Reading and Hath followed by Health,

Science, and Religion. showing the degree of emphasis that

each of the subject areas in the kindergarten curriculum

should receive. Music, Art, and Social studies were Jeast

likely to receive a first place rating. Examination of the



subjects ranked first and second in importance indicates

that Ar+. and Religion received the lowest ratings.

Teachers' Hatings of subject heus

Rating

16

SUbjEoct Area N

Pre-readingl 85.7 11. 9 2.' S<
Reading

Hath 78.3 18.1 1.2 2.' 83

Health 42.7 39.0 15.9 2.' 82

Science 37.5 52.5 8.8 1.2 80

Rei i9ioo 35.0 36.3 27.5 1.2 80

Physical 32.9 48.8 11.1 1.2 82
Education

Music 29.6 50.6 19.8 81

A,t 29.3 46.3 22.0 2.' 82

Social studies 27.2 55.6 16.0 1.2 81
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PlacemeDt of handicapped children

Of the 80 teachers who responded, 75\ believed that

handicapped children should begin their schooling in the

regular kindergarten class either full-time or part-time.

Only 13.8\ believed they should begin their schooling in

classes especially jesiqoed for them. Also, 11.2\ believed

t.hat handicapped children could be placed in the regular

kindergarten W'ith support help, or placed wherever their

needs best could be met.

Reporting progress

Table 4 shows teachers' selections of valuable

procedures for reporting childrens' progress to the parent.

Nearly all the teachers felt that parent-teacher conferences

were valuable which is in line with a statement in the

Department of Education, Newfoundland and Labrador (1985),

Kindergarten Curriculum Guide which considered parent

teacher conferences the best way of sharing information

about the child. The table shows also that only 6% chose

hom'! visits by the teacher.
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Table 4

Teachers' Balj nas of Procedures for Repotti 09 PrQgress

Rating

Reporting selected Not Selected
Technique , ,

"
Conferences 94.4 3.6 84

Report Cards 38.1 61. 9 84

Notes 34.5 65.5 84

Tel ephone Calls 32.1 67.9 .,
Home Visi ts 6.0 94.0 .,
Other 3.6 96.4 .,
Improying kindergarten educatioD

Tabl e 5 shows teachers' views concerning ways to

improve the quality of kinder9arten education. Two-thirds

of the teachers indicated that having fewer childt"en in the

class. and havinq more equipment and materials would improve

the quality of kindergarten education. Only 13\ of the

teachers chose lengthening the kindergarten day.
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Table 5

Teachers' Choices gf Improvements t9 Kindugarten EducatioD

Rating

Improvement Selected Not Selected

• • N

Fewer Children 66.7 33.3 84

Hore Equipment 65.5 34.5 84, Materials

More Parental 27.4 72.6 84
Involvement

Lengthen Day 13.1 86.9 8.

Quit.hie chanctft[htics of kindergarten teacbers

Table: 6 shows teachers' belieh regarding desirable

characteristics of a kindergarten teacher. Seeing each

child as an individual was given a first or second ranking

by ao' of the teachers, whi le having a warm and friendly

personality was given a fast or second ranking by 67.2\. To

knowledge of subject matter. only 10\ of the teachers gave II

fit'st, second or thild ratlng.
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Table 6

Tnche[;!' Ranking of DMirable Teacher Characteristics

Ranking

Characteristic N .
P~[sonality 42.9 24.3 28.5 •. 3 70

Sees Children as 41. 4 38.6 17.1 2.9 70
Individuals

Knowledge of 12.9 32.9 45.7 7.1 1.. 70
Development

Knowledge of 2.9 2.' '.3 85.6 '.3 70
Subjects

other· '.3 '.3 1.. 70

* 63 (90\) did not include choice in this category.

Home IMming activities

Table 7 shows that teachers ranked reading to the child

most valuable of the various things that a parent can do to

help the child learn. Er,couraging children to participate

in household activities such as eooking and shopping was

ranked second by over hal f of the teachers, Encouraging

children to view television programming was not ranked as

high in value as homework was ranked.
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Table 7

'rushers' hoking of Home Learning Actiyities

Rankino

Activity N

Reading 94.3 '.3 1.. 70

Home Activities 52.9 24.3 21. 4 1.. 70

Homework 1.. 28.6 34.3 34.3 1.. 70

Television 14.3 40.0 41.4 '.3 70

other* 5.8 1.. 1.. 70

"" 64 (91.4\) did not include choice in this category.

Kindf:[garhn pr.cti ees

In Section II of the questionnaire, teachers were asked

to rate the importance of various kindergarten practices.

The findings are indicated in Table 8.

With one exception. t~~chers considered all practices

impot'tant. Over two-thirris of teachers believed that it was

unimportant for children t.) spend at least ODe hour of each

day sitting quietly, list~nlnQ to the teacher and following

directions. Reading to children and small muscle
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T¢achers' Responses to Importance of Kindergarten Practi ces

Rating

Practice
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very

Important Important Unimportant Unimportant N
\; \; \ \;

Read Daily 98.8 1.2 84

Small Muscle 75.0 23.8 1.2 84
Development

Basic Skill 72.6 23.8 3.' 84
Development

Play at 60.7 31,0 7.1 1.2 84
Centers

Cooking/ 44.6 48.2 7.2 83
Field Trips

Rewards 42.9 45.2 '.S 2.' 84

Tea.;her- 43.4 39.8 14 .5 2.3 83
Directed
Instruction

Devotions 43.2 38.3 12.3 '.2 81

Large Muscl e 40.5 54.8 3.' 1.1 84
Development

Free Choice 39.3 57.1 3.' 84

Paper & 29.8 35.7 25.0 '.S 84
Pencil
Activities

Sitting ,.. 24.7 30.9 39.5 al
Quietly
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development were considered very important by three·qual:tets

or more of the teachers. while paper-pencil activities were

considered important by only one-third of the teachers.

Overall, teachers believe that kindergarten education should

involve children in all types of activities: not only those

that have been deemed to be appa:-opriate for inclusion in a

kindergarten proqram (NAEYC. 1986; Department of Education,

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1985). but also those that are

considered somewhat inappropriate such as daily paper and

pencil tasks, daily teacher-directed instruction in the

subject areas, and receiving extrinsic rewards (NAEYC,

1986) .

Parental involyement

Table 9 shows the findings of Section II I of the

questionnaire which asked teachers to show their level of

agreement with various types of parental involvement in the

kindergarten program.

Except with having parents involved as decision-makers

regarding their child's program, most teachers agt"eed with

all types of involvement. Seefeldt (1985a) emphasized that

teachers must try to involve parents more in ways that allow

them opportunities to make important decisions about their

child's education, and involve them less in ways that make

demands on their time or create feelings of guilt. she
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maintained that many parents are unable to get involved in

ways that the teachers may want because of work and

Table 9

Teac;bers' Agreement with TyPU of Parental Inyolvement

Rating

Type of
rnvel vement

Strongly
Agree

•
Somewhat

Agree

•
Somewhat
Disagree

•
Strongly
Disagree

•
N ::

Supervising 78.3 20.5 1.2 83

Meeting!'! 60.7 35.7 3.6 ..
Attending 60.2 33.7 4,' 1.3 83
Workshops

Special 53.0 34.9 12.1 "Events

Raising Funds 48.8 50.0 1.2 ..
Rei igious 39.3 53.6 7.1 84
Activities

Preparing 38.6 54.2 4.' 2.4 83
Materials

Observing 35.7 45.2 17.9 1.2 84

Helping by 28.9 53.0 12.0 6.1 "Teaching

Working 23.8 50.0 17.9 '.3 84

Making 6.0 39.3 32.1 22.6 84
Decisions
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family commitments and that allowing them to get involved in

decision-making concerning their child's education is the

only true form of parent~teacher collaboration. One-quarter

of the teachers in the present study did not agree that

parents should come in the classt"oom to help the chi Idren as

they 90 about their daily activities.

In conclusion, this study showed that the majority of

teachers believed a kindergarten program should, most

importantly, allow children to develop emotionally and

mentally. Over three-quarters of the teachers believed Pre

reading/Reading and Hath were the most important subjects in

the kindergarten curriculum, while less than 30\ believed

Music, Art, and Social stUdies were most important. Three

quarters of the teachers preferred that. handicapped children

be int.egrat.ed with t.he regular kindergarten children either

full-time or part.-time. Parent-teacher conferences and

report cards were perceived by teachers to be most valuable

procedures for reporting chi Idren' s prol;Jress. Teachers

believed that having fewer children in the classroom, and

having more equipment and materials would improve the

quality of kindergart.en education. Seeing each child as an

individual, and having a warm, friendly personality were

considered t.he most desirable charact.eristics of the

kindergarten teacher, Teachers bel ieved that t.he most

valuable thin; parents could do t.o help their children learn

was to read t.o them, Two-thirds of the teachers believed
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that all kindergarten practices were important with the

exception of having children si t quiet 1y, 1isten to the

teacher and follow directions. A.s well, over two-thirds of

the teachers aCil'reed with all the types of parental

involvement except for involving parents in making decisions

about their child's program.

Parents' perceptions of kindergarten progranming

Question 2. What are the perceptions of parents r:egarding

sel ected aspects of kindergarten prograrrlllinq'?

The questionnaire attempted to determine the parents'

perceptions of: (a) the function of kindergarten, the

importance of subject areas. the placement of handicapped

children, the reporting process, ways to improve

kindergarten education, desirable teacher characteristics,

the value of home learning activities, their knowledge of

kinder9arten education; (b) the importance of daily

kindergarten practices: and (c) parental involvement.

Function of kindugarten

Most parents believed t!1 ... function of kindergarten to be

one of two things, Approltlmatei'j one-half of the parents

believed that kinder9arten should help children develop
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positive feelings about themselves and about learning, while

31.8\ believed it should help children develop the social

skills of sharing, helping or cooperating. Only 10.2\

believed that teaching basic skills in the three R's was the

most important function. This finding does not support

recent literature which notes an increased pressure by

parents and educators to have kinderqarten proqrams focus on

the acquisition of specific learning goals in the academic

areas (Spadek. 1982), Only 4\ of the parents believed that

teaching moral and ethical val ues was the principal purpose

of kindergarten.

Rating subject areas

Table 10 shows parents' ratings of subject areas in the

kindergarten curriculum. Parents considered Hellith to be

the most important subject in the kindergarten curriculum

with over 80\ giving it a first place rating. "13 well. Pre

readinq\Reading was given a first place rating by more than

three-quarters of the parents. Slightly less than two

thirds of the parents believed that Science, Art, and Music

should receive the most emphasis.
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Table 10

Parents' Ratings of Subiect A.reas

Rating

Subject Area

Heal th 83.6 12 .0 2.7 1.7 lB3

Pre-Reading/ 76.8 14.9 ... 3.' lBl
Reading

Math 59.7 26.0 10.5 3.B lBl

Religion 43.1 34. J 16.6 6.0 lB1

Physical 35.4 43.8 15.7 5.1 178
Education

Science 28.8 35.0 27.7 8.5 177

Social Studies 28.1 50.0 16.3 5.6 17B

Art 25.3 38.8 30.3 5.6 178

Music 22.2 40.9 27.8 9.1 176

Placement of handjguped children

Parents' opinions were somewhat divided regarding the

placement of handicapped children in the school system.

small majority felt that the handicapped child should spend

some time in the regular kindergarten class either parl-time
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{40.3\l. or full·tim~ (15.5\). However of the parents,

43.6\ believed that handicapped children should begin their

schoolinq in special schools or classes, especially designed

for them in the regular school and separate from the regular

kinderqarten. This findinq is similar to King's (1989),

from ill survey of parents' perceptions of preschool proqrams

in Newfoundland and Labrador. in which 33\ ot the parents

believed that preschool handicapped children should be in

special centers desiqned for them.

Reporting progress

Table 11 shows parents' choices of valuable procedures

for receiving infot"mation about their child's progress in

kindergarten. Host parents chose parent-teacher conferences

and report cards. L.ss than half chose personal notes and

telephone cil.lls from the teacher. Chosen least often (by

4.3\) were home visits by the teacher. Some of these

findings are consistent with those in Cattermole and

Robinson's (1985) survey of parents in ~bbotsford, British

Columbia, in that most parents preferred parent-teacher

conferences and report cards for communicating wi th the

school. In contrast, most British Columbia parents ranked

direct communicationm, by phone or in person, most valuable.

Also in contrast to the present study, Newhook (1985) found

that only 9 (45\) of the Newfoundland and Labrador parents
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'!'able 11

Parents' Ratings of Procedures for Reporting Progress

Rating

Reporting Selected Not Selected
Technique , , N .
Conferences 87.0 13.0 184

Report Cards 62.3 37.7 '"
Notes 29.5 70.5 '"
Tel ephone Calls 11.5 82.5 ,.3

Home Visils 4,3 95.1 ,.4

in her survey did not agree wi th h<.lme visi ts from the

teacher as a valuable procedure for reporting children's

progress.

Improying kindergarten educatign

When parents were asked to indicate ways to improve the

quality of kindergarten education, as shown in Table 12,

about two-thirds selected having more equipment and material

in the kindergarten cl ass, Less than 40% of the parents

believed that having fewer chi Idren in the cl ass, more
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parental involvement, and a longer school day would improve

kindergarten education.

Table 12

Parents' ChQices of Ways to ImProve KindergarttD EducatioD

Rating

Improvement Selected Not Selected, , N ~

More Equipment 64.4 35.6 180
,. Materials

Fewer Children 39.9 60.1 118

Hore Parental 29.6 70.4 179
lovel vement

Lengthen Day 24.4 75.6 lao
other 3.' 96.1 179

pesirablt charact.eristics of kindergarten teachers

Table 13 shows parents' ranking of desirable

characteristics of a kioderqarten teacher. Nearly one-half

of the parents ranked havlnq a "'arm friendly personality

first, while approximately three-quarters ranked it first or

second. However, about Be\ ranked seeing children as
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individuals first or second. About 60\ of the parents gave

the lowest rankings of three, four, or five to knowledge of

child development, and more than 95\ gave the lowest

["nkings of three, four or five to knowledge of subject

matter.

Table 13

Parents' Banking of pesirable Kindergarten Teacher
Characteri st i cs

Ranking

Characteristic "
Personal i ty 49.4 25.3 21. 7 3.6 S3

Sees Chi Idren as 34.1 44.7 16.5 4.7 as
Individuals

Knowl edge of 10.8 27.7 43.4 16.9 1.2 S3
Development

Knowl edge of 3.6 1.2 17.8 76.2 1.2 04
Subjects

other"" 3.6 1.2 1.2 84

110 H (94\) did not include anything in this category.
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Home learnjpg ACtiVities

When p ..rents were asked to rank. according to value, ilLS

she,," in Table 14. the activities they could do at home to

help their child learn, about three-quarters of them chose

reading each day to their child above all other activities.

Helping their child with homework assignments was also

considered valuable, with over 65\ of the parents giving it

a first or second ranking. Encourillgin; their child to

participate in household activities, such as shopping and

Table 14

Parents' Ranking of Hom" Learning A\i;iyities

Rankin;

Activity N

Readin; 76.1 19.3 3,' 1.2 88

Homework 15.9 50.0 26.1 ',8 1.2 88

Home Activities 5,8 13.8 32.2 44.8 3,' 87

Television 1.2 16.2 34.9 44.2 3,5 8.

Other* 2,3 2,3 3,' 2,3 2,3 87

* 76 (87.4\) did not include anything in this category.
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cooking, and to watch children's television programming were

given the lowest ranking of three, four, or five by more

than 80\ of the parents.

Kindergarten prad iC;es

Section I I of the questionnaire asked parents to judge

the importance of some kindergarten practices. Table 15

shows parents' responses.

Overall, parents considered all practices to be very

or somewhat important, with reading to the child rated very

important by 86.7%. The second, third, foul:"th. and fifth

practices, listed in Table 15, con3idered vr:ry important by

approximately 90\ of parents, are among the ones that the

NAEYC (1986) referred to as inappropriate practices in

programming for children four- anrl five-years-old. Most

parents also rated small muscle development veey important.

About 30\ of parents believed that large muscle development

was unimportant. and 25\ believed that £tee choic<l was

unimpoctant.

The data suggest that paeents want all of these

practices in a kindergarten program, webster and Wood's

(1986) study cevealed a similar finding. in that parents

wanted everything in a kindergarten program. Pacents wanted

for their children a pcogram that was both highly academic

(that is a program that encourages Ieaening throu9'h formal
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Table 15

~ts' Responses to Importance of KiodUa11 rten rract) ces

Ranking

Vel.'Y Somewhat Somewhat Very
Practice Important Important Unimportant Unimportant N• • • •
Read Daily 86.7 10.5 2.' 181

Paper & 75.0 20.1 4.4 0.5 184
Pencil
Activities

Rewards 70.7 21.2 6.5 1.6 184

Teacher 67.8 26.2 4.4 1.& 183
Directed
Instruction

Sitting 58.2 30.0 7.1 4.' 184
Quietly

Small Musch! 53.8 39.7 &.0 0.5 184
Development

Devotions 46.8 38.0 14.1 1.1 184

Basic Ski! 1 38.8 47.0 13,1 1.1 183
Developrr.ent

Cooking/Field 29.4 51.1 17.9 1.& 184
Trips

Play at 28.3 53.8 16.3 1.6 184
Centers

L, Muscle 26.2 44.3 24.0 5.5 183
Oevt>-~ \lpment

Free Choice 23.9 51.1 19.0 6.0 184
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teacher·directed activities), as well as developmental (a

program that encourages learning through play and more

student-directed activities). These researchers could

suggest no reason for this except that "parents want

everything offered in Kindergarten and more" (Webster and

Wood, 1986, p.e).

Parental involvement

Section III of the questionnaire asked parents to

indicate their level of agreement with types of parental

involvement. Their responses are shown in Table 16. For

all items, at least 60\ of the parents indicated agreement.

Half or more of the parents strongly agreed with the

first seven items in the table, but they most strongly

agreed with attending meetings. Approximately one-third of

the parents disagreed with getting involved by preparing

materiah, working in the classroom, and helping by

teaching,

Overall, parents in this study agree with all types of

parental involvement, however they agree least with active

classroom participation.
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Table 16

Parents' Agreement with Types of Parental Involvement

Rank.ing

Type of Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
lovel vement Agree Agree Disagree Disagree N, , , ,
Meetings 68.9 25.1 5.5 0.5 183

Observing 59.6 35.5 3.3 1.' 183

supervising 59.9 35.7 ... 182

Haking Decisions 53.5 38.3 .. , 3.3 183

Special Events 52.4 35.0 11.5 1.1 IB3

Raising Funds 50.5 33.0 ,., 6.' 182

Attending 50.0 40.1 '.3 0.' 182
Workshops

Planning/ 39.3 43.7 11. 5 5.5 183
Religious

Preparing 23.1 46.2 23.6 7.1 IB2
Material!!

Working 22.5 42.9 29.1 5.5 182

Helping By 19.1 50.8 23.0 7.1 183
Teaching
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Knowl fdgt':; of program

Most parents felt that they were knowledgeable about

their child's kindergarten program, with S8.3\ indicating

that they knew some or a I at about thei r chi 1d's proljl ram.

In summarizing parents I pet:"ceptions, this study showed

that half of the parents believed that a kindergarten

program should allow children to develop emotionally and

mentally, while approximately one-third believed that it

should help them develop socially. Most parents believed

that Health, and Pre-reading/Reading, were the most

important subject areas in the kindergarten curricul urn,

while Science, Art, and Music were least important.

Slightly over half of the parents believed in integrating

handicapped children with the regular kindergarten children.

Slightly less than half felt that handicapped children

should be separated from the remainder of the kindergarten

children by placing: them in special schools or in special

classes. Parents believed that parent-teacher conferences

and report cards were most valuable in reporting: children's

progress. Nearly two-thirds of the parents believed having

more equipment and mat.erial in the kindergarten classroom

would improve the quality of kindergarten education, while

significantly fewer parents believed having fewer children

in the kindergarten class would improve kindergarten

education. Having a warm, friendly personality, and seeing:
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each child as an individual were considered the most

desirable characteristics of the kindergarten teacher.

Parents believed that the most important thing they could do

at home to help their children learn was to read to them.

Over two-thirds of the parents believed that all

kinderqarten practices were important. As well, over two

thirds of the parents agreed with all types of parental

inval vement.

Parent differences

Question 3. What differences exist among parents regarding

their perceptions of aspects of kindergarten progranrning as

related to denominational affiliation of the school their

child attends, the population of the scbool their child

attends, mother's educational level, father's educational

level, theit" age, the extent of theit" child's preschool

experience, their previous experience with children in

kindergarten, and the extent of involvement in their child's

kindergarten program.

The data from the parent questionnaire were analyzed,

using a chi-square test of independence, with a significance

level set at .05, to determine if parents' responses were

related to the denominational affiliation of the school

their child attends, the population of the school their
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child attends, mother's educational level, father's

educational level, their age, the extent of their child's

preschool experience, their previous experience with

children in preschool, and the extent of their involvement

in their child's kinderqarten program. 1f a relationship

was detected, an appropriate measure of correlation was

calculated to determine the magnitude of the relationship.

According to BorCil and Call (1983), the contingency

coefficient (C) is appropriatlilly calculated when the

variables to be correlated are in the form of categories,

such as denominational affiliation and function of

kindergarten education. Spearman's rho (f) is the

appropriate correlation coefficient when the two va~iables

to be co~related are in the form of ranks, such as school

size and ~atings of the importance of the subject areas in

kindergarten. The correlation ratio eta (11) is app~opriate

when one of the variables to be correlated is in the form of

unordered data and the other is ordered data, stich as

denominational affiliation (unordered) and ratings of the

importance of the subject areas (ordered). Eta is also used

to detect non-linear relationships between ordered

variables, such as length of preschool experience and

rating's of subject areas. In interpreting and describing

the appropriate correlation coefficient, coefficients

ranging from .02 to .24 were taken to indicate a "slight"

relationship; from .25 to .49 a "moderate" relationship;
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and .50 and beyond, a "strong" relationship.

penomination

Shown in Table 17 are significant differences within

the parents' responses as related to the denominational

affiliation of their child's school. For all the variables

the relationships were slight, except for devotions,

supervising, and special events where moderate relationships

were found.

Of the Roman catholic group, 64% believed Religion

should receive the most emphasis in kindergarten in contrast

to only 37% of the Integrated and 27\ of the Pentecostal.

Regarding the importance of daily devotions in kindergarten.

91\ of both the Roman Calhol ic and the Pentecostal groups

and 74\ of the Integrated group indicated it was important.

For the remaining three subject areas, Science, Art, and

Music, appro'limately three-quarters of the Pentecostal

group, two-thirds of the Integrated, and half of the Roman

catholic rated them first or second.

For parental involvement where denomination made a

difference, namely, supervising, helping with special

events, fund raising, and attending workshops, the

Integrated parents were most likely to strongly agree,

except for attending workshops where the Pentecostal group

was most likely to agree, Overall, Roman Catholic parents



wec-e least likely to agree with these types of parental

inval vement.

Table 17

Significant. Relatignships Between School '0 pengminational
Affiliation and Par@ots' Supooses to Aspects gf
Kindergarten Programming

10'

Degrees of Correlation
Variable Freedom Probabi 1 i ty Coefficient

Idf) Ip <) .t•

Devotions 181 . 05 .338

Supervising 180 .01 .261

Special Events 181 .01 .248

Raising Funds 181 .01 .238

Religion 178 .01 .231

Music 173 .01 .226

Small Muscle 181 .05 .215
Development

Attendin9 180 .01 .204
Workshops

sitting Quietly 181 .05 .176

Rewards 181 .05 ,172

Act 175 .05 .168

Science 174 .05 .164

Preparing 180 .0' 0160
Materials
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Regarding the estimated importance of kindergarten

chi 1dren I s sma 11 musel e cleve! opment, recei vinq rewards, and

sitting quietly, over 80\ of the parents considered them

important; however. there were some slight differences

between the denominational qroups. Roman Catholic parents

did not think that small muscle development was as important

as did the Pentecostal or Integrated parents, while the

Integrated parents did not think that receiving rewards or

sitting quietly were as important as did the Roman catholic

or Pentecostal parents,

Since the parent sample is not proportional to the

total popul alion of parents of kindeq~arten children in the

province with respect to denominational affiliation, further

calculations had to be made. Therefore, table 18 shows the

weighted pereentages for parents' responses on variables

related to denomination. For all these variables the

differences between the aetual and the weighted percentage

were very small (less than 5\). of the total number of

ehildren attending kindergarten classes in schools in

Newfoundland and Labrador in 1989-90, approximately 54\

attended Integt'"ated schools, 41\ attended Roman Catholic

schools, and 5\ attended Pentecostal schools (Department of

Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1989). However in the

parent sample, parents with children attending schools under

the auspices of each of the three denominational systems

were proportional. Therefore, the weighted percentages for
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Table 18

Weighted Value5 fer PUMb;' Rcsoon:;es...JiIW!ADiblg Related to
Pmaninat.jmal Affiliation (and Rdermcts to Earlier Tables Cmtaining
Upwrigbted \fa.lU@S)

Ratinq

Vadable

Section 1 (See Note 1 at end of Tablo)

Devotions (Table 15)

Snail Muscle Developnent (Table 15)

sitting Quietly (Table 15)

Rewards (Table 15)

44.3 37.5 17.3

50.7 42.7 5.9

55.2 29.9 8.9

66.8 22.1 7.8

0.'
0.7

6.0

2.7

Sect.iCl'l 2 (See Note 2 at end of Table)

SUpervisill9 (Table 16) 62.8 33.5 3.7 0.0

Special Events (Table 16) 53.8 35.4 10.1 0.7

Raisin<) Flmds (Table 16) 49.2 31.9 12.1 6.'
Attending W~kshops (Table 16) 48.1 41.1 '.3 0.'

Preparil\9 HatedaIs (Table 16) 22.2 46.4 22.4 '.0

Section 3 (See Note 3 at end of Table)

Religion (Table 10)

Music (Table 10)

Art (Table 10)

Science (Table 10)

41.6 32.4 13.7 6.3

19.5 40.8 29.4 10.3

23.2 37.2 34.2 5.4

26.1 34.0 29.7 10.2

(Table 18 continues on the follOWIng page)
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Table 18 (continued fran previous page)

Notes:
1. Section 1 ratings are: 1 - Very IlJ'Ilortant, 2 - Sanewhat Itll'ortant,

3 - sarewhat UniJtllortant, 4 - Very UniftllOrtant.
2. Section 2 ratings are: 1 - Strongly Aqree, 2 - SaTleWhat. Agree,

3 - ~hat. Disagree, 4 - Stronq1:t Disagree.
3. Section :3 Ratings are: 1 - Highest. ~is, 2 - Less Etlllhasis,

3 - Lesser Etrphasis, 4 - Least ett'hasis.

parents' responses were calculated using the following

proportions: Integrated, .54; Roman Catholic, .41; and

Pentecostal, .05.

SchQR! population

Shown in Table 19 are significant differences within

the parent t"esponses as related to population of the school

their child attended. For all the variables where school

size was related to parents' responses, the relationships

were slight.

Religion in the kindergarten curriculum was rated first

in importance: by 49\ of the small school group (fewer than

100 students); by 46\ of the middle-sized school group (100-

299 students); and only by 33\ of the large school group

(greater than 300 students). Regarding the importance of

daily participation in devotions, 97\ of the small school
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group, and 81\ of the middle-sized school group considered

it important, compared to 77\ af thp. large SChOlll 9roup.

Over 90\ of the targoe school group beli.eved that basic skill

development was important, while a-"proximately 80\ of the

other groups believed it was impol:tant.

Table 19

Significant Relationships Between SchoQI Populatign and
Parents' Responses to Aspects of Kindergarten Programming

Degrees of Correlation
Variable Freedom Probabi 1 i t.y Coefficient

(df) (p <) ,ho

Devotions 175 .01 .175

Basic ski II 174 .05 173
Development

Religion 172 .05 .151

Mothu's edUcational leytl

Table 20 shows all significant differences within the

parents' responses as related to mother's education. For

all the variables where the level of mother's education was

related to parents' responses, the relationships were sliqht
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except f~r moder~le relationships to the first two variables

in the table. In lhe following! discussion, educational

levels have been grouped as follows: (a) "some high school"

and "graduated hi9h school" wi 11 be referred to as high

Table 20

Significant Helat1op,hips Between Motbers' e:ducatioo and
Parents' ResponseS tg Aspects 9£ Kindugarten Programming

Deqrees ef Correlation
variable Freedom Probabi 1i ty Coefficient

(df) (p <)

Home Activities 8' .01 ,he -.287

Handicap 17' .01 eta .262
Placement

Television .. .0' rho '" .2-42

sitting Quietly 178 .01 ,he .231

Rewards 178 .01 rho -:; .228

Homework 85 .0' ,he · .194

Teacher-Oi reeled 177 .01 ,he · .184
Instruction

Hath 176 .0' ,he · .154

Paper , Pencil 178 .0' ,he · .145
Activities

Teaching 178 .0' ,he · - .143

Small Muscle 178 .0' ,he · -.135
Deve 1opment
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school: (b) "vocational", "trad~s", and "other" training,

vocational\trades\other; and (c) "some university" and

"graduated university", as university.

All of the ten parents in the university group believed

that handicapped children should be integrated into the

regular kindergarten on a full-time or part-time basis.

Only, 66\ of the vocational/trades/other group and 51\ of

the high school group believed similarly, Regarding the

value of home learning activities for children, namely,

participating in household activities, watching television,

and helping with homework, only 17\ of the vocational\

trades\other group and 10\ of the high school group ranked

participation in household activities first or secona, while

63\ of the parents in the university group ranked it first

or second. Watching television was ranked first or second

by 60\ of the high school group, 45\ of the vocational \

trades\other group and 38% of the university group. Parents

helping children with homework was rank~d first or second by

more than 70% of the high school and the vocational \trades\

other groups, but by only 25\ of the univer:::;ity group.

The hig-h school group was most likely (75\) to think

that it was very important for kindergarten children to

receive rewards for work well done or for behaving properly,

compared to 60\ of both the vocational \trades\other and

university groups. As well, 82\ of the vocational\trades\

other group believed that it was important that children sit
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qui~tly, listen to the teacher, and follow instructions

compared to 90\ or more of the other two groups. Al so, 80\

of the university and 639.; of the vocationaI\trades \other

group, compared to only 50\ of the high school ~roup. judged

that small musel e development in kindergarten was important.

The university group (84\), and the high school group (79\)

were most likely to consider it ..·ery important that children

complete paper and pencil activities in kindergarten, while

the vocational/trades/other group (63\) were least likely to

consider it very important. Regarding the estimated

importance of teacher-directed instruction, one-hal f of the

university group, two-thirds of the vocational/trades/other

group, and 70% of the hiqh school group rated it as very

important. The high school 9!"O"..1P (66%) was much less likely

than the vocational/trades/other qroup (80%), and the

university qroup (90%) to agree that )~arents should get

involved in their child's kindergar.ten by cominq into the

classroom and teachinq.

Around two-thirds (65%) of the high school qroup

believed Hat.h should receive the highest emphasis in the

kindergarten curricul urn, ccmpared to 51% of the vocational \

trades\other qroup and onl y 30\ of the university group.

In short, in regard to the value of learning

activities, the high school group was most likely to rank

high in value children watching television and parents

helping children with homework; but less likely to rank high
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in val ue chi Idren' s participation in household activities.

Al so, in contrast to the other groups, this group did not

think that small musel e devel apm!!nt or teacher-directed

instruction were as important; but they did think that

rewards we::-e more important. They were also least likely to

agree with parental involvement through teaching.

When compared to the other groups, the vocational/

trades/other group did not think il:. was as important thaI:.

children sit qUietly, receive rewards, or complete paper and

pencil tasks.

The university group was least likely to rank high in

value children watching television, and parents helping

children with homework: but most likely to rank high in

value children's participation in household activities.

This g-roup was most 1ikely to believe that it was important

for children to complete paper and pencil tasks. but they

were least likely to believe that teacher-directed

instruction and small muscle development were important.

Both this group and the high school group equally judged

sitting quietly more important than the vocational/trades/

other group judged it to be. The university group was also

most likely to agree with parental involvement by teaching

in kindergarten.
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FAther's ,;ducatioDal level

Shown in Table 21 are significant differences within

the parents' responses as related to the educational level

of the father. For all the vadabl es where the father's

educational level was related to parents' responses, the

relationships were slight. except for sitting quietly where

a moderate relationship was found. In the following

discussion, educational levels have been 9r:ouped as follows:

(a) "soma hiqh school" and "graduated high school" will be

Table 2l

SiOD1hcant Relationships Between Fatbers' Edueation and
Parents' RupQ0U!!'i to Aspegts pt Kindergarten prggramming

Degrees of Corr"elation
Variable Freedom Probability Coefficient

(dO (p <) ,ho

Sitting Quietly 170 .01 .263

Religious 170 .05 .177
Activities

Raising Funds 169 .05 .163

Devotions 170 .05 .146

Rewards 170 .05 .140

Workinq '" .05 .135
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referred to as hi9h school (b) "vocational", "trades". and

"other" training. as vocational \trades\other: and (e) "some

university" and "graduated university", as university.

In regard to children participating in daily devotions,

93\ of the high school group, 73\ of the vocational \trades\

other group, and 67\ of the university 9roup considered it

important. About one-quarter (26\) of the university group

considered it unimportant for children to sit quietly; but

only 14\ of the vocational\lrades\other and 9\ of the high

school groups considered it unimportant,

Shown in Table 22 are significant differences within

the parents' responses as related to parents' age. For all

the variables where age was related to parents' responses,

the relationships were slight.

Only 36\ of the under 26-group believed that it was

important that children participate in daily devotions.

However, about three-quarters (73\) of the 36-45, and 100\

of the two respondents in the over-45 group judged this

practice to be important.

The younger parents were most likely to think it was

important for children to sit quietly, follow directions,

and listen to the teacher, with 16\ of the under 26 group,

59\ of the 26-35 group and 46\ of the 36-45 group strongly
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aq~eein9. As well, 40\ of the younger parents belie";ed that

it was very important for children to have some choice over

what they want to do in kindergarten, but only 23\ of the

26-35 group and 15\ of the 36~45 qroup believed similarly.

Finally, receiving rewards was considered important by 92\

of the younger parents, 67\ of the 26-35 group and 62\ of

the 36-45 group.

Table 22

Significant RelatioDships Between "ge 9£ Parents and
Parents' Responses to Aspects of Xiodugarh;D Programmina

Deqrees of Contingency
Variable Freedom Probabi 1i ty Coefficient

(df) (p <) <ho

Free Choice 180 .OS .192

Sitting Quietly 180 .01 .182

Devotions 180 .OS - .171

Attending 179 .OS .151
Workshops

Rewards 180 .OS .151

Making Decisions 180 .OS .128
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Length of preschool

Shown in Table 23 are significant differences within

the parents' responses as related to the length of time

their child attended preschool during the year prior to

kindergarten. For all of the variables where length of

preschool was related to parents' responses, there were

slight relationships, except for function of kindergarten

where a moderate relationship was found.

The amount of time parents had their child in preschool

Table 23

Sj cDi £i gant Relatignships Between I epgth 9f preschool and
Parents' Respooses to Aspects of Kindergarten Programming

Degrees of Correlation
Variabl e Freedom Probability coefficient

(dE) (p <)

Function 16. .01 eta .269

Raising Funds
1 " .01 ,ho 199

Report Cards 174 .OS eta .170

Religion 172 .OS ,ho .160

Devotions 175 .OS ,ho .150

Music 16. .OS ,ho -.131
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in the year before kindergarten was related to their

perceptions of the most important function of kindergarten.

About two-thirds (64\) of parents whose children had had no

preschool experience, and half of the parents whose children

attended preschool for 9-12 months believed that the most

important function of kindergarten was to develop positive

concepts about self and learning. However, slightly less

than 40\ of the 1-4 month group and the 5-8 month group

chose it as the most impol:"tant function of kindergarten.

Furthermore, parents who had had their children in

preschool for 9-12 months (62\), or not at all (50\) were

more likely than those in the other two groups to agree

strongly with raisinq funds for the school.

Preyi eus kindergarten experi fnCt

Shown in Table 24 are significant differences within

the parents' responses as related to parents' previous

experience with children in kindergarten. For all of the

variables where previous kindergarten experience was related

to parents' responses. the relationships were slight, except

for attending workshops where a moderate relationship was

found.

For both Music and Physical Education, it was the more

experienced parents who were most likely to feel that these

subjects should receive more emphasis than other subjects.
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Less experienced parents were more likely to perceive that

parent-teacher conferences as a valuable way of receiving

information about thl!ir child's prog-ress. In selecting ways

to improve the quality of kindergarten education, it was

Table 24

Signifigapt. RelatioQ§bjps Between Parenls' PreyiQus
KindergartttD E:xpsrieoce and Parents' Responses to Aspects of
Kindergarten PrggranynioQ

Oeqrees of Cor re 1a ti on
Variable Freedom Probability Coefficient

(d£) (p <)

Attending 174 .01 <ho .246
Workshops

Function 168 .01 ,to 0 .230

Devotions 175 .01 <ho 0 -.218

Physical 170 .01 <ho 0 .210
Education

Parent\Teacher 175 .01 ,t. 0 .191
Conferences

Music '" .01 <ho .183

More Equipment • 171 .05 ,t. .163
Haterials

Playing .t 175 .05 ,ho ,158
Centers

Special Events 175 .05 ,ho 0 .148

Making Decisions 175 .0' ,ho .140
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less experienced p&r"ents who were most likely to select more

equipment and materials. playing at centers was considered

more important by less experienced parents. Por the three

types of parental involvement (attendin9 workshops, planninlJ

special events, and making decisions) the less experienced

parents were more likely to aqree with each type of

involvement.

Overall. this study indicated that denominational

affiliation and mother's education were the strongest

factors related to parents' responses. Denominational

affiliation was most strongly related to parents' estimates

of the importance of daily devotions, and to agreement with

parents' supervisin; and helpin'iJ with special events. Roman

Catholic and Pentecostal parents were more likely than

Integrated parents to consider daily devotions important,

while Roman Catholic and Integrated parents rated Religion

higher in importance than Pentecostal pArents. Roman

Catholic parents were less likely to agree with parental

involvement, while, generally, Integrated parents showed the

most agreement.

Some of the strongest relationships between mother's

education and parents' responses were with regard to

estimates of the value of learning activities, includin;

children's participation in household activities and

watching television, Ilnd parents helpin9 children with

homework. Less educated parents believed that watching
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television and helping: children with homework were more

valuable than did the more educated parents, while more

educated parents believed that allowing children to

participate in household activities was more valuable than

did the less educated parents. Fathel;'s educational level

was most strongly related to parents' estimates of the

importance of having children sit quietly in kinderqarten.

The higher the father's education the less important parents

thought it was for children to sit quietly in kindergarten.

The length of time children spent in preschool in the year

before kindert;larten was most strongly related to parents'

opinions of the most important function ('\f kindergarten.

Finally, parents' previous kindergarten experience was most

strongly related to parents' agreement with attending

workshops and with their opinions of the most important

function of kindergarten.

Teas;ber pi Eferences

Question 4. What differences exist among: kindergarten

teacbers regarding their perceptions of aspects of

kindergarten programming as related to tbe denominational

affiliation of the school, their qualifications, extent of

upgrading, teaching experience at the kindergarten level and

at other levels, instances of specialized training:, and

scbool population?
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The data were analyzed, using a chi-square test of

independence with a silimificance level set at .05, to

determine if teachers' I:"esponses were related to the

denominational affiliation of the school, their

qualifications, extent of upgrading, teaching experience at

the kindergarten level and at other levels, instances of

specialized training, and school population. Upon finding a

relationship, an appropriate measure of correlation was

calculated to determine the magnitude of the relationship,

namely, the ccntingency coefficient (eL Spearman's rho

(f'>' or eta (71.), as discussed above for Question 3. In

interpreting and describing the appropdate correlation

coefficient, coefficients ranging from .02 to .24 were t.aken

to indicate a "slight" relationship; from. 25 to .49, a

"moderate relationship"; and .50 and beyond, a "stronq'

r:elationship,

penominati on

Shown in Table 25 are siqnificant differences within

teachers' responses as related to denominational affiliation

of the school. For most of the variables the relationship~

were moderate, except for devotions where there was a strong

relationship was strong. For the remaining three variables,

rewards, reading and homewor:k, the relationships were

sliqht.,
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In rating the importance of Rei igion in kindergarten,

Table 25

Sjgnificant Relationships Between penominational Affjliation
and Teachers' Respgnses to Aspects of Kindergarten
Prognumning

Degrees of Correlation
variabl e Freedom Probabil ity Coefficient

(df) (p <) eta

Devotions 78 .01 .523

ReI igioo 77 .01 .407

Attending 80 .01 .361
workshops

Raising Funds Bl .05 .330

Home Activities 67 .01 .299

Health 79 .01 .293

Television 67 .01 .284

Religious Bl .05 .280
Activi ties

Basic skill 81 .05 .279
Development

Math 80 .05 .261

Music 78 .01 .254

Rewards Bl .05 .240

Reading 81 .05 .223

Homework 67 .05 .223
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6<4\ of the Pentec:ostiJl teachers. compared to 27\ of the

Roman cathal ic teachers and 14\ of the Integ-rated teachers.

believed that this subject should receive the highest deqree

of emphasis. One hundred percent of the Pentecostal

teachers bel ieved that participation in dilli 11' devotions was

important; however. only 7.\ of the Roman Catholic teachers

and 72\ of the Integrated teachers considered it important.

As well. one hundred percent of the Pentecostal teachers and

97\ of the Roman Catholic teachers aqreed with parents

helping plan and participate in religious celebrations,

while fewer Integ-rated teachers (83\) ag:reed with this type

of involvement. Overall. the Pentecostal and Roman Cathal ic

teachers believed that Religion, daily devotions and

parental participation in religious activities played a more

important role in kindergarten education than the Integrated

teachers did. Host (89\) of the Pentecostal teachers and

three-quarters of the Roman Catholic teachers believed that

it was very important that children learn basic skills

through play; however, onl y 55\ of the Integrated teachers

believed that it was very important. Three-quarters of the

Roman Catholic teachers and two-thirds of the Integrated

teachers agreed wi th paren t s' at t ending workshops. compared

to only 40\ of the Pentecostal teachers. As well, three

fourths of the Pentecost a I teachers and half of the Roman

Catholic teachers agreed wlth parents' raising funds for the

school, while only 28\ of the Integrated teachers agreed.
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Since the teacher sample is not proportional to the

total population of kindergarten teachers in the province

with respect to denominational affiliation, further

calculations had to be made. Therefore, table 261. and 26B

show the weighted percentages for teachers I responses on

variables related to denominational affiliation. For most

of the variables the differences between the actual and

weighted percentages were small (less than 6\) except for

(a) agreement with parents raising funds for the school, and

(b) estimates of the importance of Religion. basic skill

development, daily devotions, and receiving rewards. For

these variables, the difference between the actual and

weighted percentages did not exceed 15\. Of the total

number of schools with Kindergarten classes in Newfoundland

and Labrador, 59\ were Integrated, 32% were Roman Catholic

and 9\ were Pentecostal (Department of Education,

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1989). However in the teacher

sample, teachers teaching in schools under the auspices of

each of the three denominational systems were proportional.

Therefore, the weighted percentages for teachers' responses

were derived by usin9 the following proportions: Integrated,

.59; Roman Catholic, .32; and PentecostaL .09.
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Table 26A

~hted Values fQr Tf!achers' ResoQD§fts on Vatiablen Related tg
QtnaninotioMl Affiliation (and Rpferensu to Earlier Tables Cpntainina
lJowejgbted val"es)

Rating

variable

Section 1 (See Note 1 at end of Table)

Devotions (Tabl e 8)

Basie skill oevelopnent (Table 8)

Rewards (Table 8)

28.4 47.0 16.9

64.S 31.2 4.3

36.3 50.3 9.3

7.7

0.0

4.1

Section 2 (See Note 2 at end of Table)

Attending Worlc;hops (Table 7) 65.4 31.1 3.2 0.3

Raising runds (Table 7)

Religious Activities (Table 7)

38.8 60.0 1.2

36.9 51.8 11.3

section 3 (See Note 3 at end of Table)

2.4

1.5

Religion (Table 3)

Health (Table 3)

Math (Table 3)

Music (Table 3)

Reading (Table 3)

22.7 42.1 34.0

40.8 34.9 21,9

77.8 19.4 1.3

27.6 52.6 19.8

86.1 12.4 1.5

(Table 2611. continues on the following page)



Table 26A (continued from the previous page)

Notes:
1. Section 1 ratings are: 1 - Very Important,

2 - Somewhat 1"-:'lportant, 3 - Somewhat Unimportant,
" - Very Unimportant.

2. Section 2 ratings are: 1 - strongly Agree,
2 - Somewhat Agree, 3 - Somewhat Disagree,
4 - Strongly Disagree.

3. Section 3 Rating:!! are: 1 - Highest Emphasis,
2 - Less Emphasis, 3 - Lesser Emphasis, " - Least
Emphasis.

Tabl e 26B

Weight;d Values for Teacbfmj' RMponses on Variables Related
to penominatiODal affiliatioD {and Refuencu to Earlier
~taiDing Ilpweighted Valu!!!!>

Ranking

Variable

Homework (Table 7)

Home Aetivitiu (Table 7)

Watchin.. Television
(Table 7)

1.4 32.2 34.3 30.7

46.5 29.7 21. 4

13.2 34.S 46.1

1.4

2.4

6.2
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Qyaljficatjons

Shown in Table 27 are significant differences within

the teacher responses as reI ated to teachers'

qualifications. For all the variables where qualifications

were related to teachers' responses, the relationships were

moderate.

Health was given a first or second place rating by only

one-third of the high school trained teachers. whereas about

eO\ of the teachers with other qualifications rated it first

or second. None of the teachers with high school training,

compared to 40\ of the teachers with other qualifications

considered it important that children have opportunities for

large muscle development. All high school trained teachers

rated science first or second in importance; but only two

thirds of the teachers with other qualifications rated it

similarly.

Elementary trained teachers (15\) were much less likely

than teachers with other qualifications (56\) to rank having

a warm, friendly personality as the most desirable

characteristic of a kindergarten teacher. Teachers with

this type of training believed that parents helping children

with homework was a valuable learning activity with about

one-third ranking it first or second, while only 14\ of

teachers with other qualifications ranked it similarly.

Those teachers were also much more likely (69\) than
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Table 27

Significant Relationships between Qualifications and Teachers' RrspQmes
to Aspects of Kindergarten Programnina

variable 1 variable 2
Degrees of

Freedan
(df)

Cc,rrelation
Probability Coefficient

(p <) eta

High Health 75 .05 .287

High Large Muscle 77 .05 .269
Developrent

High Science 7J .05 .265

High Special 77 .05 .249
Events

Elementary Personality 63 .01 .332

Elementary Math 76 .05 .280

Elementary Hcmework 63 .05 .276

Elementary Making 77 .05 .270
Decisims

Elementary Play at 77 .05 .269
centers

Elementary Knowledge of 63 .05 ,261
Developnen.t

Primary Hc::mework " .01 .328

Primary Planning/ 77 .01 .313
Religious

Primary SCience 11 .05 .300

Notes:
High - education degree I.nth truoing in grades 7 - Level III
Elemantary - education degree With training in grades 4 - 6
Prirrary - education degree 10/1 th t raining in grades Kindergarten - J
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teachers with other qualifications (3et) to agree with

parents making decisions about their children's program.

Only about one-third of the elementary trained teachers

considered it very important that children play at centers;

however, three-quarters of the teachers with primary or high

school training considered it very important.

Teachers with primary training (7S\) were more likely

than teachers Iotlth other qualifications (34\) to rank

parents helping children with homework first, second, or

third. Only one-third of teachers with primary training'

strong'l}' aqreed with parents becoming involved by helping

plan and participate in religious celebrations, in contrast

to approximately hal f of the teachers with training at the

high school Clr elementary level.

The number of education courses teachers had taken in

the last five y."!ars was moderately related to their

estimates of degree of emphasis for science (p < .01. df =

77, rho = .287). Nearly two-thirds of the teachers (6U)

who had not upqraded at all rated Science highest, while

only 11\ of the 6-10 course group and about one-third of the

1-5 and the 11-or-more course group rated it highest.
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Teaching experience

Shown in Table 28 are significant differences within

teachel:"s' responses as related to teaching experience.

Teaching experience at the kindergarten level was moderately

related to these variables, except for function where a

slight relationship was found. Teaching experience at other

levels was slightly related to three other variables. The

teachers with less than six years teaching kindergarten were

most likely to agree with parents helping plan and

participate in religious celebrations (100\), and making

decisions (50\).

Overall, this study indicated that some of the

teachers' responses to aspects of kindergarten programming

were related to denominational affiliation, qualifications,

extent of upgrading, and teaching experience. Instances of

specialized training and school population were not found to

be related to the teachers' responses. Denominational

affiliation was most strongly related to teachers' estimates

of the importance of daily devotions, and to their ratings

of Religion as a subject in kindergarten. Overall,

Pentecostal teachers rated Religion higher in importance,

were more likely to believe daily devotions wer.e important,

and were more likely to agree with parents helping plar. and

participate in religious activities. Qualifications were

most strongly related to elementary trained teachers'
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opinions regarding the value of a kindergarten teacher

having a warm, friendly personality; and to primary trained

teachers' opinions of the value of parents helping children

with homework, and planning and participating in religious

Table 28

Significant R,latiOMhip!l Between Teaching Experience and Teachers'
Responses to Aspects of Kindernarten Proaranmi.na

Variable 1 variable 2
Degrees of

Freedan
(dO

Correlation
Probability Coefficient

(p () rho

Kindergarten Planning! 81 .01 .310
Level Religious

Kindergarten Sees Child 67 .01 .291
Level as Individual

Kindergarten Making 81 .05 .247
Level Decisions

Kindergarten F\mction 74 .05 .233
Level

other Levels Television 67 .05 -.213

Other Levels Music 78 .05 -.202

other Levels Supervising 80 .05 .200

Notes:
Kindergarten Level - teaching experience fran teaching kindergarten
Other Levels - teaching experience fran teaching grades other than

kindergarten .
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celebrations. Finally less experienced kindergarten

teachers were most likely to agree with parents helping plan

and participate in religious celebrations in kindergarten.

Pi fferences between piHents and teachers

Question 5. To what extent do the perceptions of teachers

di ffer from the perceptions of parents?

The data were analyzed. using a chi-square test of

independence with. a significance level set at .05, to

determine if there were any significant differences between

parents and teachers in their responses to aspects of

kindergarten education. If a significant difference was

found, an appl:opriate measure of correlation was calculated

to determine the magnitude of the relationship. Eta Crt )

was calculated when investiqatinq the strenqth of a

relationship between the parents and teachers on variables

that were in the form of ordered data, such as the ratin9 of

the subject areas; and the contingency coefficient (C) was

calculated in determining the strength of a relationship

between the parents and teachers on variables that were in

the form of unordered data, such as their perceptions of the

placement of handicapped children in kindergarten. In

interpreting and describing the appropriate correlation

coefficient, coefficients ranging from .02 to .24 were taken
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to indicate a "slight" relationship; from .25 to .49, a

"moderate" relationship; and .50 and beyond. a "slrong'''

relationship between role (teacher or parent) and another

variable.

Ratings of subject urn placemppt of handiCAPped children
value of born, learning activities improyjng kinderqutf"D
educatipn and value of procedyres for rt:portjng progeus

Table 29 shows significant relatioD:Jhips between

parent's or teacher's role and their responses reqarding the

placement of handicapped children, their estimates of the

importance of four subject areas. the value of home learning

activities, improvements to kinderqarten education, and the

value of procedures for reporting progress. For the first

four variables in the table, the relationships were

moderate; for the remaining variables the relationships were

slight.

A moder~te differenee WillS found between parents and

teachers regarding their views on placement of handicapped

children during their first year of schooling. Over half of

t.he parents (58\), believed that children should begin their

schooling in special schools or in special classes; but only

14\ of t.he teachers believed sllllilarly. Furthermore, 59\ of

the teachers believed that handicapped children could begin

their schooling in the klnd~rgilrten class part of the time

and in special classes the remainder of the time; but only
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40% of the parents were of the same belief.

Table 29

Significant R@!atigpships Between TMcher Of parent Eol e apG
Responses Regarding Subiect Area Rating Placement of
Handicapped Children Value at Home Learning Activities
Improving Kindergarten EducatioD and Value of ProcedurM
for Repgrting ProgreU

Degrees of Correlation
Variable Freedom Probability Coefficient

(df) Cp <)

HomeWOrk 156 .01 ,t• . 401

Health 263 .01 ,t• . 368

Handicap 259 .01 C .351
Placement

Home Activities 155 .01 ,t. 0 .280

Fewer Chi Idren 260 .01 ,t. 0 .243

Reading 156 .01 ,t. 0 .224

Report Cards 265 .01 .220

Science 255 .01 ,t. 0220

Math 262 .01 ,t. .184

Husic 255 .01 ,t• . 184

Lengthen Day 2" .01 ,t. .1€>6

Telephone Calls 265 .01 C 0 .161

Parent/Teacher 266 .05 C . .144
Conferences
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Parents and teachers differed in rating the importance

of Health, Science, Hath, and Music, as shown in Table 30.

However, they differed most in their estimate of the

importance of Health education in kindergarten. Parents

(84\) were much more likely than teachers (43\) to believe

Table 30

cgmparisons of Teacheu' and parents' Ratings of Sllbierzt

IlJ.:.<.U

Rating

Hi9hest Less Lesser Least
Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis N •

Subject • • • •
'reachers

Health 42.7 39.0 15.9 2.' "
Science 37.5 52.S 8.7 1.3 80

Hath 78.3 18.1 1.2 2.' 83

Music 29.6 50.6 19.8 81

Parents

Health 83.6 12.0 2.7 1.7 183

Science 28,8 35.0 27.7 8.5 177

Hath 59.7 26.0 10.5 '.0 181

Music 22.2 40.9 27.8 9.1 176
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Health should receive the highest emphasis in kindergarten.

Teachers were more likely than parents to believe that

Science, Math, and Music were to be the most emphasized in

kindergarten.

Table 31 show!; differences between the parents and the

teacher:) in their estimates of the value of certain l"'arning

activities. Even though the majority of th~ parents and the

Table 31

Comparisons of Teachers' and Parents' Responses to Value of
Home Actiyities

Ranking

Activity N

Teachers

Homework 1.. 28.6 34.3 35.7 70

Home Activities 52,9 24.3 22.8 70

Reading 94.3 '.3 1.. 70

Parents

Homework 15.9 50.0 26.1 B.O BB

Home Acti vi ti es 5.7 13.8 32.2 48.3 B7

Reading 76.1 19.3 3.' 1.2 BB
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teachers considered reading to the child the most valuable

learning activity, more teachers (94\) than parents (16\)

considered it most valuable. Parents W8re much mOre likely

to believe that helping their children with homework was a

valuable learning activity, while teachers we!;". more likely

to value children's participation in household activities.

Finally, more parents (62\) than tf1achers (35\)

considered report cards a valuable procedure for reporting

children's progress.

Kindergarten Prlctices

For the kindergarten practices listed in Table 32. a

strong difference between parents and teachers was found

regarding their estimates of the importance of children

sitting quietly in kindergarten. For dx of the variables

the relationships wece moderate. while slill'ht relationships

were noted for the remaining four variables.
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Table 32

Significant RehtigD:ihips Between Tusher pr Parent. Role and
Rupop"'es R!rgarding Kindergart.en PrjH7tisC$

Oeorees of Correlation
Variable Freedom Probability Coefficient.

(df) (p <) eta

Sitting Quietly 263 .01 .620

Paper & Pencil 266 .01 .478
Activities

Basic skill 265 .01 .305
Development

Play at Centers 266 .01 .210

Free Choice 266 .01 .259

Larqe Muscle 265 .01 .250
Development

Teacher-Directed 26. .01 .233
Instruction

Small M\lscle 266 .01 .210
Deve I opmen t

Rewards 266 .01 .210

Field Trips 265 .01 .191

Read Books 263 .01 .187

Table 33 shows that parents believed more than teachers

did that sitting quietly, p.Jper and pencil activities, and

teacher-directed instruction were important. Over 88' of
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Table 33

Compjld$oos of Tnsh,rs' and Parents' Rc~pQnus to
Importlnc!! of Sitting Quieti y PapiU and Pend 1 Act i yi ti es
Bnic Skill pu,lopmeot playine at Centers and Teach,r·
pirected 1n:\trllctigD

Rankin9'*

Practice
N <

Teachers

sitting Quietly '.9 201.7 30.9 39.S 81

Paper & Pencil Activities 29.8 35.7 25.0 9.' 84

Basic skill Development 72.6 23.8 3.6 84

Play at Centers 60.7 31.0 7.1 1.2 84

Teacher-Oi reeted 43.4 39.8 14.4 2.' .3
Instruction

Parents

Sitting Quietly 58.1 29.9 7.1 '.9 I.'
Paper & Penei I Activities 75.0 20.1 ... o.• ,..
Basic skill Development 38.8 47.0 13.1 1.1 '.3

Play at Centers 28.3 53.8 16.3 1.6 ,..
Teacher-Ol reeted 61.8 26.2 ... 1.6 ,.3
Instruction

11 Ranking: 1 - Vet"y Important, 2 - Somewhat Important,
3 - Somewhat Unimportant, 4 - Very Unimportant.
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the parents, compared to only 30\ of the teachers,

considered it was important for chi Idren to spend a part of

each day in kindergarten sitting quietly. Teachers were

much more likely than parents to think that playing at

centers and learning basic skills throug-h play were very

important. Also, for both groups. learning basic skills

through play was considered more important than play at

centers. The findings of the present study regarding pI ay

are unlike those of Rothleen and Brett (1984), in their

survey of Dade County, Florida preschools, in which many of

the parents and teachers did not think play was important.

Bloch :md Wichaidit's (1985) findin9s, however, resembles

those of the present study, in that the teachers in tnei r

study were more favourable toward play than parents were.

One-third of the parents believed that large muscle

development was not important in kindergarten, compared to

only 5\ of the teachers. The differences between parents

and teachers concerning small muscl e development was very

small; however, more teachers (75\) than parents (59\)

believed that it was very important.

One-quarter of the parents considered it unimportant

for children to have opportunities in kindergarten for free

choice; wheras only 4\ of the teachers considered it

unimportant.

Parents (71\), more than teachers (43\), believed that

it was very important that children receive rewards.
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Parental involvement

Table 34 shows the differences between parents and

teachers regarding agreement with types of parental

involvement in kindergarten. A strong relationship was

found regarding their agreement with parents making

decisions; a moderate relationship, regarding agreement with

parents preparing materials; and a slight relationship,

reqarding agreement with parents supervising.

Table 34

Significant Relationships BetweeD Teacher or Parent Role DDd

Besponas Regarding froM of Parental Involvement

Types of Degrees of Correlation
Involveme'.lt Freedom Probabi I i ty Coefficient

(df) (p <) eta

Making Decisions 265 .01 .558

Preparing 263 .01 .246
Materials

Supervising 263 .01 .182
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Table 35 shows that teachers (55\) were much more

likely than parents (S\) to disagree with parents making

decisions about their children's program. Teachers were

more likely than parents to strongly agree with parents

preparing- materials and supervising.

Tab1 e 35

Comparisons of Teachers I and Parents' Agreement with
Inyolyement ThtQHgb Making Decisions Preparing Materials
and Supervising

Ranking

Types of
loval vement

strongly
Agree

•
Somewhat

Agree

•
Somewhat
Disagree

•
strongly
Disagree N =

•
Teachers

Making Decisions 6.0 39.3 32.1 22.6 84

Preparing 38.6 54.2 .. , 2.' 83
Materials

Supervising 78.3 20.5 1.2 83

Parents

Making Decision 53.5 38.3 .. , J.J 183

Preparing 23.1 46.2 23.6 7.1 l"
Materials

Supervising 59.9 35.7 ... 1"
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In sum, any differences between parents' and teachez:-s'

responses were generally moderate or slight. However, for

estimating the importance of children sitting quietly in

kindergarten and for agreeing with parents making decisions

about their child's education, strong relationships were

found with parent. or teacher role. Moderate relationships

were found concerning the estimated importance of paper and

pencil activities, Health as a subject area, basic skill

development. play at centers, tree choice, and large muscle

development.; and concerning t.he estimated value of parents

helping children with homework and children's participation

in household activities; and concerning opinions regarding

the placement of handicapped children in the school. For

all other variables where significant differences between

parents and teachers were found, the relationships with t"ole

were slight.

Simi] ad ties between parents and teachers

Question 6. To what extent are the perceptions of teachers

similar to the perceptions of parents?

Parents and teachers strongly agreed in several

including the estimated importance of Social Studies,

Physical Education, and Pre-reading\Reading in kindergarten.

Host teachers (86%) and parents (77\) bel ieved that Pt"e-
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ceading\Reading should receive the highest. emphasis in

kindergarten. Both groups also agreed that Social Studies

should receive a somewhat lesser degree of emphasis with

56\ of the teachers and 50% of the parents giving it a

second rating. With regat'd to Physical Education, both

groups agreed that it should be given priorily, with 12\ of

the teachers and 79% of the parents rating it first or

second.

Neither teachers nor parents believed that home visits

from the teacher were valuable in communicating children's

pro?ress; for only 6\ of the teachers and 4\ of the parents

believed it was valuable. By contrast, in a study on home

school communication in kindergarten, by Newhook (1985), it

was found that slightly more support (30\) towards home

visits was given by kindergarten E:arents.

About two-thirds of parents and teachet:"s agreed that

having more equipment and materials in the kindergarten

class would improve the quality of kindet:"gat:"ten. Slightly

more than one-quarter of parents and teachers also agreed

that the qual ity of kinder9uten education would not be

improved by having more parental involvement.

Parents and teachers agreed on the order of importance

of desirable kindergarten teacher characteristics. They

t:"anked having a warm friendly personality and seeing each

child as an individual highest; while knowledge of child

development and knowledge of subject mattet:" were t:"anked
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lowest.

A.bout half of the parents and teachers considered that

having children watch television programming was the least

valuable home learning activity.

Over SO\ of both parents and teachers agreed on several

areas of parental involvement. including: helping plan and

participate in religious celebrations; helping make plans

for special events; and attending meetings to learn more

about the kindergarten program.

Overall. the areas of greatest agreement between

parents and teachers regarding aspects of kindecgatten

education included their estimated importance of Social

studies, Physical Education, and Pre-Reading/Reading. They

also strongly agreed that home visils from the teacher were

not a valuable procedure for reporting children's progress.

Both groups believed that having more equipment and material

would improve kindergarten education, and that more parental

involvement would not improve it. Futhermore, they clo:Jely

agreed about the ranking of desirable characteristics of

kindergarten teachers, with personality and seeing each

child as an individual ranked highest, and knowledge of

subject matter ranked low~sl. They 11150 agreed that

watching television was not a valuable learning actiVity.

As well, they both believed that it was important for

children to participate In dally devotions in kindergarten.

fo'inally, they strongly ag:eed with parents attending
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meetings, helping plan for special events, and helping plan

and participate in religious activities.

ConclusioDs

The findings of this study indicate generally that

parents' and teachers' views of kindergarten education are

in harmony with what is considered a quality education

program for young children. Even though parents' aod

teachers' perceptions of some aspects of kindergarten

programming were similar, they differed on others. There

were considerable differences for two variables, namely,

their estimates of the importance of kindergarten children

sitting quietly in kindergarten and their agreement with

parents being involved as decision makers. Both parents'

and teachers' responses were found to be significantly

related to several variables; however denominational

affiliation was the variable that was most strongly related

to both groups' responses.

For parents, denominational affiliation was most

strongly related to their estimates of the importance of

devotions and their agreement with parents helping supervise

and helping with special events. Mother's education was

also related to parents' responses. This variable was most

strongly related to the value parents gave to helping their

children with homework, and to their opinions regarding the
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plar.ement of handicapped children in kindergarten. Father's

education was also related to some parents' responses, but

the strongest relationship was found in their estimates of

the importance of children sitting quietly in kindergarten.

Parents' age was found to be slightly t"elated to parents'

responses on several items, as was school population. The

1ength of time chi Idren spenl in preschool in the year

before attending kindergarten was most strongly related to

parents' opinions regarding the function of kindergarten.

Finally, parents' past experience with children in

kindergarten was related to parents' responses with the

stronge:st relationships found regarding parents' opinions of

the function of kindergarten and their agreement with

attending workshops.

For teachers, denominational affiliation was most

strongly related to teachers' estimates of the importance of

children participating in daily devotions. Qualifications

were moderatel y related to teachers' responses to some

aspects of kindergarten progralMling. The strongest

relationship was found regarding responses and an elementary

degree, specifically, teachers' ranking of personality as a

desirable characteristic of kindergarten teachers. A

primary degree was related to teachers' estimates of the

value of parents helping children with homework, their

agreement with parents planning and participating in

religious celebrations. and their rating of Science; while a
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high school degree was related to teachers' responses to

several variables, including ratings of Science and Health.

estimates of the importance of small muscle development. and

agreement with parents helping with special events. Extent

of upgrading was related to teachers' rating of Science.

Finally, teaching experience was related to several

variables, with the strongest relationships found for

teachers' agreement. with parents planning and participating

in religious celebrations, the ranking of 5e"i09 each child

as an individual as a desirable kindergarten teacher trait,

and agreement with parents making decisions. Instances of

specialized training and school population were not related

to teachers' responses on any of the i terns on the

questionnaire.

Further conclusions to the findings of this study are

presented in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Presented in this chapter are the concI us ions to the

findin'ils of this study of parents' and teachers' perceptions

of kindergarten programming in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Recommendations, and sU9'i1estions for further research are

also presented. Since the samples are not proportional

denominationally to the population of parents and teachers,

generalizations to teachers and parents in Newfoundland and

Labrador are made using wei'ilhted percentages for variabl es

related to denominational affiliations.

The results of this study indicate several general

patterns concerning teachers' and parents' perceptions of

kindergarten education in the Province of Newfoundland and

Labrador. First, while parents and teachers are generally

similar in their perceptions of aspects of kinciergarten

programming, statistically significant differences between

the two exist. Second, parents and teachers believe that it

is important that kindergarten children be involved in many

different types of activities ranging from play activities

to formal academic activities. Third, teachers and parents

'ilenerally Agree. with all types of parental involvement.

Fourth, parents' and teachers' perceptions of some aspects

of kindergarten education are related to the denominational

affiliation of the school. Fifth, within the teachers'
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responses. other factors such as teaching qualifications,

extt.nt of upgrading, and teaching experience are related to

teachers' perceptions of aspects of kindergarten education.

Sixth, within the parents' responses, other factors such as

the parents' previous experience loIith kindergarten, their

experience with children in preschool, age, educational

levels, and student population of the school their child

attends are related to parents' perceptions of aspects of

kindergarten education.

Function of kindergarten

Both teachers and parents agree that basic ski 11

development in the 3R's (Reading, Writin9 and Hath) is not

an important function of kindergarten education. Teachers

and parents believe that foremost a kindergarten program

should help children develop positive feelin;s about

themselves and learning. Parents, more so than teachers.

believe that a kindergarten program should also help

children develop social sklils. Overall, parents and

teachers do not view the kIndergarten year as a time fQr the

acquisition of academic knowledge but rather as a time for

emotional, menlal, and soclal growth.
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Rating subject areas

Generally, parents and teachers believe that Math,

Health. and Pre-reading/Reading should receive the most

emphasis in kinderqarten. Parents and teachers differ

regarding their estimates of the importance of Health.

Science. Music, and Math. Teachers rated Science, Music,

and Math more important than parents did. However, it is in

their estimate of the importance of Heal th Education that

parents and teachers show the greatest difference, with

parents rating it much higher than teachers. The parents'

view may reflect 9rowing societal concern over health

issues, such as substance abuse, diet and nutrition, and

AIDS. As well, parents may see the school as the most

effective agency for the transmission of health infor-maHon

to children and believe that it should beqin as early as

possible. Teacher-s, on the other hand, seem not to view the

school as the pdmar-y aveney for health education.

Plactment of handicapped children

Host teachers believe that handicapped children should

be integrated into the regular kindergarten classroom, but

almost hal f of the parents do not view inteqraHon as a

desirable option in the placement of handicapped children.

Parents of non-handicapped children may be concerned that
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their child is in some way disadvantaged due to integration.

Parents may need reassurance from the teacher that their

child is still learning and is not being sacrificed because

of integration. Teachers and school districts will have to

work with parents to make them aware of the purpose of

integration and the benefits to all children, 000-

handi capped and handi capped,

Repgrting progress

Both parents and teachers consider parent-teacher

conferences and report cards the most valuable procedures

for reporting children's progress in kindergarten. Parents

differ from teachers, however, in their perceptions of the

value of report cards, with more parents than teachers

belieVing that they are valuable. Possibly, parents need

the report card as tangible evidence of their child's

success in school or as a reminder of what has transpired at

a parent-teacher conference. Also, report cards are

traditional and are usually saved by the parents with other

mementoes of childhood. If parents believe that report

cards serve an important function, then teachers need to

exercise much caution about el iminating them from their

reporting program. As well, since parents find report cards

so valuable, then school boards and teachers should evaluate

their present report cal:d to ensure that it is effective in
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relaying information to parents about their child's

progress.

Less than 10\ of parents and teachers believe that home

visits from the teacher are valuable for reporti,1 progress.

It is unknown whether thi:l dislike applies only to the

reporting process or if it l."eflects a more general dislike

of teacher visi ts. Ei ther way, educators need to be

cognizant of parents' and teachers' feelin9s and be cautious

about implementin9 horne visits as a component of any

program.

Improying kindergarten education

Parents and teachers agree that having more equipment

and materials in the kindergarten class would improve

kindergarten education. As well, teachers believe that

having fewer children in the class would also improve the

quality of kindergarten education. Parents and teach~rs

differ significantly in their perceptions of the value of

having fewer children in the class and the value of

lengthening the kindergarten day as ways to improve the

quality of kindergarten education. Teachers more than

parents believe that having fewer children in the class

would improve kindergarten, while parents more than teachers

believe that lengthening the kindergarten day would lead to

improvements.
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It is nolewo["thy that approximately two-thirds of

parents and teachers believe that having more equipment and

materials would improve kindergarten education. If this

belief suggests a problem of insufficiently supplied

kindergarten classrooms. then teachers may be experiencing

difficulty in delivering the kindergarten program. ;\5 well,

parents must be aware of this prohl em.

Chiltac;teristi ell of kindergarten teachers

Parents and teachers agree campi etel y about the

desirable characteristics of a kindergarten teacher: first,

having a warm, friendly personality; and second. having the

ability to see each child as an individual. Rnowledljle of

subject. matter and knowledge of child development are

considered desirable charactet'istic5 of a kindet'qat'ten

teacher by very few parents and teachers. even thouqh. among

prOfE'3Sionals. knowledge of child development is considered

a necessity for teachers of young children (Ni,EYC,1986).

IW"'" learning activities

Both teachers and parents believe that readlr,q to

children is the most valuable home learning activity and

that allowing children to .... atch children's television

proqralmling is the least valuable; however. they differ
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significantly regarding the value of helping children with

homeworK and allowing children to participate in activities

such as cooking or shopping. Parents are more likely than

teachers to believe that helping their children with

homework is a valuable learning activity, Teachers at"e more

likely than parents to see the value of children's

participation in activities such as shopping or cooking.

In addition, results of this study show that younger

parents are likely to rank chiLdren's participation in

cooking and shopping lowest in value, while older parents

rank it higher. Younger parents working outside the home

often may experience difficulties in finding the time to

involve their children in such activities. older parents

may be more settled in careers or remain at home; therefore,

they have the time to involve their children in those

activities. other results ot this study indicate that the

more educated the mother, the more parents value their

children's participation in household activities such as

cooking or shopping. The 1ess educated thl! mother. the more

parents value their children's watching television and their

helping children with thelr homework. Parents may not be

aware of the educational benehts of allowing their children

to participate in household actlvities and possibly believe

that children's television prograllVl1ing is an important part

of their children's education. However, parents need to be

made aware of the fact tha t chi 1dren 1earn best by becoming
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involved in meaningful activities, not by participating

passive activities such as watching television. Therefore,

schools need to initiate parent education programs to help

parents become better educators of their own children.

Kindergarten practices

Earlier findings, in 1981, by the provincial committee

on kindergarten education in Newfoundland and Labrador,

revealed the existl'!nce of various orientations to

kindergarten programming, with certain kindergarten classes

focusing on formal academic learning and others focusinq on

the total development of the child (Provincial Kindergarten

Committee, 1981). However, in the present study, when asked

to indicate how important they consider some everyday

kindergarten practices, the majority of parents agree that

all are important, including both formal academic activities

as well as informal activities. For example, parents feel

that it is important that children be given opportunities to

play at the housekeeping, block and other centers and learn

basic skills through play; but at the same time they feel it

is more important that children have daily opportunities to

complete paper and pencil tasks in the subject areas,

receive daily teacher-directed instruction in the subject

areas, and sit quietly, listen to the teacher and follow

directions. The majority of teachers feel similarly with
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the exception that they do not think it is important that

children sit quietly, listen to the teacher and follow

directions.

Parents ilnd teachers differ significantly in their

estimates of the importance of all kindergarten activities,

except daily devotions. The majority of parents and

teachers believe it is important that children participate

in daily devotions. The greatest difference between parents

and teachers pertains to the estimated importance of having

the children sit quietly, listen to the teacher and follow

directions, and having children complete paper and pencil

exercises in the subject ... reas. For both activit.ies.

parents are more likely than teachers to believe that they

are important.

It is also worth noting that one quarter of the parents

do not think that free choice or lar;e muscle development is

important in kinder;arten. Children who are given some

choice concerning which activities they are t.o be involved

in will feel more in control of their own learnin9 (Dunn,

1987). Small muscle development has traditionally been an

important function of kindergarten educat.ion; however, large

muscle development has become a priodt'! in kindergarten

education and is included in the objectives for kindergarten

education for Newfoundland and Labrador (Department of

Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1985). For example,

children need to run, hop, skip and jump before the,! can sit
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and pe~form tasks that require fine eye-hand coordination.

Teachers, it seems. need to work wi th parents through

workshops, meetings, or correspondence trom the school to

inform them of the benefits of large muscle development and

the merits of giving ,.hildren some choice over what they do

in kindergarten and at home. Possibly parents fear that

children may not learn if left to decide what they will

become involved in. But parents need to be convinced that

if children's choices occur within a framework set up by the

teacher, learning will occur. Parents also need to realize

that large muscle deYelopment is an important aspect of

physical development and cannot be ignored in a quality

kindergarten program.

The results of this study indicate that it is the

teachers with the most teaching experience who feel that

daily teacher-directed instruction in the subject areas is

important. Younger parents are twice as likely as older

parents to agree with playing at the centers; also, the

parents with the least experience with kindergarten are most

likely to believe that it is important that children play at

centers. Parents with a high school education and those

with a university education are similar in believing that

sitting quietly in kindergarten is important; and more

parents in the high school group believe that daily teacher

directed instruction in the subject areas is important.

In short, teachers as well as parents are similar in
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being unable to make a clear decision about what focus

kindergarten programming should have. This ambivalence

makes it very difficult for parents or teachers to clarify

the e:cact nature of kindergarten. The danger exists that,

because parents and teachers are unable to formulate the

exact nature of a kindergarten program, children may be

subjected to an overcrowded kindergarten curriculum.

Evidently parents and teachers believe that kindergarten

children need experiences with both developmental and

academic activities; but realistically the half day

kindergarten does not provide enough time for emphasis on

bot.h. As well, it is generally believed by researchers that

early formal instruction may be more harmful than beneficial

to young children (Elkind,1986).

Parental in..glyement

Approximately three-quarters of the teachers agree with

all types of parental involvement with the exception of

allowing parents to participate in decision-making. They

are least likely to agree with parents observing, parents

teaching, and parents working in the classroom.

Over two-thirds of the parents agree with all types of

involvement. They are least likely to agree with parents

helpillg prepare materials, working in the classroom with the

children, and parents teaching.
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The greatest difference between the parents and the

teachers is with regard to agreement with parents becoming

involved by making decisions about their child's education.

Most parents agree with this type of involvement, while

slightly less than half of the teachers agree. It is likely

that teachers do not consider parents knowledgeable enough

to make decisions about their child's education. However,

teachers need to bear in mind that parents know their

children better than anyone else. They have watched and

facilitated their child's learning since birth and have much

to contribute. Teachers need to work with parents and use

the knowledge they have about their children in order to

make sound educational decisions. Teachers may not have the

skills required to work effectively with parents in making

educational decisions; therefore in-service by school boards

may be necessary to improve teachers I skills in cooperative

pI anning.

There are a I so signif i cant di f f erences between the

parents and teachers with regard to agreement with parents

helping prepare materials for the teacher, and parents

supervising children during scho<?l activities, with parents

more likely than teachers to strongly agree with parents

supervising, and teachers more llkely than parents to agree

with parents preparin{' matenals.

The fact that teachers and parents are in agreement

with most types of parental lnvolvement reflects the
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increased emphasis in the last decade cn expanding the role

parents play in educational programs (Beecher,1986). It

sholls that parents, as well as teachers, recognize the

importance of the parents' role in the education of their

children. and that their involvement can lake many different

forms, thus giving opportunities for all parents to become

involved. For example, many parents are unable to become

active participants in their child's classroom because they

may work outside the home and are unable to offer their help

during the regular kinderlilarten day. Parental involvement

programs should be designed to promote involvement by all

parents and enabi e parents to become iovel ved wi thout

putting too great a burden on their time or placing: them in

situations that may be unusually stressful to them.

Denomination

Denominational affiliation of the school is the

variable most strongly related to parents' and teachers'

perceptions.

Teachers' responses on all i terns on the questionnaire

relating to aspects of religious education, such as rating

the de9 ee of emphasis for Religion as a subject area in

kindergarten, indicating the importance of daily devotions,

and agreeing with parents planning and participating in

religious celebrations, are related to denomination.
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Teachers working in Pentecostal schools are most likely to

give Religion the highest rating. most likely to perceive

participation in daily devotions as important. and most

likely to agree with parents planning and participating in

religious celebrations. Teachers working in Integrated

schools are least likely tc giVe Rei igion the highest

rating, least likely to perceive daily devotions to be

important, and least likely to agree with parents planning

and participating in religious celebrations. This pattern

is also evident in teachers' agreement with parents helping

by raising funds for the school and in teachers' perceived

imporlance of learning basic skills through play.

Parents' responses are also related to denomination,

including their estimates of the importance of Religion.

Music. Art. and Science in kindergarten. The Roman catholic

parents are most likely to believe that Religion should be

given highest degree of emphasis. while the Pentecostal

parents give it least emphasis. For Husic. Art. and

Science. it is the Pentecostal parents who give them highest

emphasis, while the Roman Catholic parents give them the

lowest emphasis.

Parents of children attending Pentecostal schools are

most likely to perceive participation in daily devotions as

important, followed by parents of children attending Roman

Catholic schools. and lastly by parents of children

attending Integrated schools.
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Furthermore. parents of children attending Pentecostal

and Integrated schools are more likely than parents of

children attending Roman Catholic schools to agree with

parental involvement by supervising children, helping with

special events, raising funds, att'!!nding workshops, and

helping prepare materials.

The findings of this study indicate that, in the case

of kin~ergarten education, there is a relationship between

denominational affiliation and the perceptions of parents

and teachers. It is more strongly related to teachers'

perceptions than to parents' perceptions. These findings

also suggest that kindergarten education may vary according

to denominational affiliation of the school; that is,

kindergarten education in one school may be significantly

different from kindergarten education in another school of a

different denominational afH I iaU on,

Rec0l1l!lendations

In the light of the findings of this study, several

recommendations can be made:

1. School districts should know that ambiquily may

exist about the purpose of kindergarten education in this

province; therefore, they should make an effort to clarify

the exact nature of kindergarten education, especially in

schools where the kindergarten curriculum is overcrowded.
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2. Kindergarten teachers should stress. as a part of

parent education programs. that developmental activities are

more important f.ot' inclusion in a kindergarten program than

more formal academic activities.

3. Since both parents and teachers largely agree

about parental involvement, teachers should make every

effort when planning parent involvement programs to provide

various types of involvement in order to include parents in

ways that are most beneficial to the children and agreeable

to the parents.

4. Schools boards :lhould provide teacher-education

programs to allow teachers to aequi re ski 11 9 necessary for

cooperative educational planning between parents and

teachers.

5. Kindergarten teachers and school boards should work

together to develop and del iver parent-education programs

which (a) teach parl!nts to become better educators of their

own children. and (b) make them aware of what is involved in

a quality kindergarten program.

6. Additional research should be conducted to discover

the nature and extent ot parental involvement programs

presently operatinq in kindergartens in this province and

assess whether the programs are allowinq opportunities for

all parents to become involved in ways that are preferable

to the parents and beneficial to the children.

7. As well. fUrther research needs to be conducted to
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determine whether kindergarten programs in the province of

Ne~lfoundland and Labrador are experiencing an overcrowded

curriculum.

8, Research into the resources and materials present

in schools in Newfoundland and Labrador should be conducted

to determine whether they meet the needs of the kindergarten

teachers and the students.

9. Finally, further research into the relationship

between denominational affiliation and kindergarten

education needs to be conducted to determine the extent of

differences in kindergarten programs in this province.

In conc:lusion, parents and teachers generally agree

concerning aspects of kindergarten education. They 3qree

that the kindergacten year plays an important role in the

education of the child and that there is much for the chilt.l

to learn. They Widely agree with parental involvement.

Denominational affiliation of the school is related to

parents' and teachers' responses to aspects of kindergarten

programming. Within the teacher group, other factors such

as qual ifications, extent of upgrading, and teaching

experience are slightly related to teachers' perceptions of

aspects of kindervarten education. Within the parent group,

other factors such as the parents' past experience with

children in kindergarten, their experience with children in

preschool, their age, their educational levels, and

population of the school their child attends are slightly
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related to parents' perceptions of some aspects of the

kindergarten education.

As kindergarten education proqres5es through the 1990's

and into the twenty-first century, educators must stdve to

provide programs that meet the needs of four- and five-year·

aids. Kindergarten education must be good education

allowing for cognitive, social, and emotional development of

the child. Educators must. continue to meet the challenge of

involving parents in ways that meet the needs of parents,

teachers and children. Finally, it is essential that there

be continuity in the expech.t.ion.:'5 and views for kindergarten

education between parents and educatol:"s in order to ensure

the best. education for the child.
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ID NO

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND ANSWER EACH QUESTION.

SECTION I

Thi.' section is designed to determine your opinions of
Kindergarten education in general. please place an (xl in
the appropriate response space.

1. What do you feel is the most important purpose of
Kindergarten? Choose one only.

1. to teach children moral and ethical
values .

2. to develop in children positive feelings
about themselves and about learning ., ,_

3. to teach children the 3 R's , .
4. to develop in children social skills of

sharing, helping, and cooperating
5. to teach chi ldt'"en to think .....
6. other(please specify) _

2. Kindergarten programs promote learning in all of the
following subject areas. Indicate the degree of
emphasis each area should receive by circling (1) to
indicate a high degree of emphasis, (2) to indicate a
lesser degt"ee, and so on.

1. Health and safety instruction 1
2. Religious education instruction 1
3. Art instruction.......... . 1
4. Social studies instruction.. .1
5. Science instruction... .. ...... 1
6. Mathematics instruction. ..1
7. Music instruction... ..1
a. Physical education instruction. . ..... 1
9. Pre-reading/reading instruction. ..1
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3. Children with special needs (e.g. physically disabled,
hearing impaired, mentally disabled) should begin their
schooling

1. in the regular Kindergarten classroom
2. in schools especially designed for them '_
3. in classes especially designed for them

in the regular school . ' __
4. in the regular Kindergarten part of the time and in

special classes for the remainder of the time.
5. other (please specify) _

4. Having handicapped and non-handicpped childl:en in the
same Kindergarten class benefits

1. the handicapped.
2. the non-handicapped.
3. all children.
4. none,

5. There are a number of ways in which the teacher can
report a child's progress to the parent. Please
indicate which one you think is the most valuable in
letting parents know about their child's progress, You
may choose more than one if necessary.

1. through the report card , , , .. , .. ,
2. through parent-teacher conferences
3. through regularly scheduled home

visitations by the teacher ... ,.,., .. " .. ,'.'."
4. through telephone conversations,.,. """"""
5, through personal notes from the teacher
6, other (please specify) _

6. The follOWing are some desirable characteristics of a
Kindergarten teacher, Space is provided for you to add
your own choice in the space provided, Rank order the
following characteristics, including your own, using
number (1) to indicate the most important
characteristic, number (2) to indicate one of lesser
importance, and so on.

1. He/she has a warm, friendly personality".,
2, He/she has a great deal of knowledge about

many subject matters. "'"
3, He/she sees each child as an individual with

different interests and abilities." .. , ..... ,
4. He/ she has knowledge of the physical, emotional,

social and intellectual development of children, '_5, other _
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7. The following things can be done at home to help the
child learn. You may add your own choice in the space
provided. Rank order the following, including your own,
using number (1) to indicatl:' the one you think is the
most valuable thing parents can do, number (2) to
indicate one of lesser value, and so on.

1. reading to their child each day ......... , •.
2. helping their child with homework assignm~nts.... _
J, encouraging their child to participate in household

activities such CIS cooking and shopping _
4. encouraging their child to watch television programs

such as Sesame Street and Mr. Dressup
5. other' _

8. To improve the quality of Kindergarten education would
you have

1. fewer children per classroom
2. more equipment and materials available
J. the Kindergarten day lengthened
4. more parenta I invol vement
5. other (please specify) _

se;CTIoN II

This section is designed to determine your opinions
t'egarding day-to-day activities of the Kindergat'ten program.
Please circle one response to each st<.lement according to
the following code:

1. very important 2, somewhat important
J, somewhat unimportant 4. very unimportant

9. Children should have daily opportunities
to play at the block, sand, water, and/ot'
housekeeping areas of the classroom .1 2 3 4

10. Children should have daily opportunities
to work through paper and penci 1 tasks
in tl'>.e subject areas such as mathematics
and language 1 2 3 4

11. Children should have daily opportunities
to use their large muscles through running,
hopping, and jumping ... ..1 2 J 4

12. children should have daily opportunities
to participate in devotions .. 1 2 J 4
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13. Children should have daily opportunities
to develop their small muscles through
activities such as painting, cutting, using
scissors. and stringing beads ... 1 2 3 4

14. Children should have daily opportunities to
sit quietly, listen to the teacher, and
follow directions ..1 2 3 4

15. Children should learn basic skills in
the subject areas through manipulatinq
materials such as clay, blocks, and
games (teacher-made and commerical) ... 1 2 3 4

16. Children should have books and stories
read to them (·very day .1 2 3 4

17. Children should be free to choose among
a variety of play and work activities , 1 2 3 4

18. Children should receive daily teacher-
directed instruction in the subject areas .... 1 2 3 4

19. Children should have opportunities to lake
part in activities such as cooking and
going on field trips .1 2 3 4

20. Children should receive rewards such as
stickers or special privileges for completing
work or exhibiting proper behavior 1 2 3 4

SECTION III

There are a number of types of involvement that parents can
have in their child's Kindergarten. Please indicate how much
you agree with each type of involvement by circling one
response to each statement according to the following code:

1. strongly agre~ 2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree 4. strongly disagree

21. Visiting the classroom to observe
Kindergarten classroom actIvities ... . .. 1 2 3 4

22. Helping make decisions about their child's
program such as which areas of interest to
studY,which books and mat~rials to use, and
which instructional mel hods to use 1 2 3 4
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23. Attending workshops and special meetings to
learn more about the Kindergarten pro9ram .... 1 2 3 "

24. Meeting with the teacher on a regular basis
(week 1y or month} y) to disc~:s.s their chit d .. 1 2 3 ..

25. Helping in the classroom by working with
children as they 90 about their daily
activities ..1 2 3 "

26. Helping by preparing materials that the
childr-en will use in the classroom... . .. 1 2 3 •

27. Helping supervise children on field trips .... 1 2 3 "

28, Helping make plans for special events
such as gr3duations, picnics, and
holida:t celebrations 1 2 3 4

29. Helping in the classroom by taking charge of
some activities such as planning and preparing
a puppet play or teaching a lesson in their
area of expertise 1 2 3 4

30. Helping to nsise money for the school

31. Helping make plans andlor participating
in religious activities and celebrations

SECTION IV

.1 2 3 4

.1 2 3 4

This section is designed to pruvide background information
which will help in the interpretation of thf! information you
have provided.

32. Please indicate your teaching qualifications.

1. B.A.(Ed.) with emphasis in the primary area .,
2. B.A. (ED) with emphasis in the elementary area
3. B.A. ,a,ED •.•....
4. a.Ed. Elementary
5. B,Ed.Primary , .
6. other (please specify) _

33. Have you had any specialized training in early childhood
education?

1. yes (please specify) _
2. no .. . ..........•....•••••.



,.,
34 Indicate holol many education courses you have taken in

the last 5 years?

1, none
2. 1-5
3.6-10
4, 11 or more

35. How many years of tv.-aching experience do you have?

1. at the Kindergarten level
2. at other grade levels

36. What is the denomination of the school in which you
teach?

1. Pentecostal
2. Roman Catholic
3. Integrated ..
". other

37. What is the student population of your school?

1. fewer than 100 students
2. 100-299 students , ...
3. 300 or more students

38. What percentage of the time, in which parents are
iovel ved in the Kindergarten program, would you allocate
for each of the following:

1. as recipients of information (parent-teacher
conferences, workshops, having parents in the
class just to observe, etc.) .... , ... __,

2. as non-instructional volunteers (preparing
materials, helping with classroom arranqements,
helping on field trips, etc.) __,

3. as instructional volunteers (working at centers,
reading to the children, teaching a lesson,
etc.) .. __,

Total:~
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ID NO __

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND ANSWER EACH QUESTION.

SECTION 1

This section is designed to determine your opinions of
kindergarten education in general. Please place an (x) in
the appropriate response space.

1. How much do you know about your chi 1d's Kindergarten
program? Please choose one only.

1. very much.
2. some
J. a little , .
4. very little
5. nothing ....

2. What do you think should be the most important function
of Kindergarten? Please choose one only.

1. to teach the children moral and ethical values
2. to develop in children positive feelings about

themselvElS and about learning .•..... ,.
3. to teach children the 3 R's (reading,

writing and arithmetic) .. , , .
4. to develop in childten the social skills of

sharing, helping and cooperating.
5. to teach children t.o t.hink. ..
6. other (please specify) ..

3. Kindergarten programs promote learning in all of the
following areas. Indicat.e the degree of emphasis each
area should receive by circling (1) t.o indicat.e a high
deqree of emphasis, (2) to indicate a lesser degree,
and so on.

1. Health and safety instruction 1
2. Religious education instruction 1
3. Art instruction .... , 1
4. Social Studies instruction.. . .1
5. Science instruction... . 1
6. Mathematics instruction..... . .. 1
7. Husic instruction................... .1
8. Physical education instruction..... .1
9. Pre- readingl reading instruction 1
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4. children with special needs (e.g., physically disabled,
hearing impaired, mentally disabled) should begin their
school iog

1. in the regular Kindergarten classroom. o.

2. in schools especially designed for them ....
3. in classes especiallY designed for them in

the regular school .
4. in regular Kindergarten part of the time and

in special classes the remainder of the time
5. other (please specify) _

5. Having handicapped and non-handicpped chi Idren in the
same Kindergarten class benefits

1. the handicapped.
2. the non-handicapped.
3. all children.
4. none.

6. There are a number of ways a teacher can report the
child' 5 prOgress to the parent. Which do you feel is
the most valuable in letting you know about
your child's progress? You may choose more than one if
necessary.

1. through the report card .
2. throuqh parent-teacher conferences,
3. through regularly scheduled home

visitations by the teacher" .. ,.
4. through telephone conversa tions .. , ... , ..
5. through personal notes from the teacher.

7. The following are some desirable characteri~tics of a
Kindergarten teacher, You may add your own choice in
the space provided, Rank order the following
characteristics, including your own, using number (1) to
indicate the most important characteristic, number (2)
to indicate one of lesser importance, and so on,

1, He/she has a warm, friendly personality.
2, He/she has a great deal of knowledge about

many subject ma t ters. , . , , .. , , , . , . , , , , , ' ... , . ,
3, He/she sees each child as an individual with

different interests and abilities, ",."""
4, He/ she has knowledqe of the physical, emotional,

social and intellectual development of children,,_
5, other _
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8. The following things can be done at home to help your
child learn. You may add your own choice in the space
provided. Rank oeder the following. i:lcludinq your own,
using number (1) to indicate the one you think is the
most valuable thing you can do, number (2) to indicate
one of lesser value. and so on.

1. reading to my child each day
2. helping my child with homework assignments
3. encouraging my child to participate in household

activities such as cooking and shopping , '_
4. encouraQing my child to watch television programs

such as Sesame Street and Mt'. Dressup
5.other _

9. To improve the quality .. f Kindergarten education would
you have

1. fewer children per classroom '_
2. more equipment and materials available
3. the Kindergarten day 1engthened
4.. more parental iovol vement
5. other (pIp-ase specify) _

SECTION I I

This section is desig-ned to determine your opinions
regarding day-to-day Kindergarten activities. Please
indicate the importance of each statement by circling one
response to each according to the followinq code:

1. very important 2. somewhat important
3. somewhat unimportant 4.. very unimportant

10. My child should have daily opportunities
to play at the block. sand, water, and/or
housekeeping areas of the classroom ... , ..•.. ,l 2 3 4

11. My child should have daily opportunities to
work through paper and penci I tasks in the
subject areas such as math and language ..... 1 2 3 4.

12. My child should have daily opportunities
to develop large muscles through activities
such as running, jumpin9. and hopping .. ..1 2 3 4.

13. My child should have daily opportunities
to participate in devotions ..... 1 2 3 4.
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14. My child should have daily opportunities to
develop small muscles through 3l;:'tivities
such as painting, cutting, usinq scissors,
or stringing beads 1 2 3 4

15. My child should have daily opportunities to
sit quietly, listen to the teacher and follo~i

directions. . ... 1 2 ) "

16. My child should learn basic ski lis in areas
such as Math and science t.hrough playing
with clay, blocks. beads, ant.! games
(teacher-made and commerclal) 1 2 3 4

17. My child should have books ftc-ad
to him/her every day 1 :2 3 4

18. My child should be free to choose among a
variety of play and work actlvities .. 1 2 3 4

19. My child should receive daily inslrut:tion
from the teachers in the subject areas such
as Science, Mathematics and Language. .1 2 3 4

20. My child should have opportunities to take
part in activities such as cooking, and
going on field trips 1 2 3 4

21. My child should receive rewards such as
stickers or special privileges for
completing work or shOWing good behavior ..... l 2 3 4

SECTION III

There are a number of types of involvement that parents can
have in their child's Kindergarten. Please indicate how
much you agree with each typ.:- ot involvement by circling one
response to each statement aCo:'ording to the following code:

1. strongly agre£> 2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagl"!"! 4. strongly disagree

22. Visiting my child's ~';:,'i":'~a(ten class to
observe what is going -:>n ... 1 2 3 4

23. Helping make decisHlI.!. <tt.out my child's
program such as what .'1( ~af, of interest to
study, what books to '.:~ ... 0)1 what to do in
cases where my child expenencinq
difficulty ......... 1 2 J 4
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24. Attending workshops and special
meetings to learn more about
the Kindergarten program .. 1 2 3 <I

25. Heeting with the teacher on a regt:lar basis
(weekly or monthly) to discu;ss my child .. 1 2 3 4

26. Helping in the Kindergarten class
by working with all the children as
they go about their daily activities .... 1 2 3 <I

,,1 2 3 4

27. Helping the teacher by preparing materials
that the children will use in the classroom .. 1 2 3 4

28. Helping supervise children on field trips .... 1 2 3 4

29. Helping make plans for special events
such as graduations. picnics, and
hoI iday eel ebrations

30. Helping in the classroom by taking char:ge
of some situations such as preparing and
presenting a puppet play, or teaching a
lesson on something that I know a lot
about such as a hobby or my wOt"k 1 2 3 4

31. Helping to raise funds for the school .1 2 3 4

32. Helping make plans for and/or
padicipating in religious activities
and celebrations. . 1 2 3 4

SECTION IV

This section is designed to provide background information
which will help in the interpretation of the information you
have provided.

33. How many children (include any child
presently Kindergarten) have you had
attend Kindergarten?
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34. Indicate the amount of time your child altendeLi a
preschool arrangement (preschool, daycare, nursery
school, playschool, etc.) in the year prior to goinq to
Kinderglu:ten.

1. 1-4 mts ..
2. SAB rnts •.
3. 9-12 mts

" none

35. To which age group do you belong?

1.25 and under ..........•..••••...•.
2. 26-35 .
3.36-45 _
4. Over 45

36. Indicate the level of education received by the mother
and the father. You may need to indicate more than one.

Mother ~ather

1, some high school onl y
2. finished high school
3. vocational/trades school
4. other training (nurse, police. etc.)
5. some university
6. qradualed from university
7. other (please speciEy) _

37. 'iour child presently attends a

1. Roman Catholic school
2. Integrated school ...............••••.•...
3. Pentecostal school
4. other (please specify)

38. The student population of your child's school is

1. Fewer than 100 students
2. 100-299 students
3. 300 or more students

J~. Since your chi Id began school in September
approximately how much time have you spent involved in
the follOWing?

I. Going to the school to attend meetings,
arent-teacher conferences, concerts and

to take part in fund raising activities. _hours
2. Going to the Kindergarten class to work

with the children. helping the teacher.
observing classroom activities and attending
meetings to plan my child's program. _hours
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Rattling Brook
Green Bay, Newfoundland
AOJ IPO

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx

Dear Superintendent:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Memorial University where I am enrolled in a Master's Degree
program with a specialty in Early Childhl)od. In the work of
my thesis, I a conducting a survey of both parents' and
teachf:rs' perceptions of the Kindergarten program in
Newfoundland and Labt'ador. Prior to conducting the study,
however, I am planning to pilot both the teacher and the
parent questionnaires.

I am seeking your permission to distribute the
questionnaires to a randomly selected group of ten
Kindergarten teachers employed by your school district. In
addition to responding to the questionnaire, I will be
asking the teachers to give a parent questionnaire to the
parents of a grade one child who attended Kindergarten at
that school in the 1988-1989 school year, The parents will
be asked to respond to the pare:'lt questionnair'J.

I thank you for your cooperation in what I feel is a
worthwhile study. I am willing to answer any inquiries you
may have concerning the study.

Yours truly,

Valerie Lambert
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Rattl ing Brook
Gr(,'en Bay. Newfoundland.
AOJ IPO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Dear Principal:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Memorial University where r am enrolled in a Master's Deqree
program \lith a specialty in Early Childhood. In the work of
my thesis, I am conducting a survey to determine the
perceptions of Kindergarten teachers and parents of
Kindergarten children reSiarding the Kindergarten program in
Newfoundland and Labrador. Prior to conducting the study,
however, I am undertaking a pi 1ot study of both the teacher
arld the parent questionnaires. Your school has been
randomly selected to participate in the pilot study.

To assist in obtaining the information I need to make the
pilot ,tudy successful, I am seeking the cooperation of
KindeC!ilart.en t.eaohers and parent.s of children who were in
Kindet::garten in the 1988-1989 school year. Would you please
forward t.he enclosed teacher questionnaire and the parent
questionnaire to the Kindergarten teacher in your school?
In the event. t.hat. t.here is more than one Kindergarten
teacher in your school, pi ease give the questio'\naire to the
teacher whose name would appear last in an alphahetical
listing of all your Kindero;arten teachers.

I thank you for your cooperation in what I believe will be a
worthwhile study. I am willing to answer any inquiries you
may have concerning the stuc.y.

Yours truly,

Valerie Liilmbet"t
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Rattling Brook
Green Bay, Newfoundland
AOJ I~O

Dear Kindergarten Teacher:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Hemorial University where J am enrolled in a Master's De<;lree
program with a specialty in Early Childhood. In the work of
my thesis, I am conducting a survey among Kindergarten
teachers and pal'ents of Kinderqarten children to determine
their perceptions of the Kindergarten program in the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Prior to conductinq
the study, however, I am undertaking a pi I at study of both
the teacher and the parent questionnaire.

To help me with this pilot study, I would like to ask for
your assistance in several ways. First of all, would you
pi ease take 15 minutes of your time to respond to the
enclosed teacher questionnaire? If you are uncertain of how
to respond to an item or if you have any suggestions for
improving the item, would you please write your:: comments in
the space pr::ovided on the attached comment sheet? Please
retur::n the completed questionnaire and comment sheet, within
the next week, in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Also, would you give the enclosed parent
questionnaire to a Orade one child who was in Kindergarten
in your school last year and whose name now appears last in
the Grade one register? PI ease instruct the child to lake
the questionnaire hOme to his/her parents. Por the purposes
of the pilot study it is necessary to involve parents who
are very familiar with the Kindergarten program.

I realize how busy you are and thank you for taking the time
to help me out with what I believe is a worthwhile study.
All information will be kept strictly confidential and used
only for the purposes of this study. No attempts will be
made to identi fy the parent, the teacher, or the school. The
returned, completed questionnaire will be recognized as
consent to participate in the study. I am wi 11 ing to answer
any inqui ries you may have concerning the study.

Yours trul y,

Valerie Lambert
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Rattling Brook
Green Bay, Newfoundland
AOJ IPO

Dear Parent:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Memorial University where I am enrolled in a Master's Degree
program with a specially in Early childhood. I am also a
Kindergat"ten teacher at King's Point, Ne\<lfoundland. As part
of my studies at the university, 1 have developed a
questionnaire to help me find out \oIhat parents think about
Kindergarlen education. However, before using the
questionnaire in my study, I want to find out from you and
nineteen other parents, from other schools, your opinions of
the items on the questionnaire.

I realize that your child is no'H in Grade 1, but I also
realize that you have had a full year of experience with a
child in Kindergarten. I need your experience to help me
make any needed changes to the questionnaire.

Would you please take approximately 15 minutes and complete
the attached questionnaire? If you are uncertain of how to
answer the items or if you have any suggestions for
improving them would you please write them in the space
provided on the attached comment sheet? Your comments will
be used to change the questionnaire. All the information
you give me will be kept strictly confidential and used only
for the purposes of improvin9 the questionnaire. Please
return the questionnaire and the comment sheet, within the
next week, in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Your return of the completed questionnaire will indicate
your consent to participate in the pilot study.

I reali:r;e that with young children you are very busy so I
would especially like to thank you for taking the time to
complete the questionnaire and will look forward to
receiving it shortly. I am willing to answer any inquires
you may have concerning the study.

Yours trul y,

Valerie Lambert
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COMMENT SHEET

FEEL FREE TO HAKE COMMENTS ON ANY OF THE ITEMS ON THE
QUESTIONNAIRE, HOWEVER, 00 NOT FEEL YOU HAVE TO WRITE
SOHE'I'HING ABOUT EACH ITEM. ONLY DO SO IF YOU THINK IT IS
NECESSARY.

,,---------------------
2' _

,,------------------
,,------------------
5' _

,,---------------------
,,------------------
,,------------------
,,---------------------

10' _

11' _

12' _

"" _
14' _

15' _

",---------------------
17' _

",--------------------"" _
",---------------------
21' _

"'---------------------
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",--------------------
"'-------------------
",---------------------
26' _

",-----------------
'''--------------------
,.,---------------------
30' _

",--------------------
",---------------------
33' _

",---------------------
35' _

",--------------------
",---------------------
3.' _

",-------------------
OTHER COMMENTS
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ID NO

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND ANSWER EACH QUESTION. ALL
RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY ~c)~FrDENTIAL AND USED SOLELY
FOR THE PURPOSE OF TH I S STUDY.

SECTION I

This section is designed to detecmine your opinions of
Kindergarten education in general. Please place an (x) in
the appropriate response space.

1. What do you feel is the most important purpose of
Kindergarten? Choose one only.

1. to develop in children moral and ethical
values .

2. to develop in children positive feelings
about themselves and .1bout learning '_

3. to develop basic skills in the 3 R's .
4. to develcp in children social skills of

sharing ,helping, and cooperating .•........
5. to develop in children the ability to think
6. cther{please specify) _

2. Kindergarten programs promote learning in all of the
following subject areas. Indicate the degree of
emphasis each area should receive by circling (1) to
indicate a high degree of emphasis, (2) to indicate a
I esser degree, and so on.

1. Heal th and safety ..
2. Religious education ...... ' .•••.
3. Art .. , •.......
", Social studies
5. Science .. , ..
6. Mathemathics ..
7. Music .
8. Physical education.
9. Pre-readingl reading
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3. Children with special needs (e.g. physically disabled,
hearing impaired, mentally disabled) should begin their
school ing

1. in the regular Kindergarten classroom .•.....
2. in schools especial 1y designed for them
3. in classes especial 1y designed for them

in the regular school ,... . .
4. in regular Kindergarten part of the time and in

special classes for the remainder of the time ...
5. other (please specify) _

4. There are a number of ways in which the teacher can
report a child's progress to the parent. Please
indicate which one you think. is the most valuable in
letting parents know about their child's progress. You
may choose more than one if necessary.

L through the report card .
2. through parent-teacher conferences
3. through regularly scheduled home

visi tations by the teacher .
4. through telephone conversations
5. throUl;,h personal notes from the teacher ...
6. other (please specify) _

5. To improve the quality of Kindergarten education would
you have (You may choose more than one if necessary):

1. fewer children per classroom .....
2. more equipment and materials available
3. the Kindergarten day lengthened .......•...•...•. _
4. more parental involvement .••..•........•.•......__
5. other (please specify) _

6. The following are some desirable characteristics of a
Kindergarten teacher. Space is provided for you to add
your own choice. Rank order the following
characteristics, inc,luding your own, using number (1) to
indicate the most important chacteristic, number (2) to
indicate one of lesser importance, and so on.

1. He/she has a warm, friendly personality ....
2. He/ she has a grea t dea 1 of knowl edge

about many subject matters .•.....•............•
3. He/she sees each child as an individual

with different interests and abilities .
4. He/she has know I edge of the physical, emotional,

social and intellectual development of children .. _
5. other _
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7. The following things can be done at home, by the parent,
to help the child learn. You may add your own choice in
the space provided. Rank order the followin9. including
your own choice, using (1) to indicate the one you feel
is the most valuable thing parents can do. (2) to
indicate one of lesser value, and so on.

1. reading to thei [ chi Id each day .
2. helping their child with homework assignments. "_
3. encouraging their child to participate in household

activities such as cookinq ilInd shopping
-t. encouraging their child to watch television

programs such as Sesame Street or Hr. Drl!ssup .• '_5. other _

SECTION [1

This section is designed to determine your opinions
regarding day-to-day activities of the Kindergarten program.
Please circle one response to each statement according to
the following' code:

1. very important 2. somewhat important.
3. somewhat unimportant 4. very unimportant

8. Children should have daily opportunities
to play at the block. sand. water, and/or
housekeeping areas of the chssroom 1 2 3 4

9. Chi ldren should have dai I y opportuni ties
to work throug'h paper and penci 1 tasks
in the subject areas such as mathematics
and 1angu.ge . 1 2 3 4

10. chi ldren should have dai I y opportunities
to use their large muscles through running.
hopping, and jumping .1 2 3 4

11. Chi ldren should have dil' I y opportunities
to participate in devotIons .. 1 2 3 4

12. Children should have riilll 'I opportunities
to develop their smal! mU~r"les through
activities such as pa:nt :n9, cutting. using
scissors, and stringl:-.; b.,.ilds .. 1 2 1 4

13. Children should spend ilt :~olst one hour a day
sitting quietly. lisl':"i.ln-; to the teacher. and
followin9 directions ..... 1 2 3 4
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14. Children should learn basic skills in
the subject areas~ through manipUlating
materials such as clay, blocks, and
games (teacher-made and cornmericlll) 1 2 3 '"

15. Children should have books and stories
read to them every day 1 2 3 -4

16. Children .should be free to choose IImon9
a variety of play and work activities ... .1 2 3 ..

17. Children should reeeive daily leacher-
directed instruction in the subject areas .... l 2 3 4

18. Children should have opportunities to take
part in activities such as cookin; and
going on field trips..... . .... 1 2 3 4

19. Children should reoei ... e rewards such as
stickers or special privileges for completing
work or exhibi Hog proper behaviOl:" 1 2 3 4

SECTION II I

There are II number of types of invol vement that parents can
have in their child's Kinder9arten. Please indicate how much
you agrl!!e with each type of involvement by circling one
response to each statement according to the following code:

1. st.rongly agree 2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree 4. strongly disagree

20. Visitin9 the classroom to observe
Kindergarten classroom activities ... 1 2 3 4

21. Helping make decisions about their child's
program such as which areas of interest to
studY,which books and materials to use, and
which instructional methods to use .•......... 1 2 3 4

22. Attendino workshops and .spedal meetings to
learn more about the Kindergarten program .... l 2 3 4

23. Heeting with the teacher on a regular basis
(weekly or monthly) to discuss their child .. 1 2 3 4

2-4. Helping in the classroom by working" with
children as they 90 about their daily
activiths ...•.................. . 1 2 3 4
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... 1 2 3 4

26. Helping supervise children on field tr:ips .... 1 2 3 4

27. Helping make plans for special events
such as graduations, picnics. and
holiday celebrations 1 2 3 "

28. Helping in the classroom by taking charge of
some activities such as planning and preparing
a puppet play or teaching a lesson in their
area of expertise .. , 1 2 3 4

29. Helping to raise money for the school .1 2 3 "

30. Helping make plans and/or participating
in religious activities and celebrations ..... 1 2 3 "

SECTION IV

This section is designed to provide background information
which will help in the interpretation of the information you
havt> pt"ovided.

31. Please indicate your teaching qualifications.

L B.1I..{Ed.) with emphasis in the primary area
2. B.1I..{ED) with emphasis in t.he elementary area
3. B.1I..,B.ED _
-4. B.Ed. Element.ary .
5. B.Ed.Primary
6. Other (please specify) _

32. Have you had any specialized tt"aining in early childhood
education?

L yes (please specify) _
2, no . ,

33. Indicate how many education courses you have taken in
the last 5 years'?

1. none .•...
2.1-5
3.6-10 .....
-4. 11 or more
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34. How many years cf teaching experience do you have?

1. at the Kindergarten level
2. at other grade levels .

3S. What is the denomination of the school in which you
teach?

1. Pentecostal
2. Roman Cathol ic
3. Integrated
4. other

36. What is t.he student population of your school?

1. fewer than 100 students
2. 100-299 students
3. 300 or more students

37. What percentac;Je of the time, in which parents are
involved in the Kindergarten program, would you allocate
for each of the following:

1. as recipients of information (pa.ent-teacher
conferences, workshops, having parents in the
class just to observe, etc.) .,. ... __,

2. as non-instructional volunteers (preparing
materials, helping with classroom arrangements,
helping on field trips, etc.) __'

3. as instructional volunteers (working at centers,
reading to the children, teaching it lesson,
etc.) .__'

Total=~
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ID NO

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND ANSWER EACH QUESTION. ALL
RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND USED SOLELY
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY.

SECTION 1

This section is designed to determine your opinions of
kinderqarten education in general. Please place an (x)
the appropriate response space.

1. What do you think should be the most important function
of Kindergarten? Please choose one only.

1. to develop in children moral and ethical values
2. to develop in children positive feelings about

themselves and about learning ........••..••...
3. to develop basic skills in the 3 R's (reading,

writing and arithmetic) .
4. to develop in children the social skills of

sharing, helping and cooperating .
5. to develop in children the ability to think .
6. other (plea5e 5pecify) .

2. Kindergarten programs promote learning in all of the
following areas. Indicate the degree of emphasis each
area should receive by circling (1) to indicate a high
degree of emphasis, (2) to indicate a lesser degree,
and so on.

1. Health and safety ..
2. Rei igious education
3. Art .
4. Social Studies
5. Science ....
6. Mathematics
7. Music .
8. Physical education
9. Pre- reading/ readi 0<;1

.1
....... , 1_.,

.1

.1
.... 1
. ... 1
.... 1

.. 1
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3. Children with special needs ,e.g., physically disabled,
hearing impaired, mentally disabled) should begin their
school ing

1. in the regular Kindergarten class~'oom _
2. in schools especially designed for them
3. in classes especially designed for them in

the reqular school .
4. in regular Kindergarten part of the time and

in special classes the remainder of the time
5. other (please specify) _

4. There are a number of ways in which a teacher can report
the child's progress to a parent. Which do you feel is
the most valuable way of receiving information aboul your
child's progress? You may choose more than one if
necessary.

1. through the report card
2. through parent~teacher conferences
3, through regul ar I y schedul ed home

visitations by the teacher
4, through telephone conversations
5. throu9h personal notes from the teacher

5. To improve the quality of Kindergarten education would
you have (You may choose more than one):

1. fewer children per classroom ....
2. more equipment and materials available
3. the Kindergarten day lengthened ...
4. more parental involvement
5. other (please specify) _

6. The following are some desirable characteristics of a
Kindergarten teacher. You may add your own choice in the
space provided. Rank order the following, including your
own, using number (1) to indicate the most important
characteristic, number (2) to indicate one of lesser
importance, and so on.

1. He/she has a warm, friendly personality
2. Helshe has a great deal of knowledge about

many subject areas ...............•....•.....
3. He/she sees each child as an individual with

different interests and abilities .
4. Helshe has knowledge of the physical, emotional,

social and intellectual development of chi I dren
5. other _
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1 The fo1 towing things can be done at home to help your
child learn. 'fou may add your own choice in the space
provided. Rank order the following. includinq YOliC own,
using number (1) to indicate the one you think is the
most valuable thing you can do, number (2) to indicate
one of lesser value, and so on.

1. reading to my chi I d each day
2. helping my child with homework assignments. ,_ .. ,
J. encouraging my child to participate in household

activities such as cooking and shopping .
4. encouraging my child to watch television programs

such as Sesame street and Mr. Dressup
S. other _

B. How much do you know about your child's Kindergarten
program? Please choose one only.

1. very much
2. some
3. a little ..
4. very little
5. nothing ....

SECTION I I

This section is designed to determine your opinions
regarding day-to-day Kindergarten activities, Please
indicate the importance of each statement by circling
response to each according to the following code:

1, very important 2. somewhat important
3, somewhat unimportant 4. very unimportant

9. My child should have daily opportunities
to play at the block, sand, water, andlor
housekeeping areas of the cl ass room . .. 1 2 3 4

10. My child should have daily opportunities to
work through paper and penci I tasks in the
subject areas such as math and language .•... , 1 2 3 4

11. My child should have daily opportunities
to develop large muscles through activities
such as running, jumping, and hopping ., 1 2 3 4

12. My child should have daily opportunities
to participate in devotions.. , ... 1 2 3 4
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13. My child should have daily opportunities to
develop small muscles through activities
such as painting. cuttinq, using scissors,
or stringing beads ...................1 2 ) 4

H. My child should should spend at least one hour
of each day sitting quietly, listening to the
teacher and following directions 1 2 3 "

15. My child should learn basic skills in the
subject areas !lliUnl.:i. through playing daily
with clay, blocks, beads, and games
(teacher-made and commercial) .. ., .. ,1 2 3 4

16. My child should have books read
to him/her every day

17. My child should be free to choose among a
variety of play and work activities .1 2 3 "

lB. My child should receive daily teacher-directed
instruction in the subject areas ... 1 2 3 4

19. My child should have opportunities to t<l.ke
part in activities such as cooking, and
qoing on field trips.. . ... 1 2 3 4

20. My child should receive rewards such as
stickers or special privileges for
compi eting work or showing good behavior ... 1 2 3 4

SECTION III

There are a number of types of involvement that parents can
have in their child's Kindergarten, Please indicate how
much you agree with each type of involvement by circling one
response to each statement accordinq to the following code:

1. strongly agree 2. somewhat agree
3. somewhat disagree 4. strongly disagree

21. Visiting my child's Kindergarten class to
observe what is going on ... 1 2 3 4

22. Helping make decisions about my child's
program such as what areas of interest to
study, what books to use or what to do in
cases where my child is experiencing
difficulty.. .,1 2 3 4
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meetings to 1earn more about
the Kindergarten program ... 1 2
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24. Meeting with the teacher on a regular basis
(weekly or monthly) to discuss my child .1 2 :3 4

Kelping in the Kindergarten class
by working with all the childt:"en as
they 90 about their daily activities 1 2 :3 4

26. Helpin; the teacher by preparing materials
that the children will use in the classroom .. J. 2 3 4

27. Helpinq supervise children on field trips .... 1 2

Helping make plans for .!lpecial events
such as graduations, picnics, and
holiday celebrations... . 1 2 3 4

29. Helping in the classroom by taking charge
of some situations such as preparing and
presenting a puppet pI ay, or teachinq a
lesson on something that I know a lot
about such as a hobby or my work ... 1 :2 3 4

30. Hel ping to raise funds for the schoo.l .. 1:2 3 4

31. Helping make plans for and/or
participating in r!ligious activities
and celebrations in my child's class 1 :2 3 4

SECTION IV

This section is designed to provide background information
which wi 11 help in the interpretation of the information you
have provided.

31, HoW many children (include any child
presently Kindergarten) have you had
attend Kindergarten'? ... , ...••...•...•. _
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33. Indicate the length of time your child attended a
preschool arrangement (preschool, daycare, nursery
school, playschool, etc.) in the year prior to going to
Kinderga [ten.

1. 1-4 mts
2. 5-8 mts.
3. 9-12 mts
4. none

34. To which age group do you belong?

1. 25 and under
2. 26-35
3. 36-45
4. Over 45

35. Indicate the level of edu<.:ation you regard as the
highest one you have received. Indicate ~ for both the
father and the mother.

Mother Father
1. some high school onl y
2. finished high school
3. vQcationa 1/ trades schoo I
4. other training (nurse, police, etc.)
5. some university
6. graduated from university
7. other (please specify) _

36. Your child presently attends a

1. Roman Cathal ic school
2. Integrated school
3. Pentecostal school ....
4. Other (please specify) _

37. The student population of your child's school is

1. Fewer than 100 stud~r.1 5

2. 100-299 students
3. 300 or more students
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38. Since your child began school in septp.mber (1989)
approximately how much time have you spent involved in
the following?

1. Going to the school to attend meetings,
parent-teacher conferences, concerts and
to take part in fund raising activities. _hours

2. Going to the Kindergarten class to work
with the children, helping the teacher,
observing classroom activities and attending
meetings to plan your child's prOliJram. _hours
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Rattling Brook
Green BlIY, Newfoundland
AO.J [PO

lOIXKXXXXXXXXXX

xXXXXXXXICXXXICX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Dear Superintendent:

J am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Hemorial University where I am enrolled in a Master's Degree
program with a specialty in Early Childhood. In the work of
my thesis, I am conducting a study to determine the
perceptions of Kindergarten teachers and parents of
Kinderqarten children cegarding the Kinder-garten program in
Newfoundland and Labrador. As part of the study, I have
developed a questionnaire for Kindergarten teachers which I
hope to distribute to a randomly selected sample of teachers
in your district. I have also developed a parent
questionnaire which I hope to distribute to a randomly
selected sample of parel".ts of the Kindergarten children in
your district.

I would be grateful for your permission to distribute
the questionnaires to your teachers. I am willing to answer
any inquiries you may have concerning the study.

I thank you for your cooperation in what I believe will be a
worthwhile study.

'tours truly,

valerie Lambert
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Rattling Brook
Cz:-een Bay. Newfound! and
AOJ IPO

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXltXXX

Dear P.ineipal:

I am a graduate student in the Facul ty of Education at
Memorial University of Newfoundland where I am enrolled in a
Ma.5ter's Degree program with a specialty in Early Childhood.
In the work of my thesis, I am conducting a survey to
determine the perceptions of Kindergarten teachers and
parents of Kindergarten children regarding the Kindergat"ten
program in Newfoundland and Labrador. Your school has been
randomly selected to participate in the study.

Would you please assist me in the study by forwarding the
enclosed questionnaire to the Kindergarten teacher in your
school? It wi 11 take approximatel y 15 minutes to compi ete
the questionnait"e. In the event that thet"e is more than one
Kindergarten teacher in the school, please give the
questionnaire to the teacher whose name would appear last in
an alphabetical listing of all your Kindergarten teachers.

I thank you for your cooperation in what I believe will be a
worthwhile study. I am willing to answer any inquiries you
may have concerning the study.

Yours truly,

Valerie Lambert
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Rat t 1 iog Brook
Green Bay, Newfoundland
AOJ IPO

lIXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

lIXXXXXXl(XXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Dear Kindergarten Teacher:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Memorial University where I am enrolled in a Master's Degree
program with a specialty in Early Childhood. In the work of
my thesis, I am conducting a survey among Kindergarten
teachers and parents of Kindergarten children to determine
thei r perceptions of the Kindergarten program in the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador.

I am asking you to help me with this study by taking
approximately IS minutes of your time to complete the
attached questionnaire. When you return the completed
questionnaire would you also enclose a list of the Dame;}
addr!!sses and telophone numbers of the parents of the
children in your Kindergarten class? Your list is necessary
in order to compile a parent sample for this study. Some of
the parents on your list may be contacted to complete a
parent questionnaire. Return both the questionnaire and the
name list, within the next week, in the enclosed stamped,
self-addressed envelope. Last of all, could you please
distribute the enclosed notes to the children in your
Kindergarten class and instruct them to take them home to
their parents?

r realize how busy you are ilnd thank you for taking the time
to help me out with what I believe is a worthwhile study.
The code number at the top right hand corner of the
questionnaire allows the researcher to determine whether or
not you have returned the questionnaire. It will not be
used to identify you in the coding and analysis of data.
Your return of the completed questionnaire will indicate
your consent to participate 1n the study, I am willing to
answer any enquiries you roay have concerning this study,

Yours trul y,

Valerie Lambert
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Rattling Brook
Green Bay, Newfoundl and
AOJ IPO

Dear Parent,

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
Memorial University of Newfoundland where I am enrolled in a
Haster's Degree program with a specialty in Early Childhood.
As part of my work at the university, 1 have developed a
questionnaire to help me find oul whal parents and
Kindergart~n teachers think about Kindergarten education in
Newf cundl and and Labrado:.

Your child's teacher has completed a teacher questionnaire
for me and ncw I am asking you to lake approximately 15
minutes of your time to complete the attached parent
questionnaire. Please return the completed questionnaire,
within the neltt week, in the enclosed stamped,
self-addressed envelope. The code number at the top right
hand corner of the questionnaire allows me to determine
whether or not you have returned the questionnaire. It will
not be used to identify you in the study. Your return of
the completed questionnaire will indicate your consent to
participate in the study.

I realize that with young children you at"e very busy so I
would especially like to thank you for taking the time to
complete the questionnaire and look forward to receiving it
shortly. I am willing to answer any inquiries you may have
concet"ning the study.

Yours truly I

valerie r.ambert
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Dear Parents:

I am a Kindergarten teacher at Valmont Academy in
King's Point, Newfoundland. As part of my work at the
University, I am trying to find out what parents of
Kindergarten children and Kindergarten tea.::hers think of
Kindergarten education. Your child's teacher has been asked
to complete a questionnaire. You may soon receive a
questionnaire in the mail. If you do receive one, could you
please take 15 minutes to complete and mail it to me in the
stamped, self-addressed envelope included loIith the
questionnai re.

Valerie Lambert
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING OR ENCLOSE A PHOTOCOPY OF THE
REQUIRED INFORMATION.

PARENT' 5 NAME ADDRESS PHONE NO.
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